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It's taken me a few decades to under- 
stand that the Chinese maxim, “May you 
live in interesting times” is a curse, not a 
blessing. “For sure, and it is,” I can imag- 
ine my great aunt Mary Moynahan 
agreeing. This relative (I can’t say forebear 
— no one’s ever mentioned that she had 
any children) is one I’ve only recently 
learned about. “She traveled the whole 
world selling books. She had a wonderful 
life,” my grandmother is reported to have 
said. To be a woman, single, and traveling 
the world (or even upstate New York) sell- 
ing books a hundred years ago.... Now 
that sounds like the best of interesting. 

But then there’s that other kind of 
interesting, the curse kind, where “interesting” is a 

detachment-kind-of-word for chaotic, undependable, 

or defying logic and understanding. That’s the kind of 
“interesting” that the bookselling community has 
lived with these last five years, and it’s taken too many 
good independent bookstores down. Last year “inter- 
esting” hit the small presses in the form of tsunamis of 
returns that drove cash flow into negative figures 
month after month, as books “sold” two or three or 

even five years previously suddenly reappeared in the 
office, oftentimes damaged beyond salability. 

But now “interesting” has hit publishers’ row, 
too. The long-term effects of financing the superchain 
explosion with all those special deals are coming 
home to roost in the form of a growing returns rate 
(45%, according to The American Association of Pub- 
lishers) and a 12% decline in hardcover book sales. 

Now here’s an “interesting” connection: Perhaps 

the decline in hardcover sales has something to do with 

the closing of so many excellent (and hardcover-selling) 

independent bookstores over the past few years. 

Perhaps there’s a relationship between the public’s shift 
to superstore shopping and the new focus on highly 
discounted bestsellers. Perhaps there’s even an overt 
cause-and-effect relationship between the growing 
“if-it-isn’t-discounted-I’m-not-buying” mind set and 
the decline in hardcover sales. Maybe all those walls full 
of row after row of “bestsellers” actually distract the 
would-be hardcover buyers from the real books. 

And then there’s that most “interesting” contra- 
diction: The explosion of chain stores has doubled the 
amount of bookstore space in this country, but book 
sales haven't increased proportionately. Shipping out 
twice as many books just means that half of them (OK, 
45% and rising) will be returned. 

But corporate publishers have invested heavily in 
financing superchain expansion: the loss from those 
“special” (albeit illegal) discounts and deals, paying 
all the legal fees associated with defending those dis- 
counts and deals, and the money lost to the chains’ 
skyrocketing returns rate. Corporate publishers are 
stuck throwing good money after bad. It would be one 
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thing if this strategy worked. But it doesn't. Corporate Publishers Could sq HarperCollins (which has just taken a loss of $270 amount of money if they cout Vea Tremendous 
million — nearly 35% of the company’s value) has bestselling books, Publishing a th ublish Only the taken a very “interesting” approach to its financial to get the ten or twenty that acral ae °F $0 books 

y woes: it’s going to cut back the number of titles it | seller lists is too €xPensive. Rather th make the best. publishes each year (from 1,600 to 1,000)soastobeable | bother, someone (Perhaps those P 2N 80 to all that to focus, it would seem, on the kind of titles that the | at The NY Times who decided "iE businesg People 
superchains and the price clubs sell best. Other pub- | bestseller list to Barnes & Noble T 
lishers (Random House and Grove, according to a remuneration, of course) 
recent front-page NY Times article), are turning to the ence of chainstore buyers 
superchains for advice on covers and, well, whether to would be bestsellers. The Publishers books publish a book at all. Not that the chains are telling the publish only the winning titles, thereby Mic: then 
publishers what to do, the article hastens to point out, | mous amounts of money. Customers could b enor- 
it’s just that if the chain buy isn’t big enough, well, the big books or go read the Internet. my Me book gets canceled. This scenario, in which a handful Alternately, corporate publishers could decide to of buyers for a few superchains have de facto control stop throwing money at the superchains, They could over what gets published, is one that independent reclaim all the “co-op” they feed to the chains . . 

. 
. 

a 

booksellers have been predicting for years. But The NY | their lawyers to figure out how to invest as al Times’ documentation moves it from paranoia to reality. money in independent stores as they've fed to super- What's a corporate publisher to do, given the chains over the last decade, and invest in bookselling ‘ current state of bookselling and publishing? that will make publishing profitable. R FBN has two suggestions for two different Now that would be interesting. && 
§ directions: —Carol Seajay 
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“Bap MOTHERS 

The Politics of Blame 

in Twentieth-Century America — 

pee by Molly Ladd- Taylor and Lauri Umansky 

0-8147-5120°2 / $22.95 paper / November 

WoMEN OF STEEL 
Female Bodybuilders 

and the Struggle 

for Self-Definition 

Maria R. Lowe 
0-8147-5094-X / $17.95 paper 

November 

No MIpDLE GROUND 

Women and 

Radical Protest 

Edited by Kathleen M. Blee 
0-8147-1280-0 / $18.95 paper 
January 

WoMEN OF THE AMERICAN SOUTH 
A Multicultural Reader 

Edited by Christie Anne Farnham 
0-8147-2655-0 / $18.95 paper / November 

CLIPPED WINGS 

The Rise and Fall of the Women Airforce Service 

Pilots (WASPs) of World War II 

Molly Merryman 
0-8147-5567-4 / $29.95 cloth / December 

INTRODUCING WomMeEN's STUDIES 
Feminist Theory and Practice 
Second Edition 
Edited by Victoria Robinson and Diane Richardson 
0-8147-7494-6 / $19.95 paper / September 

WoMEN AND BULLFIGHTING 
Gender, Sex and the Consumption of Tradition 
Sarah Pink 
1-85973-961-x / $17.50 § -20 paper / Septem 
Distributed for Berg Publishers Z ner 

MARY WoRESTONEGA 

AND 200 YEARS OF FEMINisms 
Edited by Eileen Janes Yeo 
1-85489-061-1 / $18.50 paper / September 
Distributed for Rivers Oram Press 

S/HE 
Changing Sex and Changing Clothes 
Claudine Griggs 

1-85973-916-4 / $19.50 paper / January 
Distributed for Berg Publishers 

WOMEN AND ALCOHOL 
Contemporary and Historical Perspectives 
Moira Plant 
1-85343-364-0 / $22.50 paper / September 
Distributed for Free Association Books 

FASHION THEORY 

The Journal of Dress, Body & Culture 
Edited by Valerie Steele 

“This is a perfect time to launch Fashion Theory. 
The field of culture and history that it aims to cover 

is truly ripe for harvesting.” 
—Andrew Ross, New York University 

Already available: 

Volume 1, Issue 1: March 1997, illustrated 

ISBN: 1-85973-966-0 / $13.95 paper 

Volume 1, Issue 2: June 1997, illustrated 

ISBN: 1-85973-937-7 / $13.95 paper 

Forthcoming: 
Volume 1, Issue 3: September 1997, illustrated 

ISBN: 1-85973-942-3 / $13.95 paper 

Volume 1, Issue 4: December 1997, illustrated 

ISBN: 1-85973-947-4 / $13.95 paper 

For subscription 

information, 

contact: 

Berg Publishers 

150 Cowley Road 

Oxford OX4 1JJ 

United Kingdom 

Phone: 

011-44- 

1865-245104 

Fax: 

011-44- 

1865-799116 

| NYU Press 
NYU | 1-800-996-NYUP. http://www.nyupress."Y 5 
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Cet LER Ss 

333 Main Street West 
Hamilton ON, Canada L8P 1K1 

Dear FBN, 

Just a quick note responding to the Summer 
Sidelines issue. 

I would like to thank Margaret Philips for her 
thoughtfulness and praise of Ottawa Women’s 
Bookstore owner Peggy Harris. Peggy has been 
donating her last year’s Books in Print to us for many 
years so we benefitted from her generosity and miss 
her as well. 

In the spring I was in the Kootenay Mountains 
of British Columbia and stumbled across a family 

making soap in a shed on their hillside. We’ve been 
selling their beautiful product ever since and the 
store smells beautiful because of it. (Cathy-Ann’s 
Kootenay Coconut Soap, RR#3 Site 36 C-5, Queens 

Bay, Nelson BC, Canada V1L 5P6.) This fall we will 
also experiment with organic herbal tinctures and 
essential oils. We’ve been carrying locally produced 
jewelry and sculptures for a few years and all these 
extras enhance the overall appearance of the shop. 
Our sales are steady with new/first time customers 

coming in every day. 
I was interested to see the note on the dialogue 

with bookstores owned by gay men who claim to be 
the “first” in town when in fact women have been 

there long before it was fashionable. Hamilton now 
has a lesbian/ gay, male-owned bookstore and that 

male has done exactly that: claimed to be first! Out 

Wardly, we’ve been gracious but privately we've 

been shaking our hairdos. Is this another case of 

Women doing the work and guys taking all the 

credit?! 
Renee 
Women’s Bookstop 

The Demise of Our Booksellers Association 

Dear FBN, 
When we joined The Houston Area Booksellers 

Association eight years ago, it was dominated by 
established, general independent stores. The main 
activity was an annual dinner with authors, raising 
funds for literacy. There were no joint marketing 
projects, no skill-building workshops, etc. The 
specialty stores were treated like annoyances. 

CZF | 
Eventually, the general stores disappeared. For a 

few years, the specialty stores tried to grab the reins 
and make the organization work. Then, most recently, 
some of those specialty stores have disappeared. A 
few joined with a few new folks that are selling used 
books. Unfortunately, there were no longer enough 
stores and experienced booksellers to keep the asso- 
ciation going. Now it has disbanded. 

The moral of the story as I see it? Forget the fancy 
dinners. Focus on cooperation. Learn sharp business 
skills. 

Pokey Anderson 
Inklings 
1846 Richmond Avenue 
Houston TX 77098 

Correction: In our Menstrual & Breast-Health Products 

article in the Sidelines issue (Vol. 20#2) it was unclear that 

bookstores can order The Keeper from Eco Logique Inc., Box 
32073, 1386 Richmond Road, Ottawa ON, Canada K2B 

1A1; 800-680-9739, fax 613-596-6389, email (keeper 
@magi.com), Web (http://www.magi.com/~keeper). We 
apologize for any confusion this has caused. e) 

—— 
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WAS sometimes hard 

to remember anything q 

unusual was happen inl 

in the world beyond oyp 
forest. At least here 

some recognizable shape 
remains — even now—~ 

to our interrupted lives” | 
——from INTO THE FOREST 

“Beautifully written ... 

profoundly moving” 
—San Francisco Chronicle 

“Powerfully imagined ... 
a truly admirable addition to a genre defined 

by the very high standards of George Orwell's 

1984 and Russell Hobans Riddley Waller 

— Publishers Weekly, Starred review 

“Captures the essential — 

nature of the sister bond. 

Carol Saline, co-author of Sisters an 

Mothers and Daughters 

ss available. 
A Reader's Companion «> for copies: 

Ask your BDD Sales Representative for cop 

Also available on BDD Audio Cassette 

http:/Avww.bantam.com oO 

Available wherever books are sold Hi 
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ABA Board 
Approves Vision Statement 

The ABA Board of Directors unanimously 
approved a new vision statement to serve as the over- 
all framework for programs and activities for the 
association for the next five years. 

The statement represents a radical step in the 
direction of defining its membership as independent 
booksellers and identifies ABA as an advocate for 
these stores. 

It defines ABA's role as “a vigilant and active 
advocate for legal trade practices” as well as other 
beneficial programs, and states that ABA engages in 
partnerships with regional and other bookseller 
organizations (uh, could this by chance be interpreted 
to include the Feminist Bookstore Network? That 
would be a radical and progressive departure!), as 

well as ABA’s more traditional roles: education, 

research, systems and software development, busi- 
ness support services, and help to incubate new 
competitive models for its members. 

The vision statement defines ABA’s Core 
Members as “the privately held bookseller having a 
Store front location.” It includes a vision for the inde- 

pendent bookselling industry in the year 2002: 
“Independent professional booksellers are skilled 
retail business people who are a vibrant, influential 
force in a diverse marketplace, economy and society. 
They are recognized as vital links between authors, 
teaders, publishers and the community.” 

ABA’s strategic planning committee has already 
Met to begin developing strategies to support and 

implement the new statement. In related business, the 

Board named a search committee to begin the process 

of selecting ABA’s new executive directory. Tattered 

Cover owner, Joyce Meskis, will chair the committee 

Which will also include vice president Richard 

Howorth, Neal Coonerty, Suzanne Staubach, and 
Jerry Brace. The nominating committee for ABA offi- 
cers has also been named: it will be chaired by Matt 
Miller and includes Barbara Morrow, Patrice Wynne, 
Chuck Robinson, and Linda Brummett. 

New Trade Show to Compete with BEA — 

The Literary Congress (TLC), “a new trade show 
for book publishers and retailers,” will be held May 
8-10, 1998, in Nashville. Headed by Eileen Dengler, 
the former director of conventions and trade shows 
for the American Booksellers Association, TLC is 
positioning itself to mount a direct challenge to Reed 
Elsevier’s BookExpo America. 

“BookExpo America has lost touch with both 
ends of the business — publishers and booksellers 
alike,” claims Dengler. “[BEA] lost its sales focus, and 
began to look and feel like its sole purpose was its own 
continuation.” 

Citing BEA’s escalating fees, troubled manage- 
ment, and last year’s cancellations by Penguin, 
Random House, Bantam Doubleday Dell and Simon 
& Schuster, Dengler promises a cheaper exhibit space 
($14 per square foot, with booths in three sizes vs. 
BEA’s $25/sq. ft.), changing venues (1998 in Nash- 
ville, 1999 in Phoenix, and 2000 in Portland, all in 

markets that haven’t seen a show in decades), inten- 
sive programming on business issues and operational 
aspects of book retailing, venues to promote new and 
mid-list authors, and mini-sales conferences where 

publishers can pitch their products to a group of book- 
sellers as a way to reduce overall costs of sales calls. 

If BEA is large and corporate, The Literary Con- 
gress is low-key and user-friendly, marketing itself 
under the slogans “What we need is a little TLC,” 
“Finally a show that is created for the industry, by the 
industry,” and “Back to the Business of Books.” Nice as 

——— 
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Feminist theory has 

been at the fore- 
front of critical 
analysis for more 

than two decades. 
Feminism and Film is the first book to apply such a 
broad range of theory to contemporary film. From 
Laura Mulvey and bell hooks to questions of re- 
production, pornography, Black feminism and “the 
personal is political,” Maggie Humm explains femi- 

nist issues and offers a fascinating array of original 
film analyses. 

246 pages, 9 b&w photos 

paper $16.95 cloth $39.95 

IT'S NOT UNUSUAI 
A HISTORY OF LESBIAN AND GAY BRITAIN 

IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY 

ALKARIM JIVANI 
An informal history of lesbian and gay life in 20th Century Britain told through the testimony of those who lived through it all. The clothes they wore the books they read, the music they enjoyed the slang they used, the people they loved, the thi ngs that made them laugh, and the things that made them cry are all vividly recalled, The result is a poignant and powerfully told histo new light on Britain eager 'n Our Century, 
Paper $15.95 cloth $35.00 

IND At bookstores 

UNTVLAN A 
RSITY 
PRESS 

Orders: 1-800-842-676¢ 
ers: <-679 http dAwww.indiana.edu/-iupress 

all that sounds, the show is rected at gy 00 rather than at booksellers, never m; 
booksellers. While this is clearly a tet dependent 
the trade show audience and telieve a to reynj 

financial cost of exhibiting at BEA a fe Of the 
smaller (but not necessarily cheaper) ana aS Several] 
by different chains for their own staff, ind; Organized 
ers aren't likely to be thrille 7 CHe-booksel- d to be co . ; 

chain-store staff for exhibitors’ attention eting with 
An independently incorporate 

nected with Reading Etter eae a 
trade shows, The Literary Congress has a ane seven, including Sharon Weiss, former exhibits at 
ager for ABA. 

For more information, contact The Litera 
Congress at 2667 Hyacinth St., Westbury NY 11590; 
516-333-0681, fax 516-333-0689, email (readingent 
@aol.com). 

In related news, Reed Exhibitions, although 
enjoying the BEA-was-a-success spin, is bringing ina 
new team to direct the 1998 show. Chris Miller, senior 
v-p at AE&S, and who had general oversight for BEA, 
has been given a number of new shows to oversee. 
Tony Calanca succeeds him. Marilyn Harrington, v-p 
and account manager for BEA, is leaving the company 

to become v-p of a trade association based in New 
York City. A replacement is expected to be named 
soon. New BEA publicity manager is Tina Jordan. 

After three years of being assigned backat 
bus locations at BEA, feminist, lesbian ee one 
exhibitors have registered the ultimate pro™* 
signed up. . none of 
= BEA had assigned insulting locations ae 

them appropriate to The Aisle’s ne ie 

G/L/F Aisle for each of the last three Y° 
to tell which of BEA’s actions last yooh ee Tocation we 
line for each publisher: reneging 0? ihe 
had negotiated for BEA 97, bumpin m for religious 
its promised location to make more 100" 
publishers, failing to reward our loy 

nt-and¢ 
location given the huge number of fro anceled, esses © 
spaces that opened up as the ee omni September/ October 1997 
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moving The Aisle, instead, to the absolute back of the 
hall (on a little peninsula that isolated The Aisle and 
surrounding booths even more), the (broken) promise 
of a restaurant at the end of The Aisle to draw traffic, 
BEA’s response to complaints about this year’s loca- 
tion —a series of patronizing and somewhat insulting 
telephone calls that antagonized rather than mollified 
Aisle exhibitors, or putting us on a row witha huge 
pillar in the middle of it. 

Five presses (Feminist Bookstore News, Papier 
Mache, Cleis, Women’s Press /Canada and Firebrand) 
left The Aisle for better and/or less expensive loca- 
tions before the beginning of the 1997 show. 

The Aisle’s poor location in recent years was due, 
in part, to a shift in policy in the way ABA/BEA 
assigns space. In previous years, location was based 
on the seniority of the publishers who sponsored the 
aisle (originally Alyson, later Naiad.) Three years ago, 
ABA instituted specialty sections modeled on The 
G/L/F Aisle and the University Presses area and 

See G/LIF Aisle, page 27. 

HarperCollins Takes $270 Million Charge, 
S Cancels 100 Titles 

Insisting that it is not for sale, Rupert Murdoch’s 

News Corporation announced that it would take a $270 

million charge against earnings for the 1997 fiscal year 

to “revamp its HarperCollins unit.” The $270 million 

charge may be the largest ever taken in the publishing 

industry. Pearson PL.C. took a $163 million charge in 

connection with accounting irregularities at its publish- 

ing subsidiary, Penguin USA, last February; 

Paramount Communications took a $140 million write- 

off against Simon & Schuster in 1989. 

The company said the charge was largely due to 

returns and author advances for unprofitable books 

including, presumably, the alleged $4 million advance 

to Jay Leno which did not pay out. The charge, accord- 

ing to the company’s chief operating officer Jo Kiener, 

reflects expenses that have occurred over a period of 

three to five years and includes costs resulting from 

the closing of imprints, severance pay, and the termi- 

Nation of leases in New York. 

As part of the revamping, the international 

HarperCollins work force of about 3,000 will be 

teduced by 460 positions. The HarperSanFrancisco 

staff has, over the last several years, been reduced 
from 200 to 35. Basic Books and HarperReference have 
already been folded into the overall adult trade unit. 

Kiener also anticipated that HarperCollins will 
publish fewer than 1,000 books next year — down 
from 1,600 a year ago. Earlier this summer, Harper 
canceled over a hundred titles, including Rebecca 
Brown's The Dogs: A Modern Bestiary, which had been 

announced and sold in Harper’s Fall catalog, and 
Domestic Goddesses, scheduled for Spring 1998. Thirty- 
eight contracted titles were deemed “unpublishable.” 
Seventy titles were canceled because the authors had 
missed their contractual deadlines — a practice 
almost universally tolerated in the publishing indus- 
try. Harper chose to pay out the contracts rather than 
publishing the books, some of which were already in 
production. 

HarperCollins, the country’s tenth largest publish- 
er, posted a $7 million loss for its third quarter. The 
company’s annual operating income declined by about 
10% in 1995. It has been shrinking steadily since 1992. 

Harper’s actions have prompted speculation that 
the company is being prepared for sale, with Bantam 
Doubleday Dell most often mentioned as buyer. 

—Info from The NY Times 

Adrienne Rich Refuses Kon ong 
White House Award 

Poet Adrienne Rich has refused to accept the 1997 
National Medal for the Arts. Twelve such awards are 
sponsored by the NEA and awarded by the President 
of the United States. 

“I simply felt that I cannot be used this way,” 
Adrienne Rich commented later. In her letter of 
refusal to the NEA the political activist stated, “The 
very meaning of art, as I understand it, is incompat- 

ible with the cynical politics of this Administration.” 
She cited the widening gap between those who have 
wealth and power and those who do not. “Art,” she 

continued, “means nothing if it simply decorates the 
dinner-table of power which holds it hostage.” 

“Ms. Rich is eminently qualified to receive this 
distinguished award from President Clinton,” Jane 

Alexander, the chairwoman of the NEA said in a 

statement. “However, | certainly respect Ms. Rich’s 
decision not to accept it.” 
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llicking novel about cyber-journeys, pharmaceutical | written co-op off as unattainable. rollic a, BOE) To help booksellers through the co-9 
: . far-flung community, “hilarious. e, penises for ae So aionk A True Story with | Dorothy Holland and Jackie Sparks (BookGrrls) have eae nee — in paperback this Fall. launched the Co-op Report, an annual publication with ies W 

quarterly updates dedicated to assisting independent 
booksellers in finding, using and claiming co-operative 

isi from publishers. ; or advertising support om p 
ik Ti pg roe deen aiece — Dorothy and Jackie have, between them, 15 years 
oT Launched ee of experience as booksellers, and have worked exten- 

| : sively with several bookstores. Full Circle 
The theory is that large publishers (and some | (Albuquerque) says, “Thanks to Dorothy, the co-op 

independents) provide co-operative advertising | advertising in our newsletter nearly pays for the total 

CALYX Pooks rustisune povocerve citearuge ay wonen ro oveR TWO DECODES 

<3 | SECOND SIGHT DETAILS OF FLESH isn 
| A novel by Rickey Gard Diamond Poems by Cortney Davis () . 

| Second Sight is an engrossing and With her unwavering and | i bike 
thought-provoking novel.... Ten compassionate nurse’s gaze, 

| years after a family tragedy, Cortney Davis conducts a frank 
Gabrielle Bissonette, a woman exploration of caregiving in its 
capable of tracking a deer and many guises. 
rejecting Hemingway, finds she As if taki : 4 . S if taking testimony from 
Lata cat! se aia fee as fe lover, daughter, Scourging examination in order to mother Co Fp Davis gives us 
attempt to understand the violence f y 

i Details of Flesh—beautifully at its core. Readers of Second 
Sight are all the ie for her ne ee utterly unforgettable #63 
courage. PE Jean Viedaha thor of — Honor Moore, author of The 96 pages, ISBN: 0 

White Blackbird 57-9 paper, $ f 4 95 
Into the Forest 

Heartbreaking and life-affirming...serious, Startling work. Net 
jum: 

— Wally Lamb, author of She’s Come Undone Distributed to the trade by Consortia 236 pages, Sept. 1997; ISBN: 0.934971.55:2 paper $1 4.95; 
800/283-3572 

ISBN: 0-934971-56-0 cloth, $28.95 
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costs of production and mailing 2,500 copies of our eight-page bimonthly newsletter.” The Serenity Shop in Albuquerque and The Book Garden in Denver report similar successes. 
Now the knowledge and expertise that has made 

these stores’ co-op programs a financial success is available to booksellers nationwide ata fraction of the consultation costs in the form of a quarterly publica- 
tion, the Co-op Report. 

The Co-op Report Annual Issue is basically a starter 
kit — it includes ready-to-copy forms to set up and 
organize an in-store co-op system, lists of publishers 
providing “exempt” co-op — including their policies 
and contact information, and Step-by-step instruc- 
tions on how to begin collecting co-op. Co-op Report 
Quarterly Updates include that most necessary ingredi- 
ent in getting a co-op program up and running and 
collecting income: encouragement, as well as informa- 
tion about changes in publishers’ programs and 
policies, hints and tips for working with specific pub- 
lishers including who to contact and ways to work 
with them, and specific ideas that other booksellers 
have successfully implemented. 

Charter subscriptions are $50/year and will pay 

for themselves with the first suggestion or bit of infor- 
mation that is utilized to collect co-op dollars. Make 
checks payable to Dorothy Holland and send to Box 
830, Placitas NM 87043; 505-867-9077, fax 505-867- 
1455, email (Dorothy@BookGrrls.com). 

ABACondemns 
Macmillan’s Refusal to Sell to 

Mid-Size Accounts 

The ABA Board of Directors has approved a 

strongly-worded statement condemning Macmillan’s 

recent decision to stop doing business with small and 

medium-size bookstores (all accounts that ordered 

less than $10,000 direct from Macmillan last year). 

Ina move that ABA hopes will put Macmillan on 

a “dis-honor roll” of publishers “with policies that 

limit the diversity of titles available to readers...[and] 

diminish the culture,” the Board has given Macmillan 

the first-ever “Rip van Winkle Award for Out of Touch 

Management.” The Award recalls Hagia Se 

Irving’s character, Rip van Winkle, who slept for 

years while the world passed him by. 

Feminist Bookstore News 

In a letter to Macmillan, ABA President Barbara Bonds Thomas noted that “the lighthearted designation should not mask the utmost seriousness of our 
concern,” and emphasized that such policies are “very bad news for independent booksellers, the communi- 
ties they serve, and the publishing industry asa whole.” 

Bookstores that are allowed to continue ordering 
directly from Macmillan will enjoy better discounts 
than are available from any of Macmillan’s distribu- 
tors, will benefit from a longer time to pay their bills, 
will have advantageous returns polices, and will, pre- 
sumably, have access to a wider selection of titles and 
be able to fulfill special orders. 

__ Gloria Greenfield : 
“A Woman of Great Esteem” 

1925-1997 

Gloria Greenfield, co-founder and long-time staff 
member of the Vancouver Women’s Bookstore, died 
on June 30 of breast cancer. She was surrounded by 
loving friends. 

Gloria was a world traveller who had lived in 
eight different countries, but she settled in the 
Vancouver neighborhood of Kitsilano in 1972. A 
pivotal figure in the Women’s Liberation Movement, 
she was a co-founding and sustaining member of two 
feminist writing programs, Women and Words, and 
Westword, as well as the Women’s Health Collective, 
A Woman's Place, Transition House and the Vancou- 
ver Women’s Bookstore. She was admired and feared 
for her attention to detail. Gloria’s contribution was 
her dedication and loyalty, day in and day out. She left 
us as “a woman of great esteem.” 

Gloria participated fully in her community. She 
loved fine books, live music, evocative films, excellent 

food, and good company. She never missed a 
(Vancouver) Folk Music Festival or an opportunity for 
a joke; when it was mentioned that the sun was finally 

out on the day she went to the hospital she quipped, 

“Tt would be.” 
Gloria is‘survived by her sisters, Fran Perlin and 

Elsie Friedman. Contributions to the Women’s Schol- 

arship Fund, established by Gloria, may be sent to 

Barb Findlay’s Law Office, #620-1033 Davie St., 

Vancouver BC, V6E 1M7. 
—Margo Dunn (previously of Ariel Books) O 

a 
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Living on the Spine: A Woman’s Life in the Sangre de Cristo 

= iS Mountains by Christina Nealson 

LIV e (1-57601-003-1, trade paper, $12.95, September) 

yon hes At age 40, Nealson spit good-bye to habits of luxury, built a small cabin in the 

S PR 1 NE mountains, and wrapped herself in solitude for five years, renewing her spiri- 

tuality while searching for midlife identity and self-sufficiency. “This is a spare 

and gentle and passionate book, written with much heart and great feelings of 

love.” —John Nichols, author of the Milagro Beanfield War and American Blood 

“Christina Nealson is the West’s answer to Annie Dillard.” 

A Woman's Lire ine if — Julia Cameron, author of The Artists Way 
SANGRE DE CRISTO 

MOUNTAINS 

There’s No Place Like Home for the Holidays 

edited by Sandra Haldeman Martz 

(1-57601-053-8, trade paper, $9.95, October) New collection of humorous, 

real-life family anecdotes about going home for the holidays. “Home is the place 

There's where, when you have to go there, they have to take you in.” —Robert Frost 

a - Si See ea ¢ $50,000 promo budget ¢ National media campaign 

e Author events in 20 major cities 

¢ National “Home for the Holidays” consumer contest 

Wise Choices Beyond Midlife: Women Mapping the Journey Ahead 

by Lucy Scott, PhD with Kerstin Joslyn Schremp, PhD, Betty Soldz, 

BSW, and Barbara Weiss, MSW 

(1-57601-051-1, trade paper, $13.95, October) Four women experts advocate 

planning for vibrant life after sixty with advice on: finance, health, housing, 

changing roles, and more. 
¢ Foreword by Johnetta Marshall, President of Older Woman's League 

* 6-city author tour 

<5 AOUES AF FAMPRE HALTER AN VARS 

When When I Am an Old Woman I Shall Wear Purple loth 
‘Sm - papier-petite series (1-57601-052-X, papier-pem™® © ie . 
Ben $6.95, October) Celebrating the Old Woman's ten yest ae 

fo day, its 45th printing and 1.5 million copies sold, this pee 

version of the award-winning anthology is first mn oe 
petite” series. e Counter display * Great stocking alia 

Papier-Mache boo ks ar i Bookpeople, e available 

Ingram, and Koen, 

800-927-5913 627 Walke 

from Baker & Taylor, Bookmen; 
or directly from Papier-Mache. 

r St., Watsonville, CA 95076 
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KCEWS From THE BOOKSTORES 

By Carol Seajay 

My Sisters’ Words (Syracuse) is preparing for their 
10th Anniversary Weekend! Mary Ellen Kavanaugh is 
publishing a commemorative booklet for the occasion. 
The celebration begins with a ritual “blessing our past 
and encouraging our future” on Friday, October 3. 
Saturday’s evening of celebrations includes guests 
Jamie Anderson, Irene Zahava, Pat Humphries, Nancy 
Bereano, Shay Youngblood, Rachel Guido de Vries and 
Jackie Warren-Moore. A Sunday morning brunch and 
celebration will feature Sally Roesch Wagner, Donna 

Woolfolk Cross, Patrick Lawler, Mary Demetrick, and 

Joan Cofrancesco. The booklet will include contribu- 
tions by community members acknowledging “the 
place that My Sisters’ Words has held in our lives over 
the past decade,” an archival section telling the story of 
New York State’s largest feminist bookstore, a section 
on local businesses and organizations (“Keep your 
business in the community; keep your community in 
business”), and an essay by Mary Ellen about the 

importance of this support. 

A Room of One’s Own (Madison) 

will be in their beautiful new store and 

coffeehouse by the time you read this. 

It's a great move — the new store is 

twice as big as the old store and they've 

put ina coffeehouse, Girlfriends, that 

will serve all kinds of coffees, desserts 

and snacks (on-site food preparation to come). Girl- 

friends will provide a meeting, chatting, and hang-out 

space for women. (Like many towns in the 90s, Madi- 

son has no women’s bar and no other kind of social 

Space explicitly for women either lesbian or straight). 

The cafe is a perfect venue for readings and other 

programs — and local music and cultural event 

Illustrations by Hawley Wright, from A Room's Newsletter 

ee 

producers are already eyeing the new space for con- 
certs and other kinds of programming. And, of course, 
the cafe will serve coffee and coffee-to-go to all of those 
mid-downtown folks who need that cup of coffee in 
the morning on their way to work, thus generating an 
income stream from the mainstream, creating a com- 
munity space for women, and a new traffic pattern to 

bring people into the bookstore. The new location is on 
the same block at the old store, so customers can still 

park in their favorite parking places. FBN Advertising 
and Production Coordinator (and on-the-scene FBN 

reporter) Kathryn Werhane was in Madison to visit 
family and stopped by the store for a tour of the 
construction site. She says it looks like an enormous 
project, but the new space will be big and inviting. 

“tourism keeps us going.” Summer sales are strong, 
thanks to their summer stream of visitors from places 
without feminist bookstores. They’ve also done a lot 
of education locally about the importance of inde- 
pendent bookstores. So far the chains in Northampton 
have primarily invaded malls and haven’t hurt Third 
Wave’s sales, though it looks like at least one general 

independent store is going out of business. 

Live and Online 
from Your Local Feminist Bookstorel... 

Once Upon a Time (OUT) Books broadcast 
Bloomington, Illinois’ Second Annual Pridefest — 

Live and Online! — from a page on their Web site 
(www.outbooks.com). “It was very exciting and fun 
to be able to broadcast the event and know that 
women could watch it from all over the world,” Tana 
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aad BN. “Despite a i ee 

nt beautifully. [nis w 

co cS eee r atomels were just buzz- 

mee oe ourse it didn’t generate any income 

me a it eesinly brought a lot of attention to 

es, 

a aan work?” FBN emailed back. 

“We hooked up a video cam to the compu a 

then created a Web page just for the cae 

fairly simple: The cam is about the size of a tennis a : 

and costs about $179. It hooks up to the printer por 

and the keyboard. The software program we use, 

WebCam, costs about $35. Hook it up, run the soft- 

ware, and there you go. It’s pretty much point and 

shoot. We put ours on a tripod which helped keep it 

at the angles we wanted.” 

The Web page was at (www.outcafe.com/ pride- 
fest). “When folks went to our page they saw a 
picture of what was happening at the festival. We 

Meldrum emailed E 

ter and 

did not have live Streaming Video (like T e picture was updated every 30 second V) bu 
time is adjustable through the sofee S.(T 
have any commentary at this broadcast 
ning on it in the future. We just wanted Utare 
the reaction was and how it went over tO see 

“Tl was working at the store and couldn’ 
festival but we had our cyber-cafe sta 
fest Web site and I was able to s 
even though I couldn’t be ther 
and then, since I could see what they were doin a to call and give some pointers on how todoa Be had 
(grin)... The customers who came into the store hen 

it was really cool. Some of them didn’t know she 
festival and decided to go — most of them stopped by 
the computer booth and waved. 

“We've had our camera for abouta year. Ourplan 
is to put it up in the store so that when folks come to 
our extensive online catalog they can also view our 

What 

oN tbeat th 
tion on the yj ia 

€e what Was ha ; 
e. Of Course aes 

Mentor-of-the-Month 

Book»Woman’s Susan Post was the Mentor-of-the- 
Month on Girl Games’ girl-oriented Web site, 
(www.planetgirl com). The mentor page featured a 
photo of Susan, and a brief message: 

“My nameis Susan Post and lown and 
tun BooksWoman, a women’s bookstore. 
Feminist bookstores began during the 
women’s movement in the 1970s when women all over the country began to feel that they weren’t being fairly represented in mainstream bookstores (usually run by 

“One of the best parts of my job is being con- 
stantly surrounded by all these books. Even though 
the publishing industry is a lot more open to women 
now than it was in the 1970s, it’s still sometimes 

tough to find books with strong women and girl 
characters. How many books can you name that 

have strong, smart girls as the heroines of 
their own stories? Some of my favorites 

here at the store are Catherine Called Birdy, 
Memoirs of a Bookbat, A Ring of os 
Night, Weetzie Bat and any books by ae 

thia Voight and Jacqueline Woodson. > 

Did anyone notice? This young 
surfer emailed planetgirl.com: 

the month. | love 
ibrary the books 

at old after the 
ks many 00 

2 t Madele- 

¢¢ | loved your mentor of 

to read and in my school | 
there are mostly love books which g 

first, oh, two. I’ve found it hard to fin 
exce that have strong female characters, ks, and Vicky 

ine L’Engle’s Meg books, Polly we like Sus4 
books. | would love to have a books _ Jessica 
Post’s in my town. 99 

; ut 
red thinking 20° 

Now if that doesn’t get us sta tion and descri® 
how to connect with the next genet@ l value 
feminist bookstores as something ne | 
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Feminist Bookstore News store as it is at that moment. We think it would make to $15, girls’ programs $2) that goes to the facilitators 
prone a pee oe Ee han us = Participants are asked to ee a week ahead which eas oto of t i i i 

storethe novia ee ae € | 8ives the instructor the option of canceling a class if too few women register. Attendance varies from 3 to 
30-some. Popular workshops run several times; some 
classes generate spin-off groups that continue to meet 
at the store or elsewhere. 

This summer’s workshops for young women Real Estate For Cash Flow included Readings from the Third Wave ("Who says Several months ago we reported that Kasha young women don’t want to be feminists? Come hear Songer had devised a new strategy for financial and discuss excerpts from the Third Wave’s writings colvcney. > selling real estate. on being a woman. Required texts: To Be Real edited “T’m having a blast!” a high-energy Kasha Songer | by Rebecca Walker and Listen Up: Voices from the Next told FBN a few days after that the first check ($4,500) Feminist Generation”), Girls Club (“for girls 9-11 to talk arrived. She’s sold four more houses since then and and do things important to you. Read Girls to the has three good listings and another on the way. The Rescue and make up your own tales. No fee except cost income from these sales “should bring in enough cash of book paid in advance, at 20% discount”), and Girls to start whittling away at the back debt, putinsome | Club (for girls 12-14). 

OUT Books’ site recently becamea secure site and 
will soon have a shopping cart to make it easier for 
customers to order. 

new merchandise and improve our relationship with Older women could choose from workshops on 
the tax people,” she observed. goal-setting, integrating energy healing, reducing 

“The Book Garden is gonna stay open, by golly! | stress during divorce, grief, southern writers (“Hot 
Real estate is my approach to competing with Barnes | Summer Nights and Southern Writers’ complete with 
and Noble. I can’t compete with them on a profit- lemonade and Sally Lund cake”), and a writing work- 
per-book sale basis. They have their own gigs, but | shop. No surprise, there are recommended books for 
selling houses is mine and it’s what I can do to pour | most workshops and, in fact, many events are 
money into my store. And it’s a two-way street — if inspired by particular books. 
the store can refer six deals to me per year, it will be Prairie Moon’s workshops generate traffic, sales, 
profitable right there! and publicity reaching people who don’t otherwise 

“I recommend real estate to any bookseller who’s | know the store, and they give people “an under- 
tired of being poor, in debt, and without a retirement standing that there’s a woman’s comm unity, to plug 
plan.” This is one happy bookstore owner! And she‘llbe | into if they just take advantage of it. 
back in the bookstore, nearly full time, during real Linda Mowry reports that the group for 9 to 

‘s “off” months November and December, which | 11-year-olds was “wonderful! The girls came back for estate’s “o ; ac 

i ing 1 . They had a great time, the facilitator i it’s hopping in bookstores. a second series y g . 

ee os just provided minimal guidance and, by the end, the 
Vie girls ran the group by themselves. They were bright, 

iS SAP articulate, and loved to read — and were a pleasure to 

have in the store.” 
The older girls’ program didn’t run, but other 

girl-related programs included AAUW videos about 
how schools shortchange girls. Prairie Moon did a 
special window in conjunction with their summer 

Non-Author Events iy 

Author tours tend to hit the same big cities over 

and over and over. And if you’re not in one of those 

/ s. So the solution is to 

ae ae aoe Oe event Prairie Moon, in programming for girls that generated a lot of sales. It 

mas Sa one to 90 minutes away from | featured the books used in the ean ea 
2 : On ier dine on traffic) runs a wonderful | Moon ied ae of the mother-daughter ; 

wee iri and other related titles. 

Series of workshops undelsnaneae cen ee Prairie Moon’s next project is a mother-daughter p th, are ; rograms, eight to ten per mon", is o 
Academy. The progr d most have a moderate fee ($4 bookclub in the store 
run by facilitators an == September /October 1997 
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When it comes to both the bestsellers and the 
best wm mdependent, feminist, and gy and lesbian 
press, Koen is heads above the competition. Our 
buyers have a real commitment to the titles you 
care about, and eur fow minimums make it easy 
for you te get the range of books you want. 

— 
are 
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Feminist Bookstore Network Catalog Online! 

i: Zi 
By Carol Seajay with Amanda Johnston 

What's Up 
The Feminist Bookstore Network Catalog is on 

the Internet, thanks to the vision and hard work of 

Amanda Johnston, WATER, and a crew of volunteers. 

This version of The Catalog features Jane Ever- 
shed’s painting that she created just for The Catalog 
—a vibrant, fantastical, feminist bookstore scene — 

the Feminist Writers and Readers Pledge, all of the 
books that were featured in the Fall 1996 edition of The 
Catalog and a link to the list of feminist bookstores. 
The Fall 1997 edition of the Feminist Bookstore 

Network Catalog will launch on the Internet in 

November, at the same time the print version hits the 

mail. Most publishers who advertised in The Catalog 

also subscribed to the Internet version. 

We're very excited that 

feminist bookstores will have this 

strong, joint, visible 

presence on the Web. 

The Catalog will be located on the new Feminist 

Bookstore Network site (http:/ /www.FemBook 

Net.com/catalog/). We're very excited that feminist 

—a 

illustration by Juliet Breese from Woma n'space magazine. 

~, 

bookstores will have this strong, joint, visible presence 
on the Web. Feminist bookstores can link their sites to 
The Catalog site, advertise its existence in newsletters, 
on book marks, etc., and ask all your favorite news- 
groups, elists, publications, et al., to spread the word 
about The Catalog’s address and existence on the Web. 
We'll be preparing a media packet and press release to 
provide additional information to the media. Please 
call FBN or email (FBN@FemBkNews.com) if you need 
copies for your local media. 

If you can help publicize The Catalog site, please 

call Carol Seajay at FBN, 415-642-9993 or email 
(Carol@FemBkNews.com). 

The Brilliant Idea... 
We’d known for several years that we wanted to 

put The Catalog on the Internet and discussed the 

possibility with several different groups. Everyone 

thought it was a great project, but no one could do it 

at a price we could afford. 

And then we received an email from Amanda 

Johnston, Book*Woman’s (Austin) resident computer 

guru. She also teaches computer skills at WATER 

September /October 1997 
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(Women’s Access To Electronic Resources), a covers on this edition to one image 

ak anization dedicated to providing | The Catalog pages woulg load reac, P°8% 80 that Rors eee amet in electronic media: video, even = women working on o| aes ae qui ckly 

audio, and Internet/ HTML. WATER is committed to about three hours reformatting the images : “i Spent 
empowering women to use electronic media for self- te a floppy disk. Saving 
expression and social change. Amanda had just come Then, Ami, Sharon and I met deni a 
up with a scheme that would solve a problem that | the images, re-sized them for the Site, and | ed at some of her Web site design students were encounter- workshop on creating links to images, whi a 
ing and get The Catalog up on the Web. . . about three hours. Then, Ami and Sharon gap oe 

The students’ problem was that, as is true with | images and worked independently creating the links 
most computer skills, taking the class isn’t enough. | to themin their text files. They each spent about thr They needed a chance to practice and implement their hours on this facet of the job. ee 
new skills. Amanda looked at their enthusiasm and Meanwhile, I HTML-ized the intn oduction, ei 
suggested that the Feminist Bookstore Network Cata- of contents, and pledge Page, and created the cover log would bea great project, and found the time in her page. I spent about five hours on this. Then, when] got schedule to design the site, coordinate the work, and | Ami and Sharon’s work back, I spent another three do the most complicated programming herself, and hours making some minor adjustments, putting the the rest, as they say, is history. links on each individual page, checking for problems and generally getting it all together. I spent another two And How It Got There hours uploading all the files and checking the site to “How did it work? How much time did it take?” make sure it worked online. I’ve made a few minor Tasked Amanda and she responded: changes since then which haven't taken any time at all. “T thought [putting The Catalog on the Internet] 
would be a good way to get further exposure for femi- But | think you have to figure ina nist bookstores /books / publishers, and would also be couple mon ths of ruminatin 9 time for a good training project for the women I work with at P e Z : WATER. Carol and I brainstormed the project and she a project like this. :-) talked to other feminist booksellers. Once we had the 
go-ahead, I met with Ami Henton and Sharon Cozad So, I'd say the process took five months fromstart to talk about the project. I did a two-hour training with | to finish, but the number of work hours was probably them on HTML coding for the Web. something like 40-50 if you include time spent think- Carol and I corresponded for a couple of weeks ing/talking about and planning the site. But I uw (and, of course, the holidays hit in the middle ofallof | think you have to figure in a couple months of rum! this and everyone went crazy).We figured out thatshe | na ting time for a project like this. :-)” could get The Catalog text as .txt files to get us started, and send me the images later. 

The Next Steps... e page 
When I received the .txt files, I met with Ami and The next step will be to build a prop Sane 

Sharon. We talked about The Catalog, and decided to for the Network on our shiny new ae ordering 
keep the formatting as similar to the print version as FemBookNet.com. We'll also strengthen w, updated 
Possible. So we figured out how to do typewriter-style | form for The Catalog site, and attach ; a before this 
type for the Web, chose white as the background color, list of feminist bookstores (possibly ev will list the 
etc.... I split the bulk of The Catalog between Ami and issue reaches you!). Amanda and hen and we'll Sharon to HTML-ize. They each worked about five | site with all the appropriate search hay site now, Ours on that part on their Own. doa major promo-blitz to announce the # dade Once I received the computer scans of the covers and then again when the Fall 97 Catalog I had to take them to campus to re-format them into in November. : a call (or ‘JPg files for the Web. | waited until | got the final list More plans in the making! Give - O | of which images to use. (We had decided to limit the | email) with your ideas and suggestion® 30 Number i September /October 1997 
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By Mary Pietrowski Customer A Woman’s Spirit Recommendations 

= [Gift Certificates | } 

| Corporate Connection | 

Spirit 

Renae 

|Literary Muse 
it 

put our business on the Internet. The two 
main phases of implementation are (1) getting 

the site up and running and (2) marketing the 
Web site. 

First, we had to clarify our purpose in 
being on the Internet. Since we did not have 
a retail storefront we decided to have a full 

blown site with electronic ordering and shop- 
Ping and a robust search engine vs. an 
informational Web site with ordering done 
Via email. The very first thing we did (which 
I recommend to all bookstores even if you 

With all the hoopla about 
the Web most of us wonder if we 
should have been on the Web 
yesterday...and if we should be 
rushing on to the Web so we are 
not left behind. A .Woman’s 

(http:/ /www.woman 
spirit.com) is a virtual woman’s 
bookstore on the Internet. Origi- 
nally we were planning a retail 
bookstore but could not justify 

- our business numbers. So we 

decided to take the brave new 

step on to the Internet two years 

ago. Here are some of the issues 
we have faced over the past two years as we | 

1 Ke THT : 

ih 4 NS 

Adventures on the Web 

depleted, so, for $100 for two years and $50 per year 
there after, you can reserve your business name. A 
little time at (http:/ /www.internic.net) will tell you 
everything you need to know to register your 
domain name. 

The first step in getting the Web site up was the 
layout and design of the whole Web site, including all 
the functionalities required. We then wrote a Request 
for Proposal and met with a number of different Web 
companies to discuss processes and prices. Then we 
developed a business plan and applied for and 
received a Small Business Association loan from the 
local bank. Once we received funding, defined the 
scope of the project and selected our vendor, we had 
our lawyer draw up a contract that covered software 
rights and legal obligations of the Web company. 
Expensive as it was, the legal work was a good 
investment, as we had to terminate our original 

if > - 2 e < 

Vf 
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Was register a domain name for the business. : 

These Web site names are rapidly becoming 
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"  THEKEEPER 
REUSABLE MENSTRUAL CUP = 

; The ultimate and 
popular alternative to 

- conventional menstrual 

products 

1-800-680-9739 
Free brochure. Wholesale 

inquiries welcome. 

Manufactured by a woman, 3-month money-back 

guarantee, Lasts at least 10 years, Great for active 

women, Worn since 1930s, No chlorine, Natural rubber, 

97% satisfaction rate 

$35.00 US 

Eco Logique Inc. 
~ We distribute in the US and abroad ~ 

WWW - htip://www.magi.com/~keeper 
E-mail: keeper@magi.com 

Tel. (613) 596-6389 
Fax (613) 820-1626 

Lesbian owned and operated 

vendor for non-performance and finish the job with 
someone else. 

Two years ago, when we began the design and 
implementation of our site, there were no electronic 
shopping packages available so we needed to design 
and build the entire site from scratch. The expected 
development time of six weeks turned into six 
months as we struggled with the complexities of 
shopping carts, taxes, shipping and search engines. 
We had to upgrade our systems on the fly because the 
database power required for search engines is far greater than the usual computer provides. At A Womans Spirit we chose to g0 onto the Internet with a very large database of 400,000 books (Ingram) and 

People to choose from so 
ders to buy all kinds of books. A Woman’s Spirit features a listing of over 200 “hot books,” book revie 

provides a forum for chien 

women-owned enterprises, bing Information about 

If you are contemplatin . 

up on the Internet, I recommen invento 

that will provide a catalog (database) - at Package 
shopping cart functionalities needeg re asa the 
inventory of 12,000 or so books, it wontehe a Smalley 
to purchase and maintain a relational] datas, en 

Once we got the site up and running aa 

was time to look at marketing. We have leanne it 

are still learning) many lessons about me 

the Web. We have found that, on the Internet a i 

identity and name recognition are extremely ities 
tant. Because there are so many Web sites eas 
Internet, people tend to buy from those that are fami). 
iar to them. With all the media focus on the battle 
between Barnes and Noble and Amazon.com and 
their greatly discounted prices, we have had to 
employ creative ways to get noticed. The standard 
advice to owners of new Web sites is to send your Web 
site name to submit it and it will appear on all the 
directories. What they don’t tell you is that you could 
be number 400 or number 1,000 under “bookstores” 

and most people will not dig through all of those 
listings to find you. We are listed on the directories, 
but our studies have show that about 35% of our 
customers hear about us from word-of-mouth, 25% 
from Usenet groups and 40% from the search engines. 

We sent out a press release on the Businesswire which 

was very effective in getting people to our site as well 

as getting published in national publications. Public- 

ity through write-ups in small business magazine, 
business and local newspapers, and college aco 
publications brought us many customers: We a 4 

find that we need to keep sending out aes eh 
speaking at seminars to keep sparking new pe os ie 

the site. We are looking into advertising links 

Internet as a next step. that 

Our experience on the Internet has hes ard 

it takes a very long time to build brand te impor 

generate enough orders to cover ape. all profits 
tant to not have high expectations of WE arefully in 
on the Internet and to move forward re site 
assessing the business value of yout Inte 

bookstores 
This is the first in a series of articles about ' 

tions you 
on the Internet. Please send comments or ee Soulaad 
like to see addressed to (Carol@FemBkN Goes 
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__ Fell Titles fron, Women's Press 

A Woman's Healing 
From Cult Ritual Abuse 

Bolero 
A novet ty Assar-Mary Santana 

Everywoman’s 

Almanac 1998 
Women & Food 

Featuring twelve interviews of women on the 
Significance of food in our lives, 

¢ week-at-a-glance format 
menstrual calendar 

¢ resource directory 

¢ address section 
¢ interviews, photographs, illustrations 
¢ convenient compact size 

¢ sewn or spiral binding 

¢ NEW! a special recipe each month 

$8.95/$11.95 CAN sewn 0-88961-222-6 

$9.95 $12.95 CAN spiral 0-88961-223-4 

Spirit Alive 
A Woman’s Healing 
from Cult Ritual Abuse 
Jadelinn 

A clear and moving record of one woman’s healing 

from cult and ritual abuse, Spirit Alive shares the 

process of healing through understanding and 

integration, demystifies the meaning of classical 

Multiple Personality Disorder and counteracts 

mainstream sensationalizing of cult and ritual 

abuse. 

Spirit Alive is invaluable to survivors of cult 

and ritual abuse, to their children, relations and 

friends, to therapists and other support workers, 

and to general readers. 

$14.95/$16.95 CAN 0-88961-221-8 

Boléro 
A novel by Assar-Mary Santana ; 

Translated by Louise Hinton in collaboration 

with Suzanne Grenier 
REEDS AST EE Nes 

Bolérois a story of love and fascination for the 

mother, an enchanting depiction of bonds between 

women. Ba/éro is an eternal dance, a metaphor for 

the rarely explored sensual love for the mother. 

Reflections | 

iMt 

Renaissance © 

ind 

Regufarion | 

ones by 
Foroh A. Shrolf 

Surnmer 

@eper 
Anita Utus 

The New 

Midwifery 
Reflections on 

Renaissance and 

Regulation 

Edited by Farah Shroff 

The New Midwifery offers a 

critical perspective on 

women's reproductive health 

and issues. This incisive 

collection of essays examines 

the impact of 

professionalization, legalization 

and state involvement on 

women-centred care and on 

the perspectives of midwifery 

consumers. 

$16.95/$18.95 CAN 
0-88961-224-2 

The Summer 

Cat Caper 
Anita Utas 
The Summer Cat Caper is 

about the most amazing 

adventure that happened to 

fourteen-year-old animal rights 

activist Ingrid Lundstrom and 

her best friends Geeta Benning 

and Larry Feeney. 

$8.95/$10.95 CAN 
0-88961-225-0 

In the US all books are available through 

InBook: LPC Group 
1-800-626-4330 

In Canada all books are 

available through 

University of Toronto Press 

1-800-565-9523 

Ce (cbratin
g 25 year i 

September/October 1997 

$10.95/$12.95 CAN 0-88961-217-X 
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SONGS AT THE RIVER'S EDGE 

Stories from a Bangladeshi Village 

Katy Gardner ; , 

ding [it], you experience a profound sense ¢ 

antering another community and seeing it from the 

inside. Gardner's evocative description lof 

Bangladesh] and her ability to convey the emotional 

intensity of its people make this a memorable book 
Review piserary, 

‘[It] vividly evokes the lives and experiences of the 

ordinary people of Bangladesh, with their 
strengths, foibles and humour 

Minority Rights Group 
Apr 97 © 192pp * Paper $13.95 » 0 7453 1094 X 

Library cloth ed $39.95 * 0 7453 1095 8 

To Press @ Es SENTIAL READINC 
OVER THE RAINBOW 
Money, Class and Homophobia 

Nicola Field 
‘Field's well-documented ex 

challenge to both cultural activin and atte Be) 
within gay politics provides a much needed hie 
analysis to those bewildered and estranged a 

growing tradition of demonstration. cum? " 
erformance art. All those who are disgruntled 

confused by the lack of direction and desperation o 

the gay movement have needed a good, book-len a 
explanation for some time. Over the Rainbow oh 

Socialist Worker (US) 
1995 © 200pp * Paper $16.95 * 0 7453 0826 0 

Library cloth ed $44.95 © 0 7453 0825 2 

*PLUTO CLASSIC* 
HIDDEN FROM HISTORY 
300 Years of Women's Oppression 

and the Fight Against It 
Sheila Rowbotham 

‘Essential feminist history’ 
Feminist Bookstore News 
‘An important and valuable 

achievement’ Elizabeth Long, 
New York Times 

1996 * 182pp ¢ Paper $16.95 « 0 90438 356 3 

Library cloth ed $49.95 * 0.90281 8295 

UNMANAGEABLE 
REVOLUTIONARIES 
Women and Irish Nationalism 

Margaret Ward 
‘A real contribution to understandi 
olutionary Ireland and, even more 
importantly, to our understanding 
of feminism as an aid to arriving at 

historical truth’ 
Times Literary pup plement 
1995 * 320pp « Paper $18.95 « 0 7453 1084 2 

Library cloth ed $54.95 * 0 7453 1085 0 

sib WOMEN OF A 
PHTY RARONER LESSER COST 

Female Labour, Foreign Exchange 
BAD GIRLS AND DIRTY 

PICTURES d Philippine Development 
The Challenge to Reclaim PORNOGRAPHY, os Sylvia Chant and 

_ . Feminism FEMINISM AND THE Cathy McIlwaine 
Edited by Alison Assiter INDIVIDUAL “A considerable contribution to the 

literature on women ana 

development ... it is authoritationl 

referenced and jam-packe Es 

information Progres’ 

uman Geograp y J 
‘LIt] moves the debate foraa ae 

ills a conspicuous resear Bon 

nvironment and Uren: a 

1995 * 384pp ¢ Paper $24- ve 

fibciey aan ed $59.95 * 0 7453 09 

_, and Avedon Carol 
Encompassing the history of 
the anti-censorshi feminist 
movement, it real y is worth 

checking out. A crackin 00d read’ 
' Vomen on To 
Buy it, read it, believe it!’ 

Fetish Times 
1993 186pp * Paper $15.95 » 0 7453 0524 5 Library cloth ed $52.50 « 0 7453 0523 7 

Alison Assiter 
‘llt] offers an interesting 

commentary, explaining what is 
wrong with porn, but also 

illuminating the failure of the 
radical feminist critique of porn 

and the inadequacy of censorship 
Labour / Le Travail 

1989 * 176pp * Paper $15.95 * 0 7453 0521 0 
Library cloth ed $44.95 « 0 7453 0319 6 

See the Pluto list on-line at http://www.leevalley.co.uk/plutopress a aoe lo local bookseller. In case of difficulty or for a copy of the 1997 a an ae catalog contact: LPC, 1436 West Randolph, Chicago IL 60607 
) 432 7620 © Fax: 800 334 3892 © Email: plutopress@igc.apc-org 
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Publisher’s Column 

Confessions of a 

Feminist Firecracker 

ETS 

By Felice Newman Good Vibrations Guide to Sex, the most wholesome, 
upbeat, life-affirming sex manual available, now with 

In May, Cleis Press celebrated 17 years of publish- more than 40,000 copies in print. 
ing by opening our new San Francisco office. Bicoastal Naturally, we've enjoyed our role as sex-positive 
no more, Frédérique Delacoste and I now work ina | Firecrackers. But now and then, I get the feeling that all 
spiffy corner storefront near Duboce Park, a neighbor- these Cleis sex books make some of our friends nervous. 

hood nestled between the Haight and the Castro. No surprise. Sometimes Cleis makes me nervous. 
After the move and all of the wonderful hooplah at I was terrified by Sex Work. In the mid-1980s, I 
BEA— where we won three Lammys and werenamed | thought that a book on women and prostitution had 
Outstanding Independent Press of 1997 at the Fire- to expound certain feminist “truths” — most of which 
cracker Alternative Book Awards — this seems like a were contradicted by the real experience of real 
good time to stop and reflect. women who worked in the sex industry, many of 

Frédérique and I have known each other for nearly whom did not feel their work to be inherently 

20 years; and although we have not worked under the | exploitative or dangerous or any of the other things 

same roof since the early 1980s, ours has been my most | I'd learned to believe were true. 

personally transformative collaboration, changing the Sex Work popularized the phrase “sex work,” 

way I work and live and experience myself. changing the very language we use to talk about its 

Over the past decade, we developed a line of | subject. To us, that meant the book was a success. The 

books on sexuality and sexual politics. We began with | risk had paid off. : 

Sex Work: Writings by Women in the Sex Industry in 1987, Sex Work taught me that in order to publish books 

which Frédérique co-edited, then we went on to intro- that change the way readers view themselves and 

duce readers to On Our Backs editor Susie Bright with | their place in the world, we would have to allow our 

three collections of her essays, published in the early own worldviews to be stretched and challenged. If we 

1990s. We gender-bended with Dagger: On Butch were to produce a provocative list, we would have » 

Women, followed by Charlotte von Mahlsdorf’s I Am allow ourselves to be provoked. Likewise, I learne 

My Own Woman, Lambda Literary Award winner that if I wanted to experience my sae! ped 

Loren Cameron’s Body Alchemy: Transsexual Portraits, geous and open and Babigte 6 would have 

and finally Pat Califia’s Sex Changes: The Politics of | allow myselftobe provokes as wes 
Transgenderism. We published vampiric erotica by Sex Work, and all the aa oe: * ne ees sy 

both lesbians and gay men, and gender-defiant an-_ | me us SES tat re pe Maeght omfortable little 
thologies of erotica (Switch Hitters) and queer theory | desire > ut ies cocares eect My eee He 

RUA Ste Ima sel we oe a SE ask Saati ie ii ah that offer up surprises and, on first 
i our annual seri 

Sie ae ees increase with each new reading, and si even on second reading, make me 

volume. We’ve published two editions of The New | feel uncomfortable. 
— 23 
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PRP
 

a mber, Cleis will publish The | desires, when we are not ally ae 

w, in Nove ; ? articy And ee fo Anal Sex for Women by Tristan own! (How to sell sex books — ns late Our 
Ultimate Gu the only book on anal eroticism specifi- videos, toys, accessories and safer etn 1622ines, 
Taormino — the ony her Cleis books, | feminist and progressive book Pplies — j,, ore than ot Stores 
oe a Ne oe tade insiders, selling a book | subject of an essay all its own.) UBAE to be the ‘m O 

it daunting, to say the least. This is sex education at its most ve En. aie ¥, per eet Bite Pehle feel Me es down this road are my ee 
ing aloud. Yet we are ask- y joining us in carvin Out a 

ieally ae on the job of selling this book books in the world of bookselling voces tof Sex 
ing pd i. malize” desire, widening the boundaries of Me 

“ Nail = is almost always #1 on the censorship hit acceptable for women and men to want me 
list. Canada Customs routinely used “Anal Penetra- experience. Sex books 81ve permission. In our Case 
tion” as an excuse to seize shipments destined for | we publish The Ultimate Guide to Anal Sey for Women 
lesbian and gay bookstores — until Little Sisters’ to validate women who do it, like it, don’t do it 
historic court case, of course. don’t like it, don’t really know much about it, but 

Of course, anti-censorship work is not all glorious certainly have the right to choose whether or not to 
heroics. Some of us may simply feel uneasy selling sex explore this particular form of eroticism. Like the 
books in a feminist context: Won’t men come in and | first booksellers to carry titles on orgasm for 
exploit this literature — as they do everything else we women, by authors like Betty Dodson and Lonnie 
create? Often we don’t know how to talk about sex Barbach, or even the first booksellers to carry books 
with our own lovers, let alone total strangers. Who on lesbianism and lesbian sexuality, when you sell 
among us was ever encouraged to talk about sex | books like these, you are expanding the “possible” 
anyway? How can we help customers navigate their | for all of us. O 

aSic. You who 

Ne eter eee oo Ban ee net emnaee SM SSSnt BAS Obie pewase anes eencnsdeusinecesnatcucnenstnbannessunhnewn shiv csc cue-ve~esccsseesoecevaecenwaancsserenntiiteCeretinsneaentaenee 

Check all the boxes you can and mail to Feminist Bookstore News, | ts 
: S | | bse i] be! PO. Box 882554, San Francisco CA 94188 or fax 415-642-9995. 
: a Please make checks payable to Feminist Bookstore News. 

: Name 

Business Name or Affiliation 

: Address 

i City/State/Zip : 
: Phone Fax Emails. : a8 iene | 

CL] 1 year — $70.* Check enclosed. C2 Publicist ( General independent 
C1 1 year — $75. Bill us. C) Reader/Bibliophile CJ Alternative/political | _L Plus $23 for international postage. F] Writer C1 Spiritual, Wiccan, New Age 

: U1 Plus $10 for Canadian postage. C1 Other 
: D1 Half year — $35. Bookstores: 
: L Sample copy — $6. Bookstores, Publishers, and (J We have one store only pal : 
; lam/We Periodicals: [] Multiple locations: # of sto" — 

are: Is your focus primarily: d by: O Bookseller (see also column 3) C] Feminist : ee a women C men CD both : 

a cee C Lesbian 04 of stock by/for/about women ; 
Ou ce CO) Lesbian & Gay ~_ % of staff are women : ibrarian Oo .. Mindvidual and single store rates ys  seveanonened Oa 

Se cbe:1997 $$ ee 
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TRIVIA 
& COMMENTARY 
By Carol Seajay 

Drop everything and read Gayle Feldman’s 

article “Breaking Through the Glass Ceiling” in PW’s 
125th Anniversary Issue. It profiles the women who 
have made it to the top levels of publishing in the U.S. 
— there should be too many to fit into a single article, 
but there aren’t. In telling their stories, Feldman out- 

lines the obstacles women faced — and still do — in 

reaching the offices where power is kept. 
No surprise, there are no women of color at the 

top of the publishing world to include in this article. 
Elsewhere in the issue PW contributors write about 

the excessive homogeneity of the publishing world, a 
problem that has occasionally been addressed, but is 
still mostly ignored —an approach that makes room 
for “a few pretty faces,” but that prevents any system- 
atic change in the old white-boy network that controls 
what is published and what people can read in this 

enormously diverse country. 

While reflecting on the effects of this kind of 

discrimination against women and people of color 

(never mind, say, lesbians), I came across Sarah Schul- 

man’s remarks in Gay Community News (Spring 1997): 

“None of my books have ever been bid on by a man, 

gay or straight. So, after 8 books and 14 years in the 

business, no male editor has ever thought that some- 

thing I’ve written should be published.” 
And there you have it. 

These are interesting times, all right: Women, 

more than ever, want to make it in the “mainstream” 

publishing world, yet that world is still significantly 

closed to women at every level. And it’s reasonable 

to expect that with HarperCollins cutting its list by 

600 titles to “less than a thousand,” some of the books 

that won’t make it to print will be books that would 
have sold strongly in feminist and good independent 
bookstores. —And it helps to explain why feminist 
writers from Mary Daly to Jane Evershed have been 
dumped from HarperCollins’ backlist over the last 
six months or so. If you aren’t NY Times bestseller 
material, your chances of getting published just 
declined significantly. 

The number of copies of a book that corporate 
publishers must sell for a title to be “successful” is 
constantly rising as publishers acquire stockholder 
debt and obligations. Ten thousand copies was a 
respectable number when I started working in the 
industry, then it jumped to 20,000 copies, and now, 
some say (even while swearing that no one is count- 
ing), 30,000. Books go out of print before they ever 
reach their market. Publication opportunities for 
beginning writers continue to shrink.... 

All of which boils down to the fact that we need 
feminist presses more than ever. And of course surviv- 
ing as a feminist press (or any other kind of 
independent press) is harder than ever, no thanks to 
the wave of returns from the superchains, their fickle 
buying patterns, the vagaries and complications of 
distribution, and the recent bankruptcies. 

=>? 
But the news isn’t all bad: Book industry cheer- 

leader Barbara Grier writes, “Book sales are 

improving a bit even though video, to some extent, 

keeps us out of hot water, we are happy that there is 

some gleam of hope on the horizon. Our self-distribu- 

tion, stubbornly held on to through the year, has 

accidentally been our salvation. As long as there are 

several hundred stores who need our lesbian titles to 

survive we will survive. Remember this when you 

decide Barnes & Noble is easier than driving to your 

a 
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{ . [It’s] not self-serving to lesbian or women’s store. [ 

eae Naiad has been able to return to a full staff 

ight. 
: ohay there be equal portions of hope on the 

horizon for the rest of us. 

And on a definitely cheering note, Little, Brown 
is working on the first American Virago listand wants 
tosupplement Virago’s British-based list with titles by 
and about iconoclastic, irreverent, even subversive 

American and Canadian women from a variety of 
ethnic backgrounds. They're looking for writers 
whose work(s) have fallen out of print who could be 
republished for a contemporary trade audience. Send 
suggestions to Amanda Murray at Little, Brown. 

+ + + + 

More from the Sarah Schulman interview: “Ihave 
just sold a new book which I am very happy about. 
But when my agent died two years ago, many agents 
were telling me: ‘write formula, throw in a murder, 
write an erotic thriller; political books are dead; your 
career is over; let’s bring in a book doctor’ I got 
incredible pressure to change the political content of 
my work, to drop the lesbian content, or [that] the only 
way to keep the lesbian content was to make it a murder because lesbian life is not literary, it is only genre. I resisted that, but it is not easy.” 

The main part of the interview addresses the ways Schulman’s book People in Trouble was used asa basis for the hot Broadway play, Rent. Rent, inaddition to being a rip-off of Schulman’s work, illustrates the hypocrisy: when straight white men write about lesbians (however badly), itis deemed to have univer- sal appeal, but when authentic lesbians write about lesbian experience, their work is deemed “irrelevant” and to have “no commercial value”... I could very 

America and all its unheard Voices,” S once we learned to publish and celebrate neh 
ur Own voices, the big corporate types . pe Ot int published some of our best She ae theo 

remember who gets dumped first Wie as IS to 
€S are hard and to keep our own institutio viable and ready. NS strong ang 

And on the legal front 
There was a great rumor flyin aro Ve this spring that Barnes & Noble ee a toe investigated by the SEC, something about eats 

involved with a European bank with a reputation ie laundering drug money. No truth to it, apparently, but it certainly was fun while it lasted. 

Meanwhile, Penguin has charged Christine 
Galatro, its former head of credit and collections, 
with embezzlement of at least $1.4 million. Somehow 
that doesn’t seem like the main problem behind 
Penguin/Pearson’s $165 million write-off to cover 
the costs associated with a series of special discounts 
given to a certain small handful of stores... Penguin 
seems to have concluded its examination of the prob- 
lem, but ABA isn’t done yet. Wish I could bea fly on 
the wall during that investigation. Jerry Jacobs, 
ABA‘s attorney, called the Galatro lawsuit “a smoke 
Screen designed to divert attention away from the 
corporate culture that favored the large chains.” 

ah 

aban 
In yet another legal battle, NACS (the Nee 

Association of College Stores) is taking a page es 
the ABA lawsuits and has filed a suit, along co college bookstores, alleging that three oe ae 
unfairly discriminate against college ee vei are 
offering trade stores better prices on boo that the 
intended for classroom use. It seems era the 
deeper issue here is returns, not the use ser sched- 
books are put. How about a variable pane return 
ule with higher discounts for oe for return 
privileges: say 50% non-returnable, 80% discount 
privileges for 10% of the books..up t0 60" Ort. 
for fully returnable? This system woul ers pay for 
who buy wisely while making high retum™ 
the costs of excessive returns. September/October 1997 
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But my favorite lawsuit of the summer is Barnes 
& Noble’s suit against Amazon.com for false advertis- 
ing for Amazon.com’s “The Earth’s Largest 
Bookstore” ads. What defines a bookstore in these 
Internet days: having the biggest database (Ama- 
zon.com) or actually having a lot of books in stock 
(B&N and every other bookstore in the world)? 
Sounds a lot like 4-year-old boy-talk: “My ____ is 
bigger than yours is, and that’s all that matters.” Grow 
up Amazon.com and get over yourself! B&N’s suit 
seeks to bar Amazon.com from using the slogan, to 
have Amazon.com issue “corrective ads,” and an 
unspecified amount of damages. The suit maintains 
“that Amazon.com isn’t a bookstore at all... It is a 
book broker making use of the Internet exclusively to 
generate sales to the public” with no more access to 
the titles on its database than any (other) bookstore. 
It'ssucha pleasure to watch the superstores take it out 

on each other, rather than on independents. We could 
actually benefit from this one, as opposed to the 

B&N/Amazon.com who-can-offer-the-biggest- 
discount war, which just hurts everyone. 

es 

aces 
The courts will decide this one but the stock mar- 

ket decides the one that really matters — How much 
money can you raise? Shortly after Amazon.com 

announced its alliances with AOL, Yahoo, and Excite, 

stock prices jumped back up to $30/share, which puts 

Amazon.com’s active worth at about $680 million — 

about six times its projected sales of $115 million. B&N 
actually has sales of $2.5 billion, but its stock is worth 

only half of that on the market — $1.66 billion. Go 

figure. Alliances are sexy. Projected growth is sexy. 

Risk is sexy: The fact that Amazon.com's new alliances 

are expensive — one analyst estimated that the com- 

pany’s sales and marketing costs for the year are 

running at about 50% of gross sales — doesn’t seem to 

matter. Everybody wants to buy a piece of sexy. Who 
cares if it’s a successful financial investment! 

“Success” seems to have a very fluid definition. 

BEA survived this year and the booksellers who 

attended had a good time. There were a lot of reports 

(from the front and center of the show) that exhibitors 

had record sales. But there were an equal (if not larger) 

group of dissidents from just slightly further back — 
including many in the “well-placed” university press 
section — who were very unhappy with sales. I guess 
the secret to success is selective perception: talk only to 
the people who were pleased and you have an unquali- 
fied success. But perhaps I’m being unfair, BEA did 
send a questionnaire out to exhibitors and even 
acknowledged our response with a preprinted post- 
card that said our concerns were being addressed. My 
favorite question on the survey? The one that asked 
how important it was to me, as an exhibitor, that booth 
locations be assigned fairly. Duh, take a walk! O 

G/LIF Aisle, continued from page 9. 
changed the rules under which location is assigned to 
these sections: Seniority no longer applies. Instead, 
special sections are assigned to the outer periphery of 
the show — in the least desirable real estate available 
— and there is no discount for these peripheral loca- 
tions. FBN was advised that the sections would rotate 
around the hall, but for some reason the Children’s and 
University Press sections made it to the front of the hall, 
while the G/L/F section was always relegated to the 
back. (BEA continues to assign locations to other spe- 
cial groups, based on the sponsoring group’s seniority, 
and it also allows publishers who wish to exhibit next 
to each other to average seniority when applying 
together.) The specialty sections are the only exhibitors 
who are excluded from the seniority system. In an 
informal survey of G/L/F Aisle participants, FBN 
found only one publisher who knew that they had been 
excluded from the seniority system when the 
ABA/BEA offered The Aisle specialty section status. 

Naiad, Alyson, and Spinsters will return to the 

main floor and thus to a more central location based 
on seniority. Cleis, Firebrand, and presumably 
Women’s Press/Canada, will exhibit with their dis- 

tributors, following a trend begun by feminist presses 

of shifting to these better-located, lower-priced 

options at the onset of the specialty program. FBN, 

Gynergy, and Second Story will continue to exhibit in 

the Small Press section with Down There and Third 

Side. Several publishers are reserving decisions on 

whether to exhibit at BEA at all and/or have decided 

to wait to send their reservations in noting that 

“many late sign ups in 1997 received better placement 

than we did.” O 

ee 
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FEMINISMS 
An Anthology of Literary 

Theory and Criticism 

Revised Edition 

Robyn R. Warhol and 

Diane Price Herndl, editors 
In the landmark 1991 edition of Feminisms, Warhol 

and flerndl assembled the most comprehensive 

collection of American and British feminist liter- 

ary criticism ever published. In this revised edi- 

tion, the editors have updated the volume, in 

keeping with the expanding parameters of femi- 
nist literary discourse, Warhol and Price Herndl 
have again established the measure for repre- 
senting the latest developments in the field of 

feminist literary theory, 

1,150 pp. Paper, $25.95; Cloth, $60.00 

TARA SCRIBBLING 
are WOMEN 

ee Short Stories by 

I?th-Century 

American Women 

Selected and 
Introduced by 
Elaine Showalter 
With stories by Louisa May 
Alcott, Willa Cather, Kate 
Chopin, Rebecca Harding 

Davis, Mary £: Wilkins freeman, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Susan Glospell, Sarah Orne Jewett, Eliza- 
beth Stuart Phelps, Catharine Sedgwick, Harriet 
Prescott Spofford, Edith Wharton, and Constance 
fenimore Woolson, Scribbling Women introduces readers to a sampling of the best stories by 

"eae ne 5 
€ SHOsy Srearer ay 

I9tK-Cemrusy Angercan Vranen 

SW 

BUILDING BODIES 
Pamela lL. Moore, editor 
"A collection offering a valuable range of ef Criti- cal takes on that locus Classicus f : 3 or bod ‘ 

es: the built’ body.”—Susan Squier, suf of Babies in Bottles Iwentieth-Century Visions of 
Reproductive Technology % 

224 pp. 27 illus. Paper, $17.95; Cloth, $48.00 

SISTERS ON A JOURNEY 
Portraits of American Midwives 

Penfield Chester 
Photographs by Sarah Chester McKusick 
"Sisters on a Journey makes these astonishing 
women real, in all their diversity, in all their 
glory.” —Barbaro Katz Rothman; author of 
Recreating Motherhood and In labor. 
288 pp. 27 b & w photos. Paper, $19.95; Cloth, $50.00 

NEW IN PAPERBACK 

OUTRAGEOUS 
PRACTICES 
How Gender Bias Threatens 

Women’s Health 

Leslie Laurence and 

Beth Weinhouse 
“In the tradition of Our Bodies, Ourselves a 

other landmark women’s health books, up ie 
researched critique provides up-to-date cxomf! 

of how the medical system still fails oT aes 

—Judy Norsigian and Fsther Rome, ° 
ive, 1h 

Boston Women’s Health Book Collective. 

New Our Bogies, Ourse: nineteenth-century American women writers, 448 pp. Pape! $18.95 
$50 pp. Paper, $17.95; Cloth, $50.00 

=p 26-9323 RUTGERS UNIVERSITY PRESS * Available in boostores or call (800) 446-7 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

By Carol Seajay with Jenn Tust 

The 1997 Gregory Kolovakos Seed Grants Recipi- 
ents are Paris Press (Ashfield MA), RedBone Press 
(Decatur GA), and Thorngate Road (Normal IL). Paris 
Press publishes transformative work by critically 
acclaimed but neglected women writers, RedBone 
Press celebrates the culture of Black lesbians and 
promotes understanding between Black gays and les- 
bians and mainstream culture (see Our Presses), and 
Thorngate Road publishes work exclusively by lesbi- 
ans, gay men, bisexuals and transgendered 
individuals regardless of age, race, ethnicity and 

nationality. Each press received $2,000. 

Banned Books Week is September 20-28. ABA 
has free kits available to member stores for the 16th 

annual freedom-to-read celebration. Kits include a 

resource guide (published by the American Librarian 
Association), a list of books challenged or banned in 
1996-97, and three posters — one for adults, one for 

YA’s, and one for kids. Each of the posters features 

the First Amendment and the “Celebrate the Free- 

dom to Read” slogan and lists several books in that 

age category that have been banned or challenged. 

Banned Books lists (50/$10), buttons (100/$75), 
bookmarks (500/$35), and t-shirts (6 L, 6 XL/$110 

per doz.) are also available. Additional kits are $30. 

Order from ABFFE, 828 S. Broadway, Tarrytown NY 

10591; 800-637-0037, fax 914-591-2716, email (aeis 
man@bookweb.org). 

ABA has renamed and relaunched its searchable 

online database of independent bookstores. The ee 

name is CIBON (Comprehensive Independent Book- 

sellers Online Network). Available on ABA’‘s 

1 

BookWeb site (www.bookweb.org), CIBON features 
searchable annotations for 2,000 of the 4,600 member 
stores and is searchable by store name, category, key- 
word, city and zip code. ABA member stores are 
invited to send email addresses, URLs and/or 
descriptions of up to 250 characters via email to 
(info@bookweb.org), by fax to 914-591-2720, or by 
mail to ABA, Attn: ISC Dept., 828 S. Broadway, Tarry- 
town NY 10591. 

ABA views CIBON as the beginning of a major 
centralized Internet Network devoted to independent 
bookselling and the book-buying public. The site will 
continue to evolve and may eventually offer such 
services as electronic commerce, chat rooms, discus- 

sion groups, research data, and other information 
aimed at promoting bookselling and giving inde- 
pendent booksellers a place to do business among 
themselves and with consumers. 

rane 
In related news, ABA’s Industry Standardization 

Committee has developed a Standard Chart of 

Accounts (SCA) for member bookstores. In these 

times of shrinking profitability margins (and shrink- 

ing margins for error), booksellers are tending to their 

accounting like never before. And a good chart of 

accounts (the accounting term for the categories to 

which expenses are assigned — inventory purchases, 

overhead, payroll, et al.), makes financial analysis 

much easier and more effective. A good chart of 

accounts also provides information for both tax 

preparation and making effective business decisions, 

but sometimes, in the rush of setting up a business, or 

with the aid of an accountant who prioritizes tax 
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financial analysis, a store’s chart of 
i ver . preparation 0 provide readily accessible data for 

accounts does not 

ing financial decisions. ix 

A Np wented by this problem, by difficulty experi- 

enced by stores that tried to contribute ae s 

the ABACUS study but who found that their Ss °6 

ries were just too different, and by boo se 7 

comments that the ABACUS data is of limited value i 

they can’t compare it to their own situation, ABA 

developed the Standard Chart of Accounts. 

ABA’s Standard Chart of Accounts includes all 

the accounts (categories) necessary to be able to 

report store’s results to and compare them with the 

ABACUS. It also includes the accounts necessary to 
deal with federal and most state and local tax issues. 

It is assumed that stores will use the accounts that 
are useful to them and skip over inappropriate or 
overly detailed sub-accounts. Usage is, of course, 
totally voluntary. 

SENOS 
The package includes an overview, implementa- 

tion guidelines, and a brief description of how to use 
the resulting data to calculate a number of perform- 
ance measures to evaluate a store’s financial condition 
— including computing a Margin of Safety, debt 
rations, inventory turnover, asset turnover, gross 
margin return on inventory, total return on assets, 

return on net worth and “The 7 Score? 
ratios calculated and weighed different] STOups of 
bined to produce a single fixture which; then com. 
predictor of the likelihood of bankruptcy), USed as a 

By computing these Performance me 
one’s own business and ; aSures f 

comparing them Or 

average results reported by Similar bug; With the 
ABACUS, a bookseller wil] gain a biel in 

er- standing of and a better handle 
the operation and thus increa 
success. 

The easiest time to change to a new chart of accounts is at the beginning of a new fiscal] year. But the best time to consider and evaluate a new chart of accounts would be several months before that transi- 
tion would have to be made. 

Copies of the Standard Chart of Accounts are 
available at no charge to ABA member Stores; call 
800-637-0037 to request a copy. 

ON Various aSPects of Se their chances for 

“Across the Fruited Plain,” The 1998 Midwest 
Bisexual Lesbian Gay Transgender College Confer- 
ence sponsored by The University of Illinois at 
Chicago will take place February 20-22, 1998. Urvashi 
Vaid, Leslie Feinberg, and Michelangelo Signorile are 
the keynote speakers and singer-songwriter Melissa 
Ferrick is one of the entertainers. Check their Web site 
for the most current information, (http://www 
-uic.edu/depts/quic/ mblegtcc), call 312-413-8619, or 

email (mblgcc98@uic.edu). 0 

The magaz 

“[Teen Voices is] the magazine | was really waiting for.” *Gloria Steinem 

ree 

Professional © High sell-through © Published since 1990 
Contact your distributor or call Teen Voices at 888-882-TEEN for more information. 
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THEY WENT THAT-A:WAY 
ho” | 

By Jenn Tust with Carol Seajay 

New Stores 

Dorothy Logue and Cherie Monnell are sched- 

uled to open Artistic Amazon Bookstore on Labor Day 
in Portsmouth, NH. About an hour-and-a-half from 

Boston, this feminist, lesbian, spirituality book and 
gift store fills the front two rooms of an old ship 

captain’s house. It is located in the historic downtown 

area of Portsmouth along with a number of other gay 
and lesbian-owned businesses. Logue, a nurse, and 

Monnell, an electrician, hope to retire into book- 

selling. Artistic Amazon Bookstore, 28 Chapel Street, 

Porstmouth NH 03801; phone/ fax 603-422-9598. 

Robyn’s Bookmark, a Web-based bookstore, fea- 

tures women’s, feminist, lesbian and trans/ gender 

resources.” Robyn Robbins emailed FBN, “after a short 

period with amazon.com books associates program, I 

decided to start off on my own. I built my Web site, 

ordered a select few titles mostly from small presses 
that deal specifically with women’s and feminist 

issues. My goal is not to provide the biggest selection, 

but provide a selected group of books for and by 

women that are not found in larger book sites or chain 

bookstores.” The site’s Cafe Forum features an inter- 

View with Linda Firestone, Ph.D. (Awakening Minvera). 

Eventually Robyn hopes to open a women’s bookstore 

in Wichita with Internet hookups, and classes on 

Intemet use and Web page design. Robyn’s Bookmark, 

PO Box 782142, Wichita KS 67278; phone/fax 316-776- 

0153, email (robyn@robynbooks.com) and the Web 

(http: / /www.robynbooks.com). For more informa- 

tion: (Bookinfo@robynbooks.com). 

Feminist Bookstore News 

Lodestar Saved! 

Sally Engler and Beth Gundersen, having done 
everything they could think of to find someone to buy 
Lodestar Books in Birmingham, had made the diffi- 
cult decision to close the store. August 10 was to have 
been the last day. 

But, just a few days before the closing sale was 
scheduled to begin, local activist David White came 

into the store to see if Lodestar needed more t-shirts. 
“David,” they said, “We're closing!” Somehow he’d 

missed it all. 
“Tt can’t,” was his reply.... Birmingham without 

Lodestar? Unthinkable! 
So David asked Beth and Sally to hold off on the 

sale for a few days.... And within the week he came 

back with a plan and co-investors, Beth and Sally did 

an inventory instead of a sale, and they all worked out 

an agreement. On Sunday, when the customers and 

friends turned up for the closing event ready to 

mourn the loss of their bookstore, they were greeted 

with a huge sign in the window reading “Miracles 

happen! David White is the proud new owner of 

Lodestar!” and a celebration instead of a closing! 

David’s partners are Connie Hill and John 

Dantzler. Between the three of them they have a 

tremendous amount of gay, lesbian, and feminist 

community organizing experience, as well as grant- 

writing experience, computer skills (now including 

installing Booklog), and business wien oan - 

going off to college, a dream for many et = ts : 

be expanding her massage practice and serving 

Dean of Students at her massage school. 

Congratulations to all! 

Not So New, But... . 

Beyond Words is Blizabeth Shipley, Aldo Valman 

and three other partners’ newish gay and lesbian and 

Wo 
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WRITING WANTED 

tL IES fee a 
By Jenn Tust 

Black Lace is seeking erotic photography, short 
stories, fantasy letters to the editor, poetry, feature arti- 
cles, artwork, and other items of interest to the African 

American lesbian community for issue 5. They are also 

seeking editors. Black Lace, BLK Publishing Company, 
Box 83912, Los Angeles CA 90083; 310-410-0808, fax 
310-410-9250, email (newsroom@blk.com). 

Radiance: The Magazine for Large Women is seeking 
contributions from young girls and boys about life — 
issues surrounding the body, size, friends, family, 
school, good times, bad times, your wishes and goals, 
struggles and successes, acceptance, self-esteem, self- 
worth, body image.... Length: 300 to 1500+ words. 
Guidelines: Alice Ansfield, Radiance, PO Box 30246, 
Oakland CA 94604; 510-482-0680, email (Radmag2 
@aol.com). 

The 11th Berkshire Conference on the History of 
Women, “Breaking Boundaries,” will be held on June 
4-6, 1999 at the University of Rochester. The program 
committee seeks proposals for individual Papers, 
workshops, panels, and roundtables. Send proposals 
on U.S and Canadian topics to Nell Painter, Dept. of 
History, Princeton University, Princeton NJ 08544; on 
European topics to Sharon Strocchia, Dept. of 
History, Emory University, Atlanta GA 30322; on 
Africa, Latin America, Asia, the Pacific, and all com- 
Parative topics to Teresa Meade, Dept. of History, 
Union College, Schenectady NY 12308. See their Web site (www-berks.aas.duke.edu) for more information. 

Alyson Publications is seeking contributions for several anthologies: time travel (December 31), ghost Stories (now), erotic non-fiction bar stories by/about 
a a Latent 31) and gay men (now), 
aoe a * iction about the holidays (December 

1 ernity and military-related sex stories by 
Say men (now). For guidelines: Anthology Guide- 
lines, Dept. NP Alyson Publications, 6922 Hollywood Blvd. #1000, Los Angeles CA 90028; 213-871-1225. oO 

rogressive bookstore and gift shop ; 
KEeiboaiond of Bibokiyr. Open 4 ae at Slope 
Beyond Words is one of nine Specialty stores 
area that is preparing for a Barnes and Nobis mt the 
sion. Beyond Words, 186 Fifth Avenue Brooke inva- 
11217; 718-857-0010. ames 

Sisters’ and Brothers’ new fe) 
wand says “so far so good” 
bought the store in February, The ga i 
bookstore will soon also be 2 coffecshep Rea ; 3 ad started A Quiet Corner Bookstore in CO with Pat Wise- berg. She left A Quiet Corner to run Sisters’ and 
Brothers’. A Quiet Corner continues on. Sisters’ and 
Brothers’, 4011 Silver SE, Albuquerque NM 87108; 505- 
266-7317. 

J. Fleenor and Ted Jensen (both men) opened 
Outloud Books & Gifts last November. Located 
between downtown and the Vanderbilt area of Nash- 
ville this g/1/bi/trans/feminist book and gift store 
has been busy since they opened. The store is 850 
square feet, is the only such store in a 150-mile radius 
and has other gay and lesbian businesses close by. 
Outloud Books & Gifts, 1805-C Church Street, Nash- 
ville TN 37203; 615-340-0034. 

Wner Robin Lein- about business since she 

Changing Names 
Brava! A Place for Women has changed its name 

to Bean’s on Broadway due to a challenge from 
another organization. Gayle Rayfield and Jane 
Douglas have left the business while Jean Narunsky 
remains as the sole proprieter for this book- 
store/coffeeshop in Redwood City, south of San 
Fransico. Bean’s on Broadway, 2209 Broadway, 

Redwood City CA 94063. 

Stores Move aditol 
Rubyfruit Books (Tallahassee) has move!) 

new space, twice as large as their old space 4 one 

visible — on a major North/South street an Fe 
mall. Rubyfruit plans to opena coffeebar as com- Mayer told FBN they expanded the store to $ f two 
petitive with the two Barnes and Nobles "739 ; 
Books-A-Million in town. Rubyfruit Book codes: 
Monroe Street, Tallahassee FL 32303; new area 
850-222-2627, fax 850-222-0411. 
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ie, 

Rainbow’s Ltd’s Yvonne Bou 
new store has much better Visibility — it’s in th 
front of a shopping plaza and is on the main rox and people can see the store from their cars. The store moved in August. Their new address ie 522 Jordan Lane, Huntsville AL 35805; 205-536-5900 fax 205-881-0932. 

dreau said their 

Stores Close 
On the Move — A Mobile Bookstore based in St. 

Petersburg FL is no longer operating. Nancy Cybilla 
Hawk at On the Move writes FBN, “It’s been an ex- tremely interesting and challenging ten years, but 
now I want to move on to creating and building a 
community for old dykes.” Good luck, Nancy. 

Books Move 
GLAS: New Russian Writing titles are now avail- 

able from Ivan Dee. The theme for GLAS 3: Women’s 
View was Russian women bloodied but unbowed; and 
GLAS 13: A Will & A Way focuses on new women’s 
writing. 20% short discount. Ivan R. Dee, Inc., 1332 
North Halsted Street, Chicago IL 60622; 312-787-6262, 
800-634-0226, fax 312-787-6269. 

Publishers Move 
Rising Tide Books is moving to Tucson AZ. Their 

800 number will continue to be in service: 800-648- 
5333. More details next issue. 

Electronic News 
Cleis Press has a new email address for Frédérique 

Delacoste that we missed for last issue. It is 
(fdcleis@aol.com). 

Radiance: The Magazine for Large Women celebrates 
its 13th year this fall! Watch for the 13th anniversary 
issue, the Swimsuit issue and an upcoming feature on 
Delta Burke. They are also working ona kids project, 
See Writing Wanted for more details. Radiance has an 

email address (Radmag2@aol.com) and a new Web 
Site (http: / /www.radiancemagazine.com). 

Can’t get enough of Publishers Weekly? Sign up for 

the email edition delivered daily to your email 
address. To subscribe, fill out the form at 

(http:/ /www.bookwire.com/ pw/daily/). The Book- 
Wire site hosts a number of book industry sub-sites, 
including PW’s site which includes a number of 

articles from recent issues. 2 

Feminist Bookstore News 

BACK TO PRESS 
AND OTHER GOOD NEWs 
——— 

By Jenn Tust 

Rights 
Seal Press has sold rights for Where the Oceans Meet to the Netherlands (Van Gennep) and rights for Robbers’ Wine to Germany (Frauenoffensive). 

Awards 

Calyx Inc., celebrates its 21st anniversary this 
year! Their famous book, Into the Forest, was a finalist 
for the 1997 Small Press Book Awards and was selected 
by the New York Public Library Office of Young Adult 
Services for a 1997 Books For The Teen Age. 

New Moon: The Magazine for Girls and Their 
Dreams‘ September 1996 issue on “Politics and Femi- 
nism” was named Best Single Issue in the 
Educational Press Association of America’s Distin- 
guished Achievement Awards. 

Autumn Sea (Astarte Shell Press) won the 1997 
Small Press Book Award, established by Small Press 
Magazine, in the Gay/Lesbian category. 

Sharon Olds (Satan Says, The Dead and the Living) 

was awarded the Harriet Monroe Poetry Award for 
1997. The award, with a $1,000 cash prize, is given “to 

any American poet of distinction or of distinguished 
promise...and in making the awards the committee 
shall give preference to poets of progressive rather 
than academic tendencies.” 

PEN America’s $5,000 Essay Award went to 

Cynthia Ozick for Fame and Folly (Knopf); The 

Poggioli Emerging Translator Award went to Ann 

McGarrell’s translation of Vittoria Ronchey’s The Face 

of Isis; the PEN/Klein Book Editing Award went to 

Kate Medina of Random House; and Emerging Writ- 
00 and $4,000 went to children’s 

i illiams-Garcia and nonfiction writer 

aif Blan ae tively Oe $15,000 PEN/ Faulkner 
ae for fiction was awarded to Gina Berriault for 

on of short stories Women in Their ie 

ers prizes of $3,0 

her collecti 

(Counterpoint). 
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Public Heroes, 
Private Felons 
Athletes and Crimes Against Women 
Jeff Benedict 

This hard-hitting look at the darker 

side of sports exposes an escalating 

problem: abuse of women by success- 

ful athletes. Drawing on unprece- 

dented interviews with players, 

coaches, victims, and others, it offers 

an in-depth examinatien of several 

incidents of rape, gang rape, and as- 

sault by prominent sports figures. 

Controversially, the author does not 

shy away from indicting the lucrative 

sports industry for shielding abusive 

athletes and allowing them to escape 

accountability for their crimes. 

$24.95 cloth 

Loving Her 
Ann Allen Shockley Wa
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Groundbreaking when first published in 1974, Loving Her 

isa powerful story of a young African American woman 

who flees an abusive marriage for an interracial lesbian 

love affair. 

“In its exploration of a daring subject boldly shared I think |the novel] 
has immense value. . . . It offers the reader an opportunity to develop a 
new way of seeing and caring.” —Alice Walker, Ms. 

$12.95 paper 

NORTHEASTERN 
University Press 

360 Huntington Avenue, 416CP 
Boston, Massachusetts 02115 
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SHORT RAVES 
Compiled by Jenn Tust 

Hijole! If you haven’t checked out Locas by Yxta 
Maya Murray, what have you been Waiting for? 
Locas is an excellent rendering of life in Echo Park : 
neighborhood in Los Angeles. Having moved to x 
Francisco from this area, I was eager to read this 
book. Much like the movie Mi Vida Loca in its por- 
trayal of girl gangs, Locas tells the story of Lucia and 
Cecilia, two women who are connected to Manny, the 
leader of the Lobos. Written in alternating view- 
points, Lucia, Manny’s girlfriend, becomes entranced 
and inspired by Manny’s power and popularity 
among his compadres, and decides to form her own Americans, Louisiana creoles, Jamericans and evena 
gang, The Fire Girls. Cecilia, Manny’s younger sister, white woman. Includes Terri Jewell’s interview with 
is perhaps the most intriguing character in the book. 90-year-old “Miss Ruth,” Makeda Silvera’s explora- 
In a surprising twist, Cecilia falls fora woman ina | tion of Caribbean girlhood in “Man Royale and 
neighboring gang. I don’t want to spoil it for you,so | Sodomites,” Jewelle Gomez’ “I Lost It at the Movies,” 
I won't tell you what happens...but this is a wonder- and Mattie Richardson’s “Spice.” New voices macinde 
ful book both for the women’s perspective of gang Tiffani Frazier’s poem about first lesbian experiences 
life and the tangential lesbian content. 1 found myself | and unthinkable acts, Roxane Gay’s “Letter to 
drawn into their intertwining stories and wondering | Mama” and Lena-Nsomeka Gomes’ vignettes of her 
if this book was nonfiction — it was that believable! young lesbian experiences. This collection is a must 
Murray’s writing cast a spell on me because she so read and a must carry! I had a hard time putting it 
precisely captures the vernacular and mindset of her | down. RedBone is a new lesbian press. Their next 
characters — I actually cared about what happened book, already in the works, will bea “PFLAG kind of 

to them. And she left me dreading the end —I wanted book for Black parents of lesbians and gay men.” 
more! When’s the sequel? $22 cl, 0-8021-1605-1, Advertised in the Feminist Bookstore Network Fall 
Grove Press. —Danielle Bauter Catalog. $19.95 pb, 096566590-9. Redbone Press, PO 

Box 861, Decatur GA 30031; 404-815-8391. —JT 

Kudos and thank you to Lisa C. Moore, founder 

of RedBone Press for publishing does your mama 

know? An Anthology of Black Lesbian Coming Out 
Stories. This fabulous, diverse, inspiring, emotional 

collection of stories, poems, interviews and essays deeply rooted and ongoing assault — both figurative 

8ives voice to the many facets of coming out for Black and literal — on the reproductive rights of Black 

women. It is filled with both fiction and nonfiction by women.” From the time of slavery when Black 

both established and new writers: African Ameri- women’s reproductive potential was a possession of 

See Raves, page 83 
cans, biracial women, Jamaican Canadians, Haitian 
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Killing the Black Body: Race, Reproduction, 

and the Meaning of Liberty by Dorothy Roberts is a 

devastating account and analysis of “America’s 
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GENDER AND JUSTIC; 
FALL BOOKS FROM ILLINOIS — 

WOMEN PRISONERS IN 
MEN'S PENTTENTIARIES 

GENDERED JUSTICE IN THE 
AMERICAN WEST 

Women Prisoners in Men’s Penitentiaries 
ANNE M. BUTLER 

Women Prisoners in the Wild West—and 
What they Were up Against 

“Beautifully written. . . . Butler has expanded 
the understanding of western violence to en- 
compass not only women but abusive family Situations, abominable brutality within prisons, and societal fury against offenders once re- leased.” — Glenda Riley, author of A Place to Grow: Women in the American West 

Illus. Cloth, $29.95 

e777 : 
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THE COMMON GROUND OF 
WOMANHOOD 

Class, Gender, and Working Girls’ Clubs, 

1884-1928 
PRISCILLA MUROLO 

Upper Class and Working Class Women— 

Allied in Reform 

Working girls’ clubs, which lasted from the 
1880s into the 1920s, were initially governed 

by upper-class women, and activities converged 
around standards of respectability and charac- 

ter of working women. Later, the workers them- 
selves presided over the clubs, and the focus 
shifted to issues of labor reform, women’s rights, 
and sisterhood across class lines. 

Illus. Cloth, $29.95; Paper, $14.95 

MARCHING TOGETHER 
Women of the Brotherhood of 

Sleeping Car Porters 
MELINDA CHATEAUVERT 

The role of Black Womanhood in Shaping 
Black Manhood 

Standard histories of the Brotherhood of Sleep- 
ing Car Porters (the first national trade union 
for African Americans) focus on the men who 
built the union: few acknowledge the impor- 
tant role of the Ladies’ Auxiliary in shaping 
public debates over black manhood, setting 
black political agendas, and crafting effective 
Strategies to win racial and economic justice. 

Illus. Cloth, $46.95; Paper, $17.95 

http://www. press. uillinois.edu 
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ROMANCING THE GODDESS Three Middle English Ro, ma 
about Women ge 

MARIJANE OsBorn 
The Medieval Savior Goddess Fig 
in Three New Translations ag 
Osborn introduces and translates three meg. eval romances, all dealing with women cast adrift upon the northern and Mediterranean seas, then shows how the stories forge a hith- 
erto missing link with worship of a savior god- 
dess in the distant past. 

Illus. Cloth, $46.95; Paper, $19.95 

PURIFYING AMERICA 
Women, Cultural Reform, and 

Pro-Censorship Activism, 1873-1933 
ALISON M. PARKER 

Scrubbing the Filth from High and Low 
Culture 

Purifying America explores the widespread 

middle-class advocacy of censorship as a popu- 
lar reform around the turn of the century and 
provides a historical perspective on contempo- 

rary debates that continue to divide women. 

Illus. Cloth, $42.50; Paper, $16.95 

WOMEN AND THE ANCESTORS 
Black Carib Kinship and Ritual 

Second edition 

VIRGINIA KERNS 
m- 

“A richly detailed account of ee 
porary culture in which pte ing? 

important, valued, and et era 
— Anthropology and Humanism” 

illus. Paper, $18-99 

mber 3 
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Pandora Book Peddlers 2. Songs in Ordinary Time, Mary McGarry Morris, Madison, NJ $13.95 pb, 0-14-024482-4, Penguin 

3. Annie John, Jamaica Kincaid, $10 b, NONFICTION eae 0-374-52510-2, Noonday ; 1. Reviving Ophelia: Saving the Selves of 4. Ship Fever, Andrea Barrett, $12 pb, Adolescent Girls, Mary Pipher, $12.95 pb, 0-393-31600-9, W.W. Norton 
0-345-39282-5, Ballantine 5. Wild Meat and the Bully Burgers, Lois-Ann 2. Raising a Daughter: Parents and the Yamanaka, $12 pb, 0-15-600483-6, Awakening of a Healthy Woman, Don and Harcourt Brace Jeanne Elium, $12.95 pb, 0-89087-7084, 6. “Wide Sargasso Sea, Jean Rhys, $11 pb, Celestial Arts 0-393-30880-4, W.W. Norton 

3. When I Am An Old Woman I Shall Wear Purple, 7. In the Time of the Butterflies, Julia Alvarez, Sandra H. Martz, editor, $11 pb, 0-918949-16-5, $12.95 pb, 0-452-27442-7, Plume 
Papier Mache 8. *The Education of Harriet Hatfield, 

4. Chicken Soup for the Woman’s Soul, J. Canfield, May Sarton, $10 pb, 0-393-31029-9, 
M.V. Hansen, J.R. Hawthorne and M. Shimoff, W.W. Norton 
$12.95 pb, 1-55874-415-0, Health 9. The Deep End of the Ocean, Jacquelyn 
Communications Mitchard, $7.50 pb, 0-451-18692-3, Signet 

5. In Celebration of Women: A Selection of 10. *To the Lighthouse, Virginia Woolf, $7.95 pb, 
Words and Paintings, Helen Exley, $12.95 hc, 0-15-690739-9, Harcourt Brace 
1-85015-801-0, Exley Publications 

6. What Women Want: A Journey to Personal and * The women of Pandora write: “We are true believers in 
Political Power, Patricia Ireland, $12.95 pb, the art of hand-selling. Our list of fiction bestsellers always 
0-452-27249-1, Plume includes older works that are our personal favorites and 

7. The Cloister Walk, Kathleen Norris, $12.50 pb, which we enjoy introducing to our customers.” 
1-57322-584-3, Riverhead 

8. The Heart of a Woman, Maya Angelou, $12 pb, 
0-553-38009-5, Bantam Women in Print 

9. Beyond Dolls and Guns: 101 Ways to Help Vancouver, Canada 
Children Avoid Gender Bias, Susan Hoy 
Crawford, $10.95 pb, 0-435-08129-2, 1. Red China Blues, Jan Wong, C$18.95, 

Heinemann 0385256396, Doubleday Canada 
10. The Mother-Daughter Book Club, Shireen 2. Cure for Death by Lightning, Gail 

Dodson, $12.95 pb, 0-06-095242-3, Anderson-Dargatz, C$16.95, 0394281802, 

Ha erCollins Vintage Canada 

c 3. Fugitive Pieces, Anne Michaels, C$19.99, 

FICTION 0771058837, McClelland & Stewart 
1. Stones from the River, Ursula Hegi, $12 pb, 4. The Two Ends of Sleep, Lizard Jones, C$15.95, 

0-684-48680-4, Scribner 0889740720, Press Gang 
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Pall the Pale, Elana Dykewoman, 

40747, Press Gang 

tod Square, Katherine V. Forrest, C$7.99, 

58993, Berkley 

8 Bee scales Naomi Wolf, C$29.95, 0679308539, 

Random House 

9. Let’s Face the Music and Die, Sandra 

Scoppettone, C$6.99, 0345412257, 

Ballantine 

When Fox Is a Thousand, Larissa Lai, C$16.95, 

0889740410, Press Gang 

C$19.95, 
6. 

If 

10. 

An Intricate Weave 
Women Write About Girls and Girlhood 

EDITED BY MARLENE MILLER. INTRO BY KRISTEN GOLDEN. 

Some early praise for our new anthology... 

“A thoroughly satisfying, completely 
uplifting read.” So To Speak 

“All the pieces celebrate the importance 
of girlhood...” Publishers Weekly 

“Their truth is in their particulars, 
whether they are about mothers, daughters, 
sisters, mentors, friends, or the 
stranger who sets you free.” Booklist 
“A phenomenal collection,” Lilith 
“ . 

This book deserves an audience.” 
The San Francisco Review 

40% discount On 1 or more books. Available direct of from Baker & Taylor $15.95, Softcover, 394 Pages, 0-945372-15-9 
ey 

Crazy Ladies Bookstore -—— 
Cincinnati 

ie 

2. 

10. 

. Breaking Point, Martina Navra 

Class Reunion, Linda Hill, $14 
Naiad 
Women’s Traveller, Damron, 
Damron 

$11.95, 092943599 

tilo 
0345388682, Ballantine va, $5.99, 

. Let’s Face the Music and Die, Sandra 
Scoppettone, $5.99, 0345412257 Ballantine 
Hot, Throbbing Dykes to Watch Out For, Aliso 
Bechdel, $10.95, 1563410869, Firebrand" 

. Succulent Wild Woman, Sark, $15, 068483376x 
Simon & Schuster 
Dream Lover, Jane Futcher, $9.95, 1555833756, 
Alyson 

. When Things Fall Apart, Pema Chédrén, $18, 
1570621608, Shambhala 

Liberty Square, Katherine V. Forrest, $5.99, 
0425158993, Berkley 

Best Lesbian Erotica, Jewelle Gomez, editor, 
$14.95, 1573440655, Cleis 

Sisterhood Bookstore 
Los Angeles 

1: 

23 

3: 

4, 

5: 

6. 

7. 

10. 

. The Moths and Other Stories, 

. Out of the Closet and Nothing t© Wear, 

Class Reunion, Linda Hill, $11.95 pb, 1562801783, 

Naiad 
Mazel, Rebecca Goldstein, $11.95 pb, 0140239057, 

Penguin 

Dream Lover, Lyn Denison, $11.95 pb, 

1562801732, Naiad a 
Hot Throbbing Dykes to Watch Out For, Aliso 
Bechdel, $10.95 pb, 1563410869, Firebrand 
Succulent Wild Woman, Sark, $15 pb, 
0684833767, Simon & Schuster ‘ 
Early Embraces, Lindsey Elder, $11.95 pd, 

1555833543, Alyson 
Women’s Traveller 97, Damron, 

0929435222, Damron 

$11.95 pb, 

Jena Maria 

Viramontes, $9.95 pb, 1558851380, Ar Leslea 

Alyson Newman, $10.95 pb, 1555834159, pet 

Witches Almanac 97-98, Elizabeth Pep 
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Dear sisters, 
I would love to have some feedback about this column: 

Is it useful? How? Do you order and have success selling 
books you might not otherwise? I’m sure the folks at FBN 
could use positive feedback in their uphill battle to get the 
big guys to spend a few of their advertising dollars with us. 
So call, write, fax, or email your responses to Women & 
Children First, Attention: Linda, 5233 N. Clark St., 
Chicago IL 60640; 773- 769-9299, fax 773-769-6729, 
email (wcfbooks@aol.com). —Linda Bubon 

I have been going through piles of children’s 
books, from presses large and small, trying to find the 
best books for our store this season. Although many 
publishers have smaller adult lists, they still seem to 
be investing heavily in children’s books. I hear that the 
educational market is strong, and although many 

publishers sell directly to schools and libraries, I 

strongly advise stores that carry good multicultural 
and special-issue kids’ books to develop relationships 
with nearby teachers and schools. 

In Chicago our schoolteachers are always looking 
for quality books to inspire their African American, 

Asian and Latino students. Picture-book biographies 
(other than of sports figures, of which there are more 
than enough!) seem to do well, but I wish there was 

the same interest in women’s biographies. Teachers 

are perfectly comfortable planning special projects for 

African American History Month, but support for 

Graphic by Laura Irene Wayne, in Journey to Feel (Jora). 

Women’s History Month varies widely. We took a 
more pro-active approach this year (suggestions ina 
future column). 

Fortunately, parents (and grandparents, aunties, 
etc.) are buying what we call “great girl stories” and 
middle-school biographies and diaries. Those main- 
stream publishers who are making a point of doing 
quality books of fiction and history for girls and con- 
temporary “growing up guides” are doing very well 
in our store. It’s hard to understand why they 
wouldn’t be thrilled to advertise in the Feminist Book- 
store Network Catalog, unless, as I suspect, all of their 
advertising dollars are tied up in Ingram’s, Borders’ 
and B&N’s catalogs and promo pieces. (Then, I sup- 
pose, if those girls’ books don’t find their market and 
sell their print runs, the publishers will have an excuse 
not to publish more of them.) 

Let me start with a few small press books written 
with love and good intentions. Though they won’t be 
nominated for Caldecott’s, all three of them belong in 
feminist bookstores (and libraries and classrooms!) 

Something to Remember Me By by Susan V. Bosak 

is a lovely, longer picture book suitable for ages 6and 

up, written from her memories and thanking her 

grandmother for their special relationship ($15.95 hb, 

1-896232-01-9), published by The Communication 

Project (800-772-7765 or through B&T, Ingra m). Illus- 

trated by Laurie McGraw in warm tones, it shows 

traditional images of grandmother and daughter 

over the years, sharing ordinary moments cS 

special by love and attention. Impossible to rea 
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g teary, this is a book for 

i t gettin 

See < well as for children. 

Another gran 

equally stirring, 1S 

Question: Grandma, 

partner Barbara 

d Mother Courag 

Courage 

ess traditional but 

d’s Amy Asks a 

bian?, illustrated 

Lindquist, the two gals 

e Press ($10.95 hb, 

Press, 1667 Douglas 

Ave., Racine WI5 
For ages 8 and 

up, this book answers a 

about lesbians, homophobia, 

probably the only book in print on a grandparent s 

coming out. Warm, informative and straightforward, 

this book goes beyond acceptance to an honoring and 

celebration of lesbian culture: Grandma Jo pounds on 

the arm of her chair and says, “T am proud to belong 

to an outstanding culture of women whose greatest 

goals are to love and to care for other women; to fight 

for whatis right and fair for women and children, and 

most men, too; to work to stop violence, war and 

pollution; to create grand music and art and literature; 

to honor the value of Mother Earth and the Goddess 

inus all.” Whew! [hope kids will read it. Because there 

is still such a need for basic information about non- 

traditional families, motivated authors do more 

Illustration b y Barbara Lindayj uist Question (Mother Bourage eran’ Geely 
September /October 1997 ie 

telling than showing, an understand al 
, ; ersta 

That’s also true of Confessions Weaknes 

by Steve Sullivan ($15.95 hb, 09 64105 4 Divorce d s. 
by Motivational Resources (54 Dar 3-8-1) Pub 

Ridgefield CT 06877). In this full-colgy 1 Road #809 
ages 4-10, two sisters discuss thei * Picture book ¢ : 
and life before and after. M T Parents’ qi SO 
this book because it was Z So ae Said he}; 

a story girls’ conversation explor 

many children have hen theis ee the feeling 

of their parents’ decisions. And I es change ecause 

one sister reminds the other that e 
were together, they fought like crazy anit the parents 
body miserable. The pictures are childln t 

graphic design is bold and more eye-c Ae the 
most self-published books, important atching than 

trying to get a kid to read a book ona touche ae 
ject. 

A few small press books from last season are 
worth mentioning here. From Free Spirit Publishin 
is We Can Get Along: A Child’s Book of Choices 
($9.95 pb, 1-57542-013-9) by Lauren Murphy Payne 
and Claudia Rohling who also wrote the great kids’ 
affirmation book, Just Because I Am ($6.95, 0-915- 
793-601). The new book emphasizes kindness, 
tolerance, and peaceful conflict resolution, a great 
book for K-3 classrooms. There is also a Leader's 
Guide ($14.95 pb, 1-57542-014-7) with reproducible 
hand-out masters. Another sequel from Free Spirit is 
Stories from My Life: Cassandra Walker Talks to 
Teens About Growing Up ($6.95 pb, 1-57542-016-3). 

Walker, a popular TV and radio personality, tells 

stories from her own life and includes heartfelt letters 

toand from teens. Her first book was Becoming Myself 

Children’s Book Press has some of the most 
attractive multicultural folktales, many of them oe 
gual. Just out in paperback is one of our spe 
China’s Bravest Girl ($6.95, 089239-148-0) Bet 

Chin, illustrated by Tomie Arai. For ages 6and up, e 
is a classic retelling of the legend of Hua Mu vhs 
Chinese Warrior Maiden. Like all Children's 
Books: ‘this soul: ‘kingly illustrate s, this is full-color and strikingly ted boo f 
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Feminist Bookstore News Australian children’s writer whose wonderful book are too numerous to mention, has written a Sia 
ble poem, Whoever You Are, to welcome a new bab 
or celebrate any young child’s birthday. The her 
features a globe peopled with tiny, waving bodies; 
across it flies a brown-skinned man dressed ina sky 
blue suit and a matching Stetson. In his arms he holds 
four children from the four corners of the earth. “Who- 
ever youare, / wherever you are, / there are littleones 
/ just like you / all over the world,” begins the sooth- 
ing, repetitive text that, coupled with the richly-hued 
paintings, communicate a diverse, loving world: 

Joys are the same, 
and love is the same. 
Pain is the same, 

and blood is the same. 

Smiles are the same, 

and hearts are just the same — 
wherever they are, 
wherever you are, 

wherever we are, 

all over the world. 

We love this book from Harcourt Brace. ($16 hb, 

015-200787-3.) 

Another good story made better with breathtaking 
paintings by PJ. Lynch is Amy Hest’s When Jessie 
Came Across the Sea ($16.99, 07636-0094-6), due in 

November. I’ma sucker for European immigrantstories 
since all four of my grandparents came across the water 
nearly a hundred years ago, leaving loved ones behind. 

Jessie is chosen by the village rabbi to travel to America, 

leaving her beloved grandmother behind. Both author 
and illustrator capture Jessie’s fear, apprehension, brayv- 

ery, and finally, pride, as she makes her way in America, 
using the skills her grandmother taught her. This is from 
Candlewick, which is also bringing out Amy Hest’s 
Jamaica Louise James, illustrated by Sheila White 
Samton, in paperback ($5.99, 07636-0284-1). This story 
shows how one creative, spunky eight year old madea 

difference in her neighborhood. Also out in paper is 
Nobody Owns the Sky: The Story of “Brave Bessie” 

Coleman by Reeve Lindbergh, illustrated by Pamela 

Paparone ($5.99, 0-7636-0361-9). Bessie Coleman was 
the first licensed African American Aviator; Lindbergh’s 

lively poem shows young readers the importance of 

holding onto your dreams. 

n 
companion to the Bessie book is another Paper- 

and illustrated Allison ($17 hb, 0395-85895-X), a 
realistic and moving story about an Asian girl who’s 
been adopted by American parents. Her doll, who 
looks more like her than her parents, becomes her 
only solace until she finds a stray cat in the garden 
and learns the true meaning of parental love. On a 
less serious note, the ever-delightful Susan 
Meddaugh (you owe it to your inner child to read 
Martha Speaks, Martha Calling, and Martha Blah Blah, 

all staff faves at our store) brings us an original 
spin-off, Cinderella’s Rat ($15 hb, 0395-86833-5). 

When Cinderella’s fairy godmother turns an ordi- 
nary rat into a coachboy, the fun begins. He must use 

his wits to save himself and his sister (still a rat) from 

his newfound human friend. Witty and animated, 

Susan Meddaugh’s books are equally entertaining 

for both children and the adults who read to them. 

my favorite Christmas story this 

fall is Olive, the Other Reindeer ($11.95, 08118-1807-1) 

from Chronicle, by the authors of the equally ai 

Lunch stories, J. Otto Siebold and Vivian at ; ue 

is a dog who overhears a holiday tune about th at oe 

red-nosed reindeer when she hears her name ae 

the other reindeer?’ thinks Olive. ‘I yaya ou i 

was a dog. But I must be a reindeer!” So Olive hea 

Speaking of silly, 
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th Pole to help Santa out. Bold graphic 

dacharming text make this a satisfying 

Olive saves 

up to the Nor 

illustrations an 

story for 4 to 8 year olds. And, of course, 

is. in a beautiful, meaningful picture 
Saving the day 

book by Pat Mora is a librarian who develops a special 

ung migrant worker in Tomas 
relationship with a yo 

and the Library Lady, illustrated by Raul Colon. This 

book touched and inspired me, as I know it will chil- 

dren. Based on the true story of the Mexican American 

author and educator Tomés Rivera, this story shows 

what libraries and education can make possible. 

Colon’s expressive paintings interweave the harsh reali- 

ties of Tomas’ life with the joyful imaginings he finds in 

books. The relationships with his storytelling Grand- 

father and the caring librarian convey the importance of 
adults’ encouragement of emerging readers. Cheers to 
Pat Mora for creating wonderful books for adults and 
children that celebrate her Latina heritage. Wisely pub- 
lished simultaneously in a Knopf English-language 

hardcover ($15, 0679-80401-3), and a Spanish-language 

paperback edition ($7.99, 0679-84173-3). 

Celebrating family love is at the heart of all of 
feminist author Vera B. Williams’ picture books, and 
her new one is no exception. Lucky Song ($15 hb, 
0688-14459-4, Greenwillow). In characteristic bright 
warm tones, a little girl sings her lucky song about a 
wonderful, blue-sky, kite-flying day made possible 
with the loving, attentive touches of sister, mom, dad, grandma and grandpa. For ages 2-4. Do ch 
andes 5 ; eck out Williams’ backlist, always wonderfully inclusive al 

edition. This book can be read in‘an a, Nin is sensibly organized by age group, and wi] § or two, 
knowledgeable and confident about ial eyoy 
great kids’ book.) I love this first-pers t makes 

about her female ancestors who wee a Narrative 
artists and missionaries and storytellers mS and 

begins with placing the woman during 4 ach history 
and adding, “but she didn’t fight in it an si of War 

reader is touched by each individual , ae the 
larger picture emerges: hard-working. dete the 
talented women who created family, society i) 

ture while the patriarchy raged and destrayail cul- 

One other picture book from the Morrow 
worth mentioning is Little Oh by Laura Bee 
Melmed and Jim La Marche ($16 hb, 0688-14208-7, 

the same team that created the enchanting story, The 
Rainbabies ($16 hb, 0688-107559). While this may 
remind you of Thumbelina, it is an Original fairy tale 
set in Japan about an origami girl who comes to life in 
a tender and exciting tale whose details, exquisitely 
represented in La Marche’s paintings, will capture 
children’s imaginations and touch their hearts. 

And finally, I want to recommend three Fall titles 
for pre-teens. From the daring, committed, and beau- 
tiful lesbian writer Jacqueline Woodson, comes The 
House You Pass on the Way ($14.95, 0385-32189-9, 
Delacorte). In this novel, 13-year-old Staggerlee (née 

Evangeline) comes to terms with her longing for her 

friend Hazel when her cousin Trout comes to visit. 

Woodson’s novels, and this is true of this one, always 

also deal with race and class issues. Red Scarf Girl: 
A Memoir of the Cultural Revolution ($14.95 hb, 
006-027585-5, HarperCollins) is by Ji-li Jiang, who 
was twelve years old in 1966 at the start of the cul- 

tural revolution. Her family was humiliated and 
reviled by neighbors and former colleagues, and Ji-l 
was forced at one point to denounce her et 
sacrifice her future in her beloved Party. Told wit 
simplicity and grace, this is an unforgettable ie 

And from Walker & Co., Judith Harlan’s ae thet 
Staying Strong, Feeling Good, Sticking ne 
($8.95 pb, 08027-7524-1), illustrated by Debbie ae 
The tone is very positive and upbeat with advic wie 

Suggestions about famous women, thet Seat ; 
feats and inspiring stories. Next issue I'll wae as 
children’s books that will be in our neW 
Bookstore Catalog and mention my vO aa 
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LAOS DNV An i or eae AUDIO ® VIDEO e CD-ROM 
2 < ELECTRONIC BOOKS 

by ae Holland series. A gentle, easy listen, well read by Seldes. I 

First, a computer-type book of interest: 

Get on With It: The Gay and Lesbian Guide to 

Getting Online by Richard Laermer. ($18 tp, 

0553069349, Bantam.) From an overview of how the 

Internet works to a savvy insider’s evaluation of the 
services available to gay men and lesbians online, this 
isa definitive survey of what's happening (and what's 
not) in queer cyberspace today. A comprehensive jour- 
ney through the gay and lesbian online community. 

\. 
Now, the ear candy, AUDIO: (all available at Ingram, 

most at BP.) 

The Woman Who Fell from the Sky by Joy Harjo, 

read by the author. ($11.95 one tape, 90 minutes, 

unabridged selections, 1-57453-149-2, Audio Litera- 

ture.) Harjo combines storytelling, prayer and song in 

this new collection of poetry influenced by her interest 

injazz and by her North American tribal background. 

Bird by Bird: Some Instructions on Writing and 

Life by Anne Lamott, read by the author. ($17.95, 2 

cassettes, 2%4 hours, abridged, 1-57270-016-5, Audio 

Partners.) More of Lamott’s valuable advice and 

wanderings — especially wonderful because she’s 

the reader. 
Isak Dinesen Feast: A Performance Anthology 

by Isak Dinesan, read by William Luce and Julie Har- 

tis. ($29.95, 6 cassettes, 7+ hours, 1-57270-029-7, Audio 
Partners.) Adelight to listen to — having two perform- 

€rs makes it quite dynamic. 
Willa Cather read by Marian Seldes, from the 

Victoria Magazine Presents Well-Spoken Companions 

enjoyed remembering what a broad range of ideas 

Cather can present in such a narrow geography. 

($11.95, 1 cassette, 1% hours, 1-57270-012-2, Audio 
Partners.) 

M Is For Malice by Sue Grafton, read by Judy 
Kaye. ($24, 4 cassettes, 4 hours, abridged, 0-679-44064-X, 
Random House.) Another good read from Grafton. 
Strongly feminist Kinsey Milhone strikes again! 

Beardstown Ladies’ Stitch-in-Time Guide to 

Growing Your Nest Egg: Step-by-Step Planning for 
a Comfortable Financial Future by Beardstown 
Ladies, read by the authors. ($16, 2 cassettes, 2 hours, 

abridged, 0-671-54776-3, S&S Audio.) I keep thinking 

if I listen to enough of these ladies, I’ll find financial 

acumen — or just money! 
When Work Doesn’t Work Anymore: Women, 

Work, and Identity by Elizabeth Perle McKenna, read 

by author. ($23.95, 4 cassettes, 6 hours, abridged, 

0-553-47794-3, Bantam Audio.) Really interesting 

ideas about balancing work and real life for women. 

If self-help audios do well for you, here you go. 

Speaking Truth to Power by Anita Hill, read by 

the author. ($24.95, 4 cassettes, 6 hours, abridged, 

0-553-47894-X, Bantam Audio, October.) Hill tells the 

story of her life, and how she became the touchstone 

for sexual harassment issues in America. 

Into the Forest by Jean Hegland. ($21.95, 4 

cassettes, 6 hours, abridged, 0-553-47878-8, Bantam, 

October.) Set in the near future, this mesmerizing 

coming-of-age novel details two young girls struggle 

to survive in their rural home while civilization 

round them. : 

eaves on Flame Lake by Lorna Landvik. 

($16.95, 2 cassettes, 3 hours, abridged, eect ee 

Highbridge Audio.) By the author of Patty J ie eeu? 

of Curl, another powerful and brilliant book. 

— 
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3+ hrs/2 cass. $22.95 

ISBN #1-883332-22-2 

Available from 
Penton Overseas, 

Ingram, B&T 

Bound Feet and Western Dress by Pang-Mei 
Natasha Chang. ($17.95, 2 cassettes, 3 hours, abridged, 

1-57453-093-3, Audio Literature.) The sa ga ofa remark- 
able woman born in Shanghai at the turn of thecentury. 

Succulent Wild Woman: Dancing with Your 
Wonder-Full Self by SARK, an audio experience cre- 
ated and narrated by the author. ($17.95, 2 cassettes, 3 
hours, abridged, 1-57453-155-7, Audio Literature.) 
Based on her new trade paperback book, this tape 
“exults in the pleasure of living life to its fullest.” 

VIDEO 
Live Nude Girls, $19.95. Don’t let the title throw you off — Cynthia Stevenson, Dana Delany and Kim Cattrall star ina frank and funny celebration of friend- ships, fantasies and other touchy subjects. A terrific al] 

BOOKSHELF 

too. 92 minutes. 

Antonia’s Line, $19.95 (wh t : : 
This brilliant film with a is an amazing price). 

ightful feminist slant 

wakes up and decides that this is the day shay 

Thus begins the film portraying a rural] Ee die, 

that covers four generations of women. Do narchy 

this one. Dutch with English subtitles, 19) an 

Bound, $79.95. Bound is a thriller that kee Utes, 

on the edge of your seat. It has the ending | a you 
. . ‘ anted 

for Thelma & Louise. The violence is not on the Schyy 
zenegger level — but if you have squeane 

sensibilities, just close your eyes when von Le 

something ominous is about to happen. It's well 
worth the effort. 108 minutes. 

When Night Is Falling, $89.95. “Finally! 
favorite lesbian video. It is beautifully done, has a 
happy ending, and never resorts to dumping on 

males. It simply allows you to compare relationships 
and (surprise!) women are better!” says Helene in 
from Full Circle’s newsletter. 95 minutes. 

(These four are available from both Naiad and 
Wolfe.) 

Ellen Special, $39.95. 3-video special: Women of 
the Night — Classic standup with Ellen DeGeneres, 
Paula Poundstone, Judy Tenuta and Rita Rudner, 56 
minutes. Wild Side — One of the best kept secrets of 
1996, starring Ellen’s girlfriend Anne Heche and the 

delicious Joan Chen featuring a great love scene and 
even a happy lesbian ending! 96 minutes. Wise Cracks 
— A fun documentary about women comics includ- 
ing standup routines by Ellen and a host of your 
favorites. 93 minutes. Ellen Special availabe from 

Wolfe, Wild Side is also available from Naiad. 

Dorothy Holland runs BookGrrls, devoted to ae 
small independent bookstores in business. She also ee 
lishes The Co-Op Report, an annual nt 
quarterly updates to assist independent books ae finding, using and claiming co-operative kee Box 
port from publishers. BookGrrls, Dorothy Ho fat 55 
830, Placitas NM 87043-0830; 505-867-9077, fe O 
867-1455, email (dorothy@bookgrris.com). be 

Xena Merch! 

Xena Fanclub Kit: Includes a video 

bloopers, a newsletter, photogré 

Gabriel and the gang, a large-S!Z© ane 

poster, a membership card and certificate, 
received an Academy Award for Bes : i f Xena and G : t Foreign Film of exclusive color photo of Xe 

es oO z bright, : ¥ morning an elderly woman tub. $29.98. Created by Wolfe ae 
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USIC NEWS 

Compiled by Barb Smalley / Ladyslipper Music 

Original reviews written by Laurie Fuchs, Beth Ann 
Koelsch, and Joanne Andrews 

and someone with a larger and more raucous group 
of people comes up and Says very sweetly “do you 
mind if I use this chair?” Then they wisk it away to 
their own table, as if their’s was the original party and 

This summer, a tour called the Lilith Fair went | I’dsomehow been saving that chair for their use. How 
from town to town putting ona big multi-stage show could I begrudge them their fun and comraderie — 
featuring Sarah McLaughlan, Tracy Chapman, the | what was I saving that chair for anyway? And so go 
Indigo Girls, Mary Chapin Carpenter, and others. my ruminations. 
Now, that sure seemed like something to get What I also hear “out there” are some encourag- 
women’s music lovers all excited. So, lsought to get | ing words from retailers who are dedicated to looking 
information about the tour into feminist bookstores | for eclectic and independently produced music by 
thinking surely people would be turning to you to | women. With these sorts of titles they plan to shore up 
know more about this event. After tracking downthe | their niche, open new possibilities, and please their 
booking agent for the tour, a company called Little | customers. 
Big Man, I quickly learned that this event wanted 
nothing to do with the independent world of 

women’s music we’ve supported for two ast 

Perhaps by now you have read articles in places like 
The New ee — and Ms. magazine in which some My Secret Joy/Mary Sw Eh eo es 

of the Lilith Fair performers explicitly distance them- Some of the sweetest, ee ae 7 . a = a 
selves from “women’s music.” Though, as they also melodic, oes a We oe een 

say, the major record companies are liking their sales with ae Se Hee eae Sc CE ey 
of women’s music lately. Yes, that is confusing dou- as melli sel 4 eae ope ae es 

ble-speak. And alas, perhaps you even went ef me Ein ote (all of which sound like veal 
a e eae j m few hat Borers hed bought up all he | GT eran usin Weng fom 

This co-optation of BOnmEAS music concernsme. | 4 eal laid rene dic qualities, expressing 
I want to rejoice over the success these women artists around the yt ae nana heartbreak, hon- 

are having. I want to think we helped them and pro- | tony s Reevetits which is accessible to all 
vided important support for them. But what is the esty an pees ike “I Wish I Had a Monro 
Price of their gaining success in the mainstream? aed Wants Me,” “I’m Your Debotantss os 

(Cynthia Lont has a good article about this problem: oe Aa clase To You” are accompanied y guy 

“Women’s Music: No Longer a Small Private Party” in the sca 
ith a dash of trumpet. 

i bass and drums, WIN : a 

Rockin’ the Boat: Mass Music and Mass Movements yonakeuld stock this if you like ja22, and stock this 

ighly recom- edited by Reebee Garofalo,1992, South End Press.) I Te eon’ think you do — very highly 

have the same feeling about this that I get when I’m in eae Shimmering Fishbelly 1. 

a public space, sitting at a table with an empty chair, 

Von 
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Feminist Bookstore News 

' From the beginning of time, women have 
gathered together to express their passions 
through song. Join Alice Di Micele and 
several of the Pacific Northwest’s most 

_ powerful female singers in a circle of 
_ _ celebration of women everywhere with 
_» prayerful thanks to Mother Earth. 
~ Weaving a tapestry of voices and music, Fe 

the circle draws from its diverse cultural ' Toots of Celtic, African-American, Jewish, Korean and Sicilian heritages, 
(EB) CD/CS R2/R4 72879 

7 August 19, 1997 Release 
_ SLPCD $15.98 Cs $10.98 

FarthBec op] For A Whole Planet ® @ P.O. Box 1460 Redway, CA 95560 800-346-4445 ire = | email: mlp@igc.apc.org 
_ Also available from Ladyslipper and Goldenrod 

Talkin’ Jazz /Gir] Talk. I must shamefa ced] 
fess that when I saw this album from a ¥ con. 
Norwegian jazz trio I was not expectin 
exuberantly admit that I was greatly mistaker, 2 
Talk makes stupendous jazz! Tenor saxophonist Re inl 
Niska (whose hometown of Hammerfest, orw a 
the northernmost town in the world!) has had ae is 
Rollins compare her tone to Stan Getz, and her ee 
gentle, burnished sound definitely hangs in the : neighborhood as Getz, Lester Young and Ben Webster 

Ohio expatriate pianist Elizabeth Walker and Baa 
Tine Asmundsen complete the Picture, They work in a late 1940s—early 1950s groove as they shine their 
creative light on their eponymous tune, Basie’s “Blue 
and Sentimental,” Van Heusen/Burke’s “Polka Dots 
and Moonbeams,” Styne/Cahn’s “I Fall In Love Too 
Easily,” Monk's “Let’s Cool One,” Jobim’s “O Grande 
Amor,” and others. This 1996 release has sent me to 
jazz heaven. I defy anyone to not fall sighingly in love 
with this little inanimate object. Hot Club Records 91. 

Songs From the Nineline/Laurie Freelove. She 
founded the wonder-dyke band Two Nice Girls in 
the 1980s, then released a critically-acclaimed solo 
album Smells Like Truth. Since the record companies 
which released those albums have joined the big 
distribution center in the sky, this 1997 “recorded live 
at radio stations” release is the first stuff available 
from her in a good while. Sounding somewhat like 
Marianne Faithfull with fewer cartons of cigarettes, 
Laurie hauntingly sings her original compositions 
either solo or with the compelling harmonies of 
Gemma Cochran, accompanied simply by her ee 
guitar or with didjeridoo, violin, percussion, et 
fretless bass. Her cover of “Dear Prudence,” recorde 
for a John Lennon Birthday Tribute for oe 
with synth, talking drums and rainsticks, trans ! ies 
the simple tune into a swirling, mystical ae et 
good to go! This one has become a big pepe x 
tional favorite among the Ladyslipper staff— 
easy feat. Chocolate Records 6909. 

“Sh Heart * One Mind/ Elizabeth aes. 
You remember The Sound of Music which ee right? 
the Story of the Austrian family, the von ae same 
Elizabeth is the granddaughter of the i er-song- 
Baroness Maria von Trapp! This Vermont ve making 
writer carries on her family tradition © xquisite, 
beautiful music. On this 1996 release, pee regan 
angelic voice intertwines seamlessly with 

2 all-female 
& Much, but] 
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plend of classical arrangements of original songs, 
graced by folk-style flourishes. Her haunting melo- 
dies, rich with harmonic undertones, create musical 

atterns vigorous and precise, echoing her back- 
round in folk, classical and liturgical traditions. 

Other family members do participate, and on the clos- 
ing title track, an all-women’s vocal ensemble 
provides the other-worldly sounds of a medieval 

choir. Von Trapp Music 201. 

Right Now/Lisa McCormick. Maybe it’s her 

background as an English teacher, but this gal can 

write one mean song! These songs are witty, intelli- 
gent, literate and original enough to rise above the 

teeming folk masses. Lisa sings about brief connec- 
tions with people in revolving doors (“Asteroids”), 
the eerie emotional parallels of “Cars, Cars, Cars,” 

relationships, unwitting obsession (“All I Want Is 
You”), coffee house wastrels (“If Anything Ever Hap- 
pens”), and tosses out lines like “It’s one of those 
tedious days where I am reading for meaning. Why 
that particular chicken? Why that particular road?” 

from “Bored.” (And don’t forget the editor’s clear 

favorite, “Sex and Consequences.”) She has shared 

stages with Ani DiFranco, Patty Larkin, Aimee Mann 

and the Story. Rising Records 10103. 

Chronicles of the Way — Showers/Seattle 

Lesbian & Gay Chorus. Subtitled “A Journal of the 

Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Journey,” this 1996 release 

contains an eleven-song choral musical by conduc- 

tor/artistic director David Maddux, known for his 

Swellegant Elegance (performed by Philandros / Seattle 

Men’s Chorus), among other compositions. While 

many of the actual lyrics were created by this com- 

Poser, all the songs were inspired by, and in part 
created by, chorus members who were asked to 

express their thoughts, feelings, dreams, and ideas — 

so the work genuinely chronicles the lives of the cho- 

tus and the community. Includes “Call Me By My 

Name,” “Pride Bash Extravaganza,” and “Drag 

Discussion” (a fabulous dialogue about the subject — 

the chorus “I don’t get it”...worth the price of the 

album). Seattle Lesbian & Gay Chorus 1. 

Over Here the Water Is Sweet / Amasong. Dedi- 

cated to the pursuit of choral excellence within an 

Feminist Bookstore News 

atmosphere that celeb rates all : devotion to women ore ee 
‘ is how Amasone’s foundi - 

. . 

t 

director defines the mission of this ees reac 
ae we be Illinois. Sung in eleven different 
Aiferce ane 8 on this collection are from 14 

s, and focus on the traditions, life experiences, and history of women. Th. 
from the spiritual to the politi teas political, but they are always 
powerful. “Soon I Will Be Done,” a tribute to 
Sojourner Truth, Harriet Tubman, and Audre Lorde, 
Stirs the listener with its rhythmns and rich layering 
of voices. The haunting “Strange Fruit,” first per- 
formed by Billie Holiday and later by Sarah Vaughan 
and Nina Simone, is done here a capella. “Todor 
Todorka” features two solitary women moving 
towards each other, singing in an undulating Balkan 
style which required that one’s voice be heard from 
mountain to mountain. Songs not sung in English are 
translated in the CD booklet. Amasong 9706. 

Cafe Mocha/Ivon Ulibarri. Hey, salsa fans, go no 
further! This amazing 1995 release is everything you 
need! Ivon used to lead the women’s band Amigas y 
su Grupo Ritmo. Cafe Mocha, Ivon explains, “is coffee 
with chocolate, a blend of two flavors. My music is a 

blending of many flavors: Caribbean rhythms with 
top 40-pop rhythms and Mexican rhythms.” The pre- 

dominant flavor is good salsa, and Ivon and her 

album rightfully swept the 1995 New Mexico 

Hispano Music Association awards! She sings her 

original compositions, both in Spanish and English, in 

a resonant voice that complements and enhances the 

percolating rhythms of her band. Trust me on this one 

— highly recommended! Colbri Records 32195. 

Gayaki Sitar/Hasu Patel. Hasu began saline 

i ars O 
the sitar at the age of nine, and after many ye < 

tice (6-8 hours a day!), she became the 

Fa meal usic degree at the University 
first woman to receive am ie 

i has developed a style of playing 
of Baroda in India. She has e ee ane! 

i a droning, buzzing, 
u 

ee oe instrument) ure
 ot 

Ang/Vocal Style,” which sounds “as i one eed 

ing through it,” On this 1997 re eae ee 

dedicated to Goddess Ma Kali, she plays ee 

(slow invocations presenti
ng the raga in an exp . 

ee 
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Feminist Bookstore New
s 

corel 
Mt You’ve heard that 

music sells great. 

Goldenrod Mus\e- 

makes it easy too: 

ay Shipping 

oe me 2 ve Shipping for 3 Orders) 

Large Selection 

7 No Risk - 100% Returns 

v Knowledgeable Staff 

(...and fun to talk to!) 

vvvvvvvvvvvvVvVvVv VY 

Call collect for a free catalog of women's 
music, gay and lesbian music, Celtic and 

Native American music and more. 

(517) 484-1712 

meditative mood). Includes the very difficult-to- 
perform “Raga Darbarbari-Kanad,” the popular 
evening “Raga Yaman Kalyan,” and the early-morning 
devotional “Raga Bhairavi.” Hasu Patel 1. 

Saatus (Fate)/Kirile Loo. I used to want to be a diver and search for buried treasure in old ship- wrecks; occasionally I feel like one in my job as catalog editor when I discover something so unusual and unexpected as this 1994 recording based on ancient Magical runic-verse songs from Estonia. The stringed instrument, called a 

an, mult_ ; 

pella group from Ontario, Canad ti-ra 

IS 199¢ release, they blend traditional, contem 
original songs in English, French, Swahitine and 
and Xhosa in a variety of styles ang th Japanese 
originals include “When A Woman” (“ ythms, 
mind, to leave the shadows of featfutne 
celebrate the life she makes, What do 
woman who’s free”) and “Stand Up” 
proud when we speak out of that Place th 
you to me beyond gender and Trace”). Other hj hii are the South African “Mbombela” and the Bes ao 
Rickie Lee Jones “Woody and Dutch,” Malaika 001 a 

Keep On Movin’ Forward / Shirley Mae Sprin Staten. This Anchorage-based dynamo travelled - Beijing China in 1995 to coordinate the cultural events 
for the U.N. Women’s Conference an 
theme song, Pat Humphries’ 
Forward.” In addition to the opening ceremony, Shirley Mae sang for an hour as a prelude to Hilary Rodham Clinton’s speech. On her 1996 Telease, she reprises the title track, along with Libby Roderick’s 
“How Could Anyone”and “Low To The Ground,” a reggae arrangement of “This Little Light of Mine,’ the inspirational gospel-inflected “Hold On,” and the bluesy “When Every Woman’and “We Are All One 
People.” Singing both solo, with back-up vocalists, 
and accompanied by the One World/One People 
International Women’s Choir (whom she organized) 
and the Martin Luther King Jr. Children’s Choir, Shir- 
ley Mae lifts the spirit with her songs. Shirley Mae's 
Productions 1. 

d to perform the 
“Keep On Movin’ 

Walela/Walela (Rita Coolidge et a). This first introduced as part of Robbie Roberson Rita Road Ensemble, consists of Cane es Coolidge, her sister Priscilla Coolidge, and = chat daughter Laura Satterfield. Their 199 ombines anchored by their exquisite vocal blend, that filled their Cherokee heritage with the sounds ” to the their childhood home. From “The bile, Clean,” rhythmic drumming of “Wash Your ia ay they deliver pure sound and beauty, & spirit...ranging from traditional and con 
temporary 
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Native American to pop with gospel tinges. Also 
includes “Cherokee Morning Song,” “Earth Chil- 
dren,” “Circle of Light,” and “Amazing Grace.” 
Highly recommended! Triloka 6049. 

All Spirits Sing/Joanne Shenandoah. This 
award-winning Iroquois singer and storyteller pre- 

sents an epic musical journey of a young Iroquois girl 
searching for her own voice and song. Join in her quest 
filled with adventure and magic, as she gets crooned 
by the moon, meets a turtle who speaks in “funny 

riddles,” and sings with the wolves. Offering a beau- 
tiful blending of traditional Iroquois chants and 

Joanne’s contemporary expression of her culture’s 

values through song, this 1997 release sends a warm 

and humorous message for anyone who has ever felt 
shy about singing, yet wished more than anything 
that they could. Music for Little People 72748. 

Lessons From the Animal People/Dovie 

Thomason with Ulali. Selected by the American 
Library Association as a 1997 Children’s Notable 
Recording, this collection of Native American stories 
is retold by Lakota/Kiowa Apache storyteller Dovie 
Thomason, with music by the female a cappella trio 
Ulali. The nine stories, “for people of all ages, nations 
and races,” come from the Lakota, Catawba, Algon- 

quain, Penobscot, and other tribes. Taught to her by 

her grandmother, Dovie explains that “they are the 

traditional way to guide young (and not so young) 
lives without punishment or embarrassing confronta- 
tion. Through the mistakes, bad choices, and often 

unruly antics of the animal people we are shown 
human weaknesses and gently and humorously 
reminded to look at our own.” Yellow Moon 50. 

Selections (2-Set)/Sweet Honey in the Rock. 

With this 1997 release, Sweet Honey, formed in 1973, 
Moves toward the quarter-century mark witha look 

back at their finest recordings on the Flying Fish and 

Redwood labels, 1976-1988. The repertoire of this 

Powerful a cappella ensemble of African American 

Women singers covers an unprecedented range of 

Original and traditional songs based in an historical 

legacy of resistance against oppression. With an 
€xciting range of vocal styles and harmonic blends, 

this two-volume edition features many of their 

Feminist Bookstore News 
Most-requested son 5 alae “Oughta 

* “Testi 1ko,” “They Are R lhi 
Tae 

en Paae e Fa ling All Around Me,” “More 
ee) i ” % inal. A dvettised n Children, and “Breaths;” 34 
in the Feminj 

Fall Catalog. Rounder ‘aie Bookstore Network 
Give Your Hands to 

7 except that Bernice herself is singing all the harmoniz- Ing voices, and it features classics such as “Joann Little,” “They Are Falling All Around Me,” “Room In the Circle,” and “There’s A New World Coming.” Originally subtitled The Evolution of a Freedom 
Fighter, this is an important historical documentary 
which has thankfully been preserved. Smithsonian 
Folkways 40049. 

Behold!/Linda Hirschhorn and Vocolot. Draw- 
ing upon ancient and contemporary sources that 
evoke the spiritual power of centuries of Jewish 
women, this five-woman vocal ensemble (who take 

See Music, page 123. 

Can You Afford Not to Call? 

(800) 634-6044 

The Most Extensive Selection 

of Recordings by Women 

Feminist/(Women’s Music + Comedy + World 

Drumming/Percussion + Rock/Pop + Spoken 

Alternative + Soundtracks + Men's Music 

Blues + Spirituality # Jazz + Classical 

ry + International # and much more... 
Count 

LADYS 
Nationally Distributing Music By Women Si 
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Feminist Bookstore 
News 

Susan Bordo 

Twilight Zones 

The Hidden Life of Cultural 

Images from Plato to OJ. 

September, $27.50 cloth 21101-4 

R. Marie Griffith 

God’s Daughters 

Evangelical Women and the 

Power of Submission 

September, $24.95 cloth, 20764-5 

Cali 
Flora Fraser 

The Unruly Queen 
The Life of Queen Caroline 
October, $17.95 paper, 21275-4 

Barbara Newman 

Sister of Wisdom 
St. Hildegard’s Theology of the 
Feminine 
With a New Preface, Bibliography and 
Discography 
October, $14.95 paper, 21162-6 

ISBN Prefix 0-520 
Toll-free orders: phone 800-777-4726, Sax 800-999-1958 

UNIVERSITY 6 

Carolyn Burke 

Becoming Modern 

The Life of Mina Loy 

November, $18.95 paper, 21089-1 

Mary Lowenthal Felstiner 

To Paint Her Life 

Charlotte Salomon in the 

Nazi Era 

November, $16.95 paper, 21066-2 

Mae West, Sex 
Entertainment 
November, 

po American 

$17.95 Paper, 21094.9 

Peggy Reeves Sanday 

A Woman Scorned 
Acquaintance Rape on Trigl With a new preface, 
November, $14.95 Paper, 21099.] 

orntia 
EFA -L EL 1-9. 20 i. 

Norma Field Rickie Solinger, Editor 

From My Abortion Wars 
Grandmother’s A Half Century of Struggle 

Bedside 1950-2000 

Sketches of Postwar Tokyo 
November, $24.95 cloth 20844-7 

January, $16.95 paper 20952-4 

Sharon Ullman 

Sex Seen 

The Emergence of Modern 

Sexuality in An 

January, $16.95 paper ? 

: 
F CALIFORNIA PRED 
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ART BOOKS 
By Tee A. Corinne Fantastic Felines by Laurel Burch features the 

shirts, and the 
m. A self-taught 

a rare bone disease) 

delightful cats which grace cards, t- mugs which many of us drink fro 
artist born with osteopetrosis ( 

News Flash: Stolen Moments by Judy Francesconi 

just arrived. It is a lovely book of black-and-white 
photographs which could be subtitled “lesbian sen- 
sual photographs.” Beautiful, sultry, passionate, the 

perfect conversation starter (or stopper). Although 

pricey, it is a terrific gift item. $29.95 pb, no ISBN, 

published by Judy Francesconi Photography. Avail- 
able from BP. 

Additionally, The White Blackbird: A Life of the 
Painter Margarett Sargent By Her Granddaughter, 
Honor Moore, has just come out in paperback. It is a 
poetic, compellingly written story about a bisexual 
artist who struggled to make a place for her gifts 
within the upperclass confines of her life. $14.95 pb, 
0-14-024920-6, Penguin. 

Healing Legacies: Art and Writing by Women 

Who Have Faced Breast Cancer is a beautifully pre- 
sented exhibition catalog with color reproductions of 
the artwork in which 32 women share their stories and 
art. It is a small book with a tremendous impact. See 

the Sidelines issue (page 55) for more information. $9 
pb, The Jewish Hospital of St. Louis/Breast Cancer 
Action Group. 50%. Distributed by Matuschka, PO 
Box 29, Lake Hill NY 12448; 914-679-2131. 

Wet: On Painting, Feminism, and Art Culture by 
Mira Schor is a particularly insightful, heterosexual 
history of women’s art production and major issues of 
the last 30 years. Erudite and well informed, it is an 
nsider’s take on what has happened (and is happen- 
ng) by the co-founder of the influential art journal 
M/E/A/N/I/N/G. Sexist art by men, the Guerrilla Girls, 
mages of the penis, essentialism/anti-essentialism, 

n'a Rose by L.T. Edison, in Healing “sual pleasure, and more are dealt with in a highly Rhylorien ish Hospital of St. Louis/ ? ies (The Jewis ‘ aafee form. $14.95 pb, 0-8223-1915-2; $45.95 cl, casera Cancer Action Group) 
10-1, Duke University Press. 
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, News ‘nist Bookstore Feminist Boc 

ISBN: 

ae 0-9510 
ae GAIA RDYTIDS FOR WoMYN 661-9-6 

WISE WOOYN WAYS 

A best-selling astrological moon calendar and more... 

MOoTHER TONGUE INK—IN OUR 17TH YEAR 
37010 S. Snuffin Road, Estacada, OR 97023; USA 

ph: 503-630-7848; e-mail: wemoon@teleport.com 

and a mother of two, Burch turned her gift for creating 
colorful, dramatic creatures into an international busi- 
ness. Fantastic Felines has many photographs of 
Burch at work and the art she has created, from jew- 
elry designs and popular items, to gallery-appropriate 
objects and paintings. This book is delightful and 
inspiring, a terrific gift for oneself or someone else. 
$29.95 cl, 0-8118-1644-3, Chronicle Books. 

Loie Fuller: Goddess of Light by Richard Nelson Current and Marcia Ewing Current is a book ie literally been Waiting years for. Fuller (1862- ee Q ee but very smart Mid- 
uoyant Spirit, who grew up and Singing. In New York City in the dramatic impact produced by 

September/ October 1997 

Nouveau artists to Produce images gf 
er, Fy] also a lesbian and, along with her Joy Ulle 

many lesbian histories. $29 95 ale a figures in 
Northeastern University Press  ’ 9553-309 4 

It is a treat to have Rosa Bonheyy. 1 
(Auto)biography by Anna Klumpke 
Gretchen van Slyke, available in En lish 
(1822-1899), a lesbian born in France a Bonhe 

formidable talent into painting animals an her 
unconventional life, and received sp ecial i ahi | 

to wear pants in public. Klumpke, a — TMission 
U.S.-born painter, was Bonheur’s second shea 
This combination autobiography and bog eae 

originally published in 1908, includes a vibrant a Y, 
duction by the translator. $39.50 cl, 0-479-10895 5 

University of Michigan Press. ‘ 
A Female Focus: Great Women Photographe 

by Margot F. Horwitz is a generalized introduction to 
the subject, suitable perhaps for young adult readers 
(no sex, lesbians are called “single women,” etc). | 
was disturbed by small inaccuracies in the book, but 
loved the numerous images of women photogra- 
phers. Horwitz mentions work by African Americans: 
Elnora Teal, Elise Forrest Harleston, Eslanda Cardoza 
Goode Robson, and Jeanne Moutoussamy-Ashe and 
the Jamaican-born Winifred Hall Allen; however the 
reproductions are almost all of work by whitewomen. 
$9.95 pb, 0-531-15830-6, Franklin Watts/Grolier. 

Distributed by Ingram, B&T, etc. 

he ti 
St’ e, translateg iy 

f |) 
In Praise of Our Fathers and Our Mone : 

Black Family Treasury by Outstanding Fee 
and Artists compiled by Wade Hudson a antere 
Willis Hudson presents the work of over a 
porary writers and artists, almost 
women. Complex and intense, it isab 
touch readers’ hearts and stir their dream Glenwood 
0-940975-59-9. Just Us Books Inc. ea 
Avenue, East Orange NJ 07017. Distribu 
and Red Sea Press. ses 0 

Some books reflect the oe once well: 
women’s art movement's republiciziné Jatet 

- onored bY 
known artists whose work had been 18% ashion and 

. F 
(male) historians. Sonia Del ae 
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Fabrics by Jacques Damase is a delight, with the 
kind of complex designing of page layouts which 
surely would have brought a smile to the subject’s 
face. Delaunay, born in Russia (1885-1979), created 
dashing, colorful, bold designs which heralded the 
“modern” era in painting and clothing. The sensu- 
ous photographs of fabrics are breathtaking and 
integrated well with text, drawings, and images of 
Delaunay and of models Wearing her clothing. 
$34.95 pb, 0-500-27947-0, Thames and Hudson. 
Distributed by W.W. Norton. 

Heart of the Circle: Photographs by Edward S. 
Curtis of Native American Women, edited by Sara 
Day, introduction by Pat Durkin, presents images 
made around the turn of the century by a man dis- 
tressed by the vanishing way of life of American 
Indians. The images have been criticized as romantic 
and for not always being truthful — sometimes he 
had people dress in authentic clothing borrowed 
from museums — yet the pictures of strong, memo- 
rable faces are powerful. $29.95 pb, 0-7649-0006-4, 
Pomegranate. 

High Plains Farm, photographs and text by 
Paula Chamlee, is a picture story about the Texas 
Panhandle, but it is also a story about looking at one’s 
Toots 33 years after leaving home. Chamlee’s parents, 
in their 80s, still work the farm where she was raised. 

These photographs are both document and testament; 
luminous, full of open spaces and exquisite details. 
$60 cl, 0-9605646-8-3, Lodima Press. Distributed by 
University of New Mexico Press. 

I come from a family of craftswomen and have 
a deep love for traditional women’s art forms. Over 
the years, Quilt Digest Press has published a number 
of books which celebrate the history of quiltmaking 
in beautiful color reproductions and feature the quil- 
ters in photographs and stories. Some currently 
available titles include: Quiltmakers of Australia: 
Celebrating the Traditions by Karen Fail ($18.95 pb, 
0-8442-2607-6); Remember Me: Women and Their 
Friendship Quilts by Linda Otto Lipsett ($24.95 pb, 
-8442-2650-5); Plain and Fancy: Vermont's People 

and Their Quilts as a Reflection of America by 

Ove & To 
inda Otto Lj sett 

Il are available one, 

a wiles Rising: The Artof Donna Howell-Si y *eg Streep will sell wel] Only if you know that of your customers would loy Ba 

: aes 
hop Press. 30% for 1-9, Distributed by Artisan, 708 Bi cwan New York NY 10003-9555; 800-722-7202. a 

—— 

she could be your mother, your sister, 
your neighbor, your colleague. 

she’s just like anyone you know, 
except she’s living with HIV. 

Paes 
\* . + LASONTY Ty 

a positive life 
110 Aye Babe 4 

HIV 

A POSITIVE LIFE 

PORTRAITS OF WOMEN LIVING WITH HIV 

INTERVIEWS BY RIVER HUSTON 

PHOTOGRAPHS BY MARY BERRIDGE 

428 PAGES, 11/4" x 9° 

30 FULL-COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS 

-7624-0198-2 
ARDCOVER $27.50 ISBN 0-762: 

PAPERBACK $17.95 ISBN 0-7624-0244-X — 

To order, call your sales representative : in i U , 

425 South 22nd Street, Philadelphia, . 

Toll-free phone: (800) 445-5359, Toll-free fax: (800) 453-2884 
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LU SHIRTS SS 

es Sy COMEDY 
SF 

se Haat BESS POET WAR 
epy > tO 

Men and Women! 
PA'S LINE «n.sescscceccercsccncescesrsrereneceesensensecssenses $19.95 

CRONE THE WORLD THE LESBIAN WAY ........... $29.95 

BORN IN FLAMES ...........-:-:c00:ceeeseeseeeseesertetenenteeenes $29.95 

BREAKING THE SURFACE ..............0.:2::20c2eeeerereeeeee $49.95 

CELLULOID CLOSET ............:::sccsscerrsrseteeereeseeerenees $19.95 

HERCULES AND THE AMAZON WOMEN............... $18.95 

HONEY, PASS THAT AROUND .. . .......:-0:ceeeseteeees $19.95 

PTS AY PAR Uc crceectse seco toneesutecceecracss scr cegvessossecreave $19.95 

LEA DELARIA: THE QUEEN OF COMEDY ............. $29.95 

LIE DOWN WITHIDOGS snccectiecice-tossacesesssstrcavceeteneaes $19.95 

LIVE NUDE: GIRLS ic... -ckecccszectetpccacactotepsenosesecnh ones $19.95 

WAU RIC Br oorecccencvcksccatte ctri. oc cebasdinsscud poseeccws ee aceoaaes $14.95 

PARTING: GLEANCES ds, oo. occcattosssctes cos tavaseoacrteinees $29.95 

OUT THERE: Lea DeLaria .......................ccceccceeseeceees $12.95 

OUT THERE 2: Amanda Bearse ....................2.--2000 $12.95 

OUT THERE IN HOLLYWOOD: Scott Thompson... $12.95 

AERESA'S TATTOOS 4... oe ee ee $19.95 

WILDSIDE: Pe Fe aicecsteattt ectesanca-stynetaneeeret, ese $19.95 

Hundred’s more 

available! 

Erotica for the Men... 
MOMENTS WITH JOHAN ................... $29.95 
BOY oo. -tessact eee ee ee ne $29.95 
BOW 2 | ccsticuacats ee ee $29.95 
BOY. 3:5. 3 ee SOR erie ak il ae $29.95 

BOY 4 eho re el eet eer $29.95 

CHAIN REACTION ..........ccccccccccecseceees $29.95 

MAD ABOUT THE BOY ...................5.. $39.95* 

SUMMER: THE FIRST TIME............... $39.95* 

BARELY LEGAL Sie San 0 ee) $29.95 

COLLEGE BOYS 26 31 =e $29.95 

CZECHIMATING = tics ....c.-..sdeehe fetes $29.95 

BUR OS Re is cork See $29.95 

LOVERIBOVS . 2s eee $29.95 

SNOW BADLS ote. cee. weet $29.95 

Call for SUNSHINE AFTER THE RAIN.........--- $29.95 

complete list of VULCAN: BOYS OF SUMMER..........- $29.95 
Books and Videos, * FEATURE LENGTH VIDEO 

The Naiad Press, Inc P.O. Box 10543 ¢ Tallaha (850) 539-5965 « Fay ( 
ssee, FL 32302 

850) 539-9731 » 1-800-533-1 973 
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Feminist Bookstore News 

GAY MEN’S [|T 
FOR FEMINIST BOOKSTORES 

By Richard Labonte 

A Different Light Bookstores 

More new books for Fall and Winter; the (*) 

starred ones are, as always, titles I particularly like. 

Fiction/Mystery/Drama/Poetry 
*The Burning Plain by Michael Nava — A new 

Nava mystery is cause for glee; he’s a brilliant writer 

who drapes astonishing insights into the human con- 
dition around plots which suck in the reader. This 
Henry Rios book is set in the movie world of Los 
Angeles. $22.95 cl, 0-399-14310-6, December, Putnam. 

*Vermilion by Nathan Aldyne — Alyson contin- 
ues its resurrection of some of our classics with this 
first of four snappy early-80s mysteries featuring a 
sharp-tongued Boston bartender and his wise-crack- 
ing woman ally; it’s the prototype for a subsequent 
decade of gay mysteries from the likes of Mark Rich- 
ard Zubro, Grant Michaels and Richard Stevenson. 

$10.95 pb, 1-55583-434-5, Alyson. 
*Gay Fairy & Folk Tales: More Traditional 

Stories Retold for Gay Men by Peter Cashorali — 
The author of the bestselling Fairy Tales takes 13 classic 
stories (by the likes of Grimm, Anderson and Per- 
teault) and recasts them with trademark gentle 
homour as queer tales for our times. $19.95 cl, 0-571- 
19926-7, November, Faber & Faber. 

“Best American Gay Fiction 2 edited by Brian 
Bouldrey — If the high standard of the 1996 edition is 
any bellwether, Bouldrey’s collection of reprints (from 
novels, magazines, journals, zines) is destined to bea 

Marker each year for how good queer lit can be. $13.95 
Pb, 0-316-10229-7, Little, Brown. 

“Sex, Longing & Not Belonging: A Gay 
Muslim’s Quest for Love and Meaning by Badruddin 
Khan— A look athow gay menin South Asia navigate 
‘maze of social mores and class differences: a candid 

book about a region of the world not often i 
$12.95 pb, 0-94277-16-2, Floating Lotus. al 

Gay Love Poetry edited by Neil Powell — From 
the contemporary (Thom Gunn) to the classical 
(Ovid, Martial, Marlowe), this 272-page compilation 
of words, some of which rhyme, breaks no new 
ground but brings to one volume an astonishing 
selection of gay verse. $11.95 pb, 0-7867-0469-1, 
Carroll & Graff, PGW. 

“Holiday On Ice by David Sedaris — The popu- 
lar and enormously funny author of Barrell Fever and 
Naked is repackaged in this Christmas-season collec- 
tion including The Santaland Diaries, two other 

reprints and the new, acerbic title piece. Give one as a 

gift before you get one. $14.95 cl, 0-316-77998-9, 
December, Little, Brown. 

Isaac Mizrahi Presents the Adventures of 
Sandee the Supermodel, or Yvesaac’s Model Diaries 
by Isaac Mizrahi and William Frawley — A camp 
classic-in-the-making: three 32-page comic books 

packaged ina portfolio box, assessing and dissing the 

fashion world. $29.95 cl, 0-684-83511-8, November, 

Simon & Schuster. 

*Shy Daddy by Canaan Parker — Black teen 

Derrick’s life turns upside-down when he discovers 

that his father’s gay, and his father’s lover isa ee 

teen almost his age. This is a harsh, witty story a a 

two very different men competing for the Ari man 

love. $10.95 pb, 1-55583-398-5, October, A jot ot 

Shirts & Skin by Tim Miller 7] Per. nae 

artist, arts administrator, NEA 
whipping tection ¥ 

a lot to Miller’s life in this wild plumes ee 

theatrical fiction and unflinchingly honest fact.9*'- 

pb, 1-55583-425-6, October, Alyson. 
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for the Day by Anderson Farrell fe. 

gt ee work by Alyson, this one (origin a 

Knopf hardcover) tells the Southern tale of a grieving 

Be ad a stubborn father locked in emotional eee 

over the son’s desire to bury his lover in the ancestra 

family plot. $10.95 pb, 1-55583-429-9, Alyso . 

The Good Life by Gordon Merrick with Charles 

G. Hulse — There have been rumours of a last, 

unfinished novel left behind by the late (1988) author 

of The Lord Won't Mind, Now Let's Talk About Music and 

a fistful of other classics; this is it, completed by his 

companion. $12.95 pb, 1-55583-298-9, Alyson. 

Kept Boy by Robert Rodi — Paper edition of a 

witty prolific writer’s fifth book, this one about a kept 

boy learning to be a man. $12.95 pb, 0-452-27345-5, 

November, Plume. 

Equal Affections by David Leavitt — New paper 

edition of Leavitt's fine early novel about a mother 

with cancer and her queer offspring, one a guarded 

lawyer, the other an up-front lesbian folksinger. $12 

pb, 0-8021-3531-5, October, Grove. 

Brothers of the Night: Gay Vampire Stories edited 
by Michael Rowe and Thomas S. Roche — Seems that 
there are gayboy vampires as well as lesbiangirl ones. 

Chill out and read this sexy collection of genre erotica. 

$14.95 pb, 1-57344-025-6, November, Cleis. 
*Porcelain and a Language of Their Own: Two 

Plays by Chay Yew — From a Singapore-bred play- 
wright now working at the prestigious Mark Taper 
Forum in L.A. come two poetic dramas of racial grief 
and cross-cultural love. $12 pb, 0-8021-3500-5, Grove. 

free adaptation of 
died in 1986; the 

$9.95 pb, 0-8112- 

September/October 1997 

*The Farewell Symphony ee 

The long-awaited end to White’s comin a White a 

Boy's Own Story, The Beautiful Room Is ut trilogy (4 

400-plus page narrative about b eine isahe 

lover, a man of letters. $25 cl, 0-394-434 ae adult a 

How Long Has This Been Goi ng On oe 

Mordden — Paper edition of a 600-page y Ethan 

account of gay life, mostly in Manhattan Pege-tumer 

just a few years ago. $14.95 pb, 0-51 1949 to 

October, St. Martin’s /Stonewall. 16867-5, 

. Chain of Fools by Richard Stevenson — Paper 
edition of the seventh in Stevenson’s popular Donald 
Strachey mysteries. $11.95, 0-312- : y mysteries ; 16796-2, November 
St. Martin’s/Stonewall. ; 

*Packing Up for Paradise: Selected Poems 
1946-1996 by James Broughton — This collected 
work of a film, memoir and poetry pioneer of the 
gay arts, edited by Jim Cory, is a marvelous summa- 
tion of a life filled with lust, love and a seductive 
playfulness. $16 pb, 1-57423-052-2, October, Black 
Sparrow. 

*Tokyo Vanilla by Thomas Boggs — The author, 
whose mother was Japanese and father American, 

writes with an insider’s keen sense of Japan’s social 
attitudes toward gayness; this is the coming-out story 

of a young college student torn between love for his 
straight friend and comfort as a professor’s kept boy. 
$14.95 pb, 0-85449-255-0, November, Gay Men's 
Press, LPC /InBook. 

White Rose of Night by Mel Keegan — Rip- 
roaring historical fiction, set in twelfth-century 

England, where 15-year-old Paul becomes the squire 
to, and eventually lover of, a Saxon knight. $14.95 pb, 
0-85449-256-9, November, Gay Men’s Press: 

FreeForm by Jack Dickson — A tough new 82Y 
cop makes his debut in this Glasgow-set mystery gle 
Overtones of S/M. $12.95 pb, 0-85449-257-7, Novem 
ber, Gay Men’s Press, LPC /InBook. . 

Maurice Vellekoop’s ABC Book: A Homoerolic 
Primer for Grown-Ups by Maurice Vollekoop 
From hairdressers to opera singers, truckers t oe 
toys, every letter of the alphabet is invested pe 
naughtily with a celebration of gay male archetyP 
and saucy sexual scenarios; could be the tle sit 
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book of the holiday season. $12.95 cl, 0-889539-04-x, 
November, Gates of Heck, Inc., LPC/InBook. 

Non-fiction 
*Particular Voices: Portraits of Gay and Lesbian 

Authors by Robert Giard — Photographer Giard has 
been traveling America for a decade, capturing the 
images of writers at home; this collection of just 184 of 
those existing-light portraits, each Paired with an 
excerpt from the writer’s work, is a must-have gift 
from the photographer to our literary community. $45 
cl, 0-262-07180-0, MIT. 

*Staring Back: The Disability Experience from 
the Inside-Out edited by Kenny Fries — Women and 
men, gay and straight, discuss how they deal with a 
world in which they are physically “other.” $15.95 pb, 
0-452-27913-5, October, Plume. 

*Toward the New Degeneracy by Bruce Bender- 
son — This book-length essay (a short book: 60 Pages) 
is a well-wrought broadside at how dominant class 
culture, even among the hip, has lost its link to the 
culture of poverty. $10 pb, 0-9646466-3-3, Edgewise 
Press; 212-982-4818. 

The King of Kings and I: The Greatest Story 
Ever Kvetched by Jaffe Cohen — Campy and guilt- 
ridden, hilarious and wholesome, here’s a comic’s- 
eye view of growing up Jewish in a suburban 
Christian world; of coming out and growing up and 
learning to be a gay man. $20 cl, 0-06-251501-2, 
HarperSanFrancisco. 

Gay Men at the Millenium: Sex, Spirit, Commu- 
nity edited by Michael Lowenthal — A wise 
Usual-suspects array of contemporary queer writers 
(Kushner, Bawer, Sullivan, Holleran, Weir, Doty, 
Matousek, Cooper, Campo, Doty...) considers the state 
of the invert union and its prospect for the 21st 
Century. $15.95 pb, 0-87477-892-1, October, Putnam. 

h ee aling Jesus: How Fundamentalism Betrays 
at ie eae by Bruce Bawer — The auther of A Place 

© Table brings his sharp, distinctive perspective on 
6ay life to a discussion of how the fundamentalists’ 

‘s 'stence on a god of wrath hijacks Christianity from 
» rots, which views all humans as children of a god 

f love. $26 ¢}, 0-517-70682-2, November, Crown. 

Is this the Crossover book, at last 
the gay book which will actually 

Sell to straights? 

Sex Tips for Straight Women from a Gay Man by Dan Anderson and Maggie Berman — Is this the 
crossover book, at last, the gay book which will actu- 
ally sell to straights? It ain’t high art, butitis hilarious. 
$16 pb, 0-06-039232-0, ReganBooks/ HarperCollins. 

Gay Questions: 229 Ponderables about Your 
Gay Life by Jerry Holderman — How gays think, act, 
feel as revealed through 96 pages of questions, some 
confrontive, some cute. $8.95 pb, 1-55583-438-8, 
November, Alyson. 

The Gay & Lesbian Guide to Personal Finance 
by Theodore E. Hughes and David Klein — When 
there’s one book on sucha focused topic, it’s a miracle; 
two, synchronicity; three is definitely a trend, and this 
is the third-such work in 1997 providing “essential 
information for planning your financial future.” 
$14.95 pb, 1-55583-439-6, November, Alyson. 

*Jocks: True Stories of America’s Gay Male 

Athletes by Dan Woog — Woog, author of School's 
Out, presents more than two dozen profiles of openly 

gay athletes, shattering the stereotype ae ou ope 

and being athletic zn incompatible. 95 pb, 

ss -399-3, January, Alyson. 

; oe Ce stk Guide by pee ee 

and The National Lesbian and Gay Health Associ 

The former assistant director of GMHC teams 2 oe 

a leading gay health organization to Aes ed 

definitive book on men’s es ea oe es oe 

ished for women years ago DY - 

Se $19.95 pb, 0-8050-4772-7, January, Ho 
pee a 

On the Road to BancSec aren ees 

Guide to Psychological, Political an es baie 

by Robert P. Cabaj and David W, Purce 

vi 
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nt for queer marriage with pragmatic ay 

n how to handle Eee 
, 

L E -9, November, Simon C } 

" Seiuce it Big: Sex Stars, Porn Films, on oe 

by Chi Chi LaRue — The drag-queen director of m i 

than 100 all-male erotic films reveals, in a ee - 

manner, the ins and outs of the business. $12.95 pb, 

-392-6, Alyson. 

epee eae A World Guide to Gay & 

Lesbian Films by Claire Jackson and Peter Tapp — An 

A-Z look at more than 1,800 movies, shorts and docu- 

mentaries produced over the past 80 years in more 

than 40 countries. $29.95 pb, 0-646-30818-1, Samuel 

French Trade. 

argume 

tions O 

The Complete Voyeur Video Guide edited by 
Steve Stewart — Hundreds of non-XXX special- 
interest videos (health and fitness, fetish, flasher, 
hidden-camera, how-to) are discovered and dis- 
cussed; the male-nude videos make up half the book, 
the female-nude work, the other. $12.95 pb, 1-889138- 
05-3, October, Companion Press/SBC, Alamo Square. 

Hollywood Drag Movie & Video Guide: Drag 
Queens & Kings of the Screen by E. Michael Moore 
— The cross-dressers from more than 1,000 movies 
(Brigitte Bardot and Marlon Brando, Jayne Mansfield 
and Sylvester Stallone among them) are listed, with 
short reviews for every film. $12.95 pb, 1-889138-06-1, 
January, Companion Press/SBC, Alamo Square. 

Monsters in the Closet: Homosexuality & the Horror Film by Harry M. Benshoff — A history of the horror flick which links homophobia to the funda- mental fear of the unknown and the terrifying. $18.95 
pb, 0-7190-4473-1, October, St. Martin’s/ Manchester University Press. 

parents. $11.95 pb, 0-313-16781-4, December, St, Martin’s. 

and producer. $24 cl, 0-684-8418.. Simon & Schuster. a 

Growth and Intimacy for Gay Mena, 
by Christopher J. Alexander — An education nt POOk 
book for men dealing with family of origin, selg Work. 

/ Selfima 
dating and relationships, AIDS anq loss, and «nie uality: $19.95 pb, 1-56023-901-8, late fall, asa Die 
Park Press. 

Bisexual Characters in Film: From . 
by Wayne M. Bryant — A pioneering Hp a a 

analyzes 80 years of on-screen bi behaviour. $17.95 ch 

1-56023-894-1, Harrington Park Press, pee 
_Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender 

Public Policy Issues: A Citizen’s and Administrator’. 
Guide to the New Cultural Struggle by Wallace 
Swan — A cultural war is being waged against itis 
GLBT community, says the author, with the right 
and the perversely religious focusing on the Wwork- 
place, education, personal relationships and justice 
issues. $19.95 pb, 1-56023-916-6, late fall, Harrington 
Park Press. 

*Rough News, Daring Views: 1950s Pioneering 
Gay Journalism by Jim Kepner — The founder of 
L.A.’s International Gay & Lesbian Archives give a 
he-was-there glimpse at gay life nearly five decades 
ago in this stirring selection of essays. $24.95 pb, 
1-56023-896-8, late fall, Harrington Park Press. 

Our Families Our Values: Snapshots of Queer 
Kinship by Robert Goss and Amy Adams Squire 
Strongheart — From a religious/academic perspec- 
tive comes more strong support for the sanctity of 
Same-sex union. $22.95 pb, 1-56023-910-7, late fall, 
Harrington Park Press. 

“Youths Living with HIV: Self-Evident Truths 
by G. Gaetan Luna — For the health care professional 
dealing with the physical or emotional impact of HIV, 
here’s a casebook that presents the experiences of a 
wide range of individuals. $14.95 pb, 1-56023904-2, 
Harrington Park Press. d 

“Reclaiming the Sacred: The Bible in Gay &an 
Lesbian Culture edited by Raymond Jean-F ee 
Awide array of scholars take back the Bible, on - 
ing through a study of history and literature tha a 

800d book is more humane in its attitudes pee homosexuality than the fundies would like the 7 ie 

the world to believe. $29.95 cl, 1-56023097 
Harrington Park Press. 7 

“The Social Service Closet: Who's In, pede 
and Why by Teresa DeCrescenzo— In this frank @ ected 
sion of the dissonance between true self and p™) September/October 1997 
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self, the author makes a strong and challenging case for 

orientation openness on the part of social service provid- 

ers, be they priests or therapists or doctors. $29.95 cl, 

0-7890-0331-7, late fall, Harrington Park Press. 

*Critique of Patriarchal Wisdom by Arthur 

Evans — The author of the classic Witchcraft & the Gay 

Counterculture applies a fine mind to the philosophy 
underlying the male-centric dominant culture, expos- 

ing its flaws and making an important argument for 

ts overthrow. $29.95 pb, 0-9645384-1-5, White Crane, 

Alamo Square. 
*Two Flutes Playing: A Spiritual Journeybook 

for Gay Men by Andrew Ramer — Short, strong 

essays on how to share love as well as sex, written 

with inclusive passion. $12.95 pb, 1-886360-057, 

Alamo Square 

Same Sex: The Ethics, Science, and Culture of 

Homosexuality edited by John Corvino — The likes of 
John Boswell, David Halperin, Richard Mohr and 

George Chauncey discuss such homo-issues (not 

always agreeing with each other) as marriage, religion, 
biology and rights. $27.95 cl, 0-8476-8482-2, November, 

Rowman & Littlefield, National Book Network. 

*The Queer Question: Essays on Desire & 

Democracy by Scott Tucker — From Mr. Leather 1986 
toa lone voice calling fiercely for queers to re-radicalize 

themselves: that’s an odyssey which makes this collec- 

tion of essays vital and pertient. $16 pb, 0-89608-578-3, 

October, South End Press, LPC /InBook. 

Buggers Talk: A Social History of British Life 
1900-1975 by Tom Sargant — Eight gay men of a 
certain age were interviewed for this fascinating look 

ata pre-legal gay subculture. $12.95 pb, 1-873741-32-4, 
October, Millivres, LPC /InBook. 

Love Sucks: New York Stories of Love, Hate and 

Anonymous Sex by Ken Shakin — A guided tour to 

Sleaze city, reporting that straddles the line between 
Memory and fiction, fact and fantasy. $14.95 pb, 

0-85449-254-9 October, Gay Men’s Press, LPC /InBook. 

; White Nights and Ascending Shadows: An Oral 

History of the San Francisco AIDS Epidemic by 
enjamin Heim Shepard — An oral history from the 

Volces of 30 people with AIDS traces the path of the 

an from 1968 to 1995. $22.95 pb, 0-304-70126-2, 
Sell LPC/InBook. 

Pra amseender Care: Recommended Guidelines, 

Ge ical Information and Personal Accounts by 
nna E. Israel and Donald E. Tarver II — The title 

“Hearing Us Out: Voices from the Gay & Lesbian 
Community by Roger Sutton — YA novelist M.E. Kerr 
introduces this stirring collection of first-person narra- 
tives, a must-shelve in the children/ young adult 
section. $7.95 pb, 0-316-82313-9, Little, Brown. 

The Lover of My Soul: A Search for Ecstasy and 
Wisdom by Perry Brass — Humor, heat and pathos 
fill the pages of this collection of brash Brass poetry, 
the words of a writer who lives passionately. $8.95 pb, 
0-9627123-0-2, Bellhue Press, LPC /InBook. 

In the Arms of Adam: A Diary of Men by James 
Randall Chumbley — What an effective way to tell a 
life story: through one’s involvement with men. 
Chumbley’s memoir of a man learning that love mat- 
ters most is elegant and insightful. $15.95 pb, 
0-9638295-7-2, Xanthus Press; 912-234-5698. 

And that’s a look at maybe one-third of the forth- 

coming gay male interest titles for the late Summer, Fall 

and early Winter of this year: so many possibly good 

books, so little space. Which allows me to segue into 

mentioning that a print version of my last two columns 

(May/June, July/ August) is available: I wrote about so 

many books that Jenn had to break Spring 

Announcements into two parts, and even then had to 

cut about one-quarter of the entries. Rather than eats 

the prose, A Different Light published it all 58 eee 

16—page catalog, which is being made aval es 

booksellers, teachers, librarians and out Be heel 

customers. Write me at 489 Castro eet ee i 

call me at 415-431-0891 or fax me at 4 

if you'd like a copy: 
t ral@adlbooks.com

), i y 

ee issue; a few more Winter Annoucements, a 

handful of calendar hints an ee ie 

i d an up 
king for gifts for men, ani 

s 

SS yay male writers of color. 
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EVIL DEAD CENTER 
A Mystery 

CAROLE LAFAVOR 
Renee LaRoche 

takes to her jeep 

and the investi- 

gative trail once 

again in the sec- 

ond (Along the 
Journey River) 

Native Ameri- 

can lesbian mys- 

tery from Carole 
laFavor. 

Aidhot of Akwrg The Juarser Bier © When an 

ae Indian woman 

is found dead just off the Red Earth Reser- 
vation, the white coroner rules the Jane Doe 
a death by exposure. But an unexpected 
phone call from Renee's old girlfriend, Cal 
Beltrain—her political buddy and lover 
during AIM (American Indian Movement) 

days—raises questions about the woman's 
identity. As Renee and the Red Earth tribal 
police run down clues, the murder motive 
is exposed: an attempt to cover up a child 
pornography ring preying on Ojibwa kids 
placed in white foster homes. 

In prose that reveals the traditions, joys, 
and hardships of daily life on the reserva- 
tion, the author explores the often conflict- 
ing cultural influences in Renee's world. 
ISBN 1-56341-088-5 $11.95 paper 
ISBN 1-56341-089-3 $24.95 cloth 
216 pages 
November 
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FIREBRAND BOOKs 
READ MY LIPS WAITING IN THE WiNgg 
Sexual Subversion Portrait of. 4 Queer Mother} ud 

and the End of Gender CHERRIE MORAGA 

RIKI ANNE WILCHINS Cherrfe Moraga, 
Riki Anne Wil- the celebrated Chi- 
chins has written cana lesbian writer, 

the book. that has crafted a jewel 

may take the dis- of a book in Wait- 

cussion of gender ing Bs the Wings: 

over the top. Portrait of a Queer 
This frontal as- Motherhood, This 

is the story of "one 

small human be- 

ing's struggle for 
survival,” the auth- 

serena: or's two-and-one- 

ature baby boy. 

ecifics belong to Moraga and 

—her large close-knit biologi- 
g-term partner; the child's fa- 

Transexual N 

a new level. I 

raged, 
Executi 

in the same brea 

"Lesbians don’ 

ers,” she writes. Ourb 

does taix in this inti 

narrative she cons 
ISBN 1-56341-090-7 
ISBN 1-56341-091-5 
288 pages, photog 
September 

reating 

but of a, 

Books 

Firebran d 141 The Comn 

Available throug 
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FROM OUR OWN PRESSES 
Lh 

alan “==ena, 

Compiled by Jenn Tust are the teachers who know that souls are not dead wood, who 
kindle them and set a generation ablaze. Amen. 

Every nation coalesces around its own defining 
story — this story is the escape of the Jews from 

Nina in the Wilderness a sharp contrast to Amantha. Its enslavement in Egypt. Traditional Haggadahs have 

two heroines are modern young women and their story not, historically, offered much space for women to see 

is set against the background of contemporary Wash- themselves as fully involved in or spoken to by this 

ington, D.C. Publication of this book marks another step powerful drama of human freedom. For poet Martha 

in A&M Books’ progress. We are issuing it in both Shelley, creating this new feminist Haggadah meant 

paperback, which will appeal to many readers, and in | opening up that much-needed space for herself, other 

cloth, since we realize that there are occasions whena | women and other peoples. “I wanted to write a 

hardbound volume is more appropriate. $11.95 pb; $18 

cl, same ISBN for both: 0-9646648-3-6. A&M Books, PO 

Box 283, Rehoboth Beach DE 19971; 800-489-7662. We 

maintain our policy of a 50% discount to independent 

bookstores. —A&M Books 

A&M BOOKS 

Sarah Aldridge’s readers will find her new novel 

ASH TREE PUBLISHING 
A City Herbal by Maida Silverman. Herbal medi- 

cine in the sidewalk? Yes! Edible, medicinal and useful 

plants grow in the city as well as the country. With this 
book youcan locate, identify, and learn to use dandelion 
and clover as well as some more mysterious plants. 
Included are line drawings for identification; botanical, 
historical, and magical lore; information on how plants 

can be frozen, stored and preserved; and wonderful 

recipes. $13.95 pb, 1-888123-00-1, December. Ash Tree 
Publishing, PO Box 64, Woodstock NY 12498; 

Phone/fax 914-246-8081. Distributed by B&T, BP, New 
Leaf, Nutribooks, Weiser’s, Moving Books, Summit 
ee International, and Quality Books. In Canada by 

ve, Biocosmic, Dempsey. —Ash Tree Publishing 

AUNT LUTE BOOKS 
Haggadah by Martha Shelley. Blessed are the 

pnen who tear fruit from forbidden trees, who snatch up pa 
é th, 

the branches struck by lightning and play with fire. Blessed Photo by Joan Ro 
Von 

Olume 29 Number3 

n Haggadah (Aunt Lute Books) 
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PRESS*GANG PUBLISHERS 
Mae? = form Ufud; 

o Over Farly foes 
ETIQUETTE PROBLEMS FOR THE ILL-BRED WOMAN 

heila Norgate revisits the ancient art of 
etiquette for girls in a lively graphic rendition 

which will have readers laughing out loud! 
Storm Clouds Over Party 
Shoes is nostalgia with a 

_. feminist twist... offering up a 
== brilliant combination of retro 

images and the doctrine of 
“good breeding” taken straight 
from etiquette primers of 
the '30s through the ‘50s. 

A great gift book featuring 30 full-color illustrations. 

Contact us for free 11 x 17 posters! 
0-88974-080-1 paper $13.95 US / $18.95 Cdn 

STILL RAISING HELL 
Poverty, Activism & Other True Stories 
by Sheila Baxter 
7° a world of “experts” and ° voices of poor working 

ae 

QUETTE P BIENS 

paren ED WOM 

3 ee el = 

ere : 

ie # Sheila Norgate 

brains 
~Msn't be 

i OVident. 
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NEW-BOOKS for FATE (Be 
from Persimmon Blackbridge 

PROZAC HIGHWAY 
am is having a hard time walking to the corner store 
because she's so depressed, but her life on the Internet 

is one delirious ride. Prozac Highway is a rollicking novel 
about Internet romance, pharmaceutical remedies for life, 
and aging rebelliously—a cyberlit journey with Jam and her 
far-flung family that is both as real and virtual as it gets! 

0-88974-078-X paper $14.95 US / $18.95 Cdn 

= +» New Paperback Edition! New Cover! 

“It is a fascinating visual, literary and conceptual experience.” 
— The Bloomsbury Review 

“A poignant first novel. . ."—The Hungry Mind Review 

"Post-modern storytelling at its best... The reader goes ona 

True Story journey that is both poignant and potent, real and imagined. 

with Lies Who could ask for more?"—Lambda Book Report 

1997 Lambda Literary Award Finalist! 

0-88974-060-7 paper $15.95 US / $18.95 Cdn — 0-88974-068-2 hardcover $21.95 US / $23.95 Cdn 

Distributed in the US by LPC Group/InBook, in Canada by General 

We're on the Web/ www.pressgang.bc.ca 

PRESS GANG PUBLISHERS 
ee ‘Sawwsy1A6°! T. tel:coape ast 17th Avenue Vancouver, BC CANADA postal.c2 pi oe 

September /October 1997 
— aE 76-7.787 fax:604/676-7892 email: pean gpub 
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en, and not only Jew- presents an Amish love story. A teenaa aa er’s fir . 

onandour | forms the basis for Margaret Willey’s fict “ist job | Haggadah that addresses wom 

i -one thats eaks of our oppress! 
rms the ba 

See and also af the darkness in our souls that Girl. This issue alsofeahuca. ivan 2 

collaborates with Pharaoh. A Haggadah with a Gaian section providin
g attention for books ha 00k Teview | 

And a Haggadah that sings.” | receive the review attention they deserye pacts ve 

99.50, 01 ; 
sense of the divine. 

—Martha Shelley. 20 

1-879960-53-2, October. A 

b&w photographs. $11.95 pb, 1627. Calyx Books, Box B, Coryallj 

unt Lute Books, 2180 Bryant 541-753-9384, fax 541-753-0515. CATS OR 9 

CA 94110: 415-826-1300, fax | available from Armadillo, Ingram Perj 3 Jou 
7 

fe) cals, 

Street #206, San Francisco 

415-826-8300. Available from BP, SPD, Consortium. Small Changes, and SPD. 

—Aunt Lute Books 

GIy 
CHARDON PRESS 

The new expanded editio 

CALYX A tional and organizing tool, Homephaba educa | 
of Sexism by Suzanne Pharr, includes an informal 

ative 

1
 

CALYX: A Journal of Art and Literature by Women | afterword discussi fas 

released Volume 17:2, the 50" issue of this prize- LGBT ees See ee ee yi the 

‘aoe rea September. This issue also celebrates | tinued movement toward libero cae ie °F 

at im = one oe includes art, photog- | bibliography of suggested readings on onda . 

Oe i i. sae fe) ‘Short fiction and poetry | politics, progressive analysis, race, and the Ri neat | 

a pel daomnanddewleing wir Seth Bronte | 1 5752.05. avalible from emt a 
on ee at the birth of her sak Sonera ae peee a : = ey fay 

.Saloma Miller, in “Sarah’s Courtship,” * oe d * 
—Chardon Press 

=
 
—
—
—
 

y 

—
_
—
—
—
—
 

dled by Nancy Man 
PPFOx. 300 pp, 50 b/w phot 

world ere rking and playing Wis se and found strong women 

Madw om an Press, Inc, Eee Northboro, MA 01532-0690 
e e F : - 5 ax: (508) 393-8305 

Ss 
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CHICORY BLUE PRESS , between lesbians and thei 
We have two new poetry chapbooks in our series to find my moth : Pst mothers, 

by women past sixty. writes Reid in alison, Wemen I 

Intricate Moves: Poems About Rape by Joan LabestOiie demain uction. 

swift. This series of poems, of the highest art and cradle the back of “5 Fs tony ie ray stie gyoul 

accuracy, unfolds a complex story thatstarted 25 years | forty before I could 4 Fe her songs. I had to turn 

ago with a brutal rape. Writing poetry was the only ledge how often a eta thas 1D myself or acknow- 

way of understanding my rape and the rapist’s sub- people around me.” Readontor ae Eph 

sequent murder of another woman.... The poems are complicated for everyone, but sla mothers are 

not only for those who like poetry but for all other relationship is especiall owe nF Apo yelos 

victims of rape. They’re for my rapist, too.” Poet | dened) with a multi ici : f ca clipes paces 

Sandy McPherson says, “Swift shows how the atroci- $16.95 pb, 1-57344-030-2 dileabeliepiiniaicon dusts 

“T have wanted 

i ‘ve ever loved,” 
I have ached to find 

ties indwell her life years after the fact, informing h 7 g her PoMoSexual: Challenging A i 

quest for eae — and good in her daily Gender and Sexuality CC Oa 

consciousness.” pb, 1-887344-02-0. Lawrence Schimel ( preface by Kate Bornstein) i 

In Stolen Moments Nellie Wong’s exuberant nonfiction follow-up to anh Hitters: Se te 

poems reveal the working life of a woman, the pleas- Gay Male Erotica and Gay Men Write Lesbian Erotica 

ure she takes in food, music and movies, her roots in PoMoSexual dishes up an all-star cast of articulat 

Chinese American culture and her deep commitment and witty gay, lesbian, bisexual and trans Sem 

to justice everywhere. They move energetically and | authors—all of whom want to explode oe - 

Beecifconsciously between the personal and political. tions about sexuality: Pat Califia, Dorothy ATR 

Ima revolutionary feminist who works, writes and | Laura Antoniou, Jill Nagle, Ricki Anne Wilchins, 

organizes in the movements for radical social Michael Thomas Ford, Scott O’Hara, Marco Vassi 

change.” Nellie Wong is author of The Death of Long Carol Queen, John Weir, D. Travers Scott, and Greta 

Steam Lady. $10 pb, 1-887344-03-9. Christina. $14.95 pb, 1-57344-074-4. 

C Se direct from publisher, 795 East Street North, Cleis is proud of its big, glitzy, gorgeous Fall 

oshen CT 06756; 860-491-2271, fax 860-491-8619. coffee table crossover title, Vamps: An Illustrated 

—Chicory Blue Press History of the Femme Fatale by lesbian vampirolo- 

gist Pam Keesey (Daughters of Darkness). In stores for 

SYA 
Halloween, Vamps features over 100 photographs of 

CLEIS PRESS 
popular film icons — Joan Crawford, Faye Dunaway, 

Our lead t 
Marlene Dietrich, Catherine Deneuv

e, Tallulah Bank- 

Have Eve L fitle for Fall 1997 is Every Woman I | head, Mae West, and others, even Betty Boop. Writes 

edited b z oved: Lesbian Writers on Their Mothers | Keesey, “All bad girls can trace their origins to the 

an im Y atherine Reid and Holly Iglesias. Featuring | vampire, that quintessential evil woman who uses 

lise, ahs line-up of lesbian authors — Dorothy sex as a weapon.” From Greta Garbo to Sharon Stone, 

Hughes, A oria Anzalduia, Marilyn Hacker, Holly these women are seen as creatures of great aprenie 

innie B udre Lorde, Cherrie Moraga, Joan Nestle, who step outside the realm of accepts eminine 

Others — Tuce Pratt, and Shay Youngblood among behavior to satisfy their carnal desire? | APO REE 

ae Every Woman I Have Ever Loved presents sents riveting images of women as predators, ae 

teshingly complex look at the relationship ancient goddesses and witches to the vamps Of the 

Vo 
ume 20 Number - 
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CALYX, A Journal of Art and Literature by Women 
for twenty-one years 

publishing provocative work by women 

Order the next issue today! 

Incredibly fine, full, and 
varied... From here will 
come our literary heritage. 

—John Berry, editor-in-chief, 
Library Journal 

CALYX holds a special place 
in my heart. Some of my 
very first published words— 

two poems—were published in CALYX years ago. 
—Barbara Kingsolver 

Single issue price: $9.50 © ISSN: 0147-1627 
CALYX Journal is available to the trade from: Armadillo, Ingram Periodicals, 
Koen, Small Changes, and Small Press Distribution or directly from CALYX 

541/753-9384, FAX: 753-0515 

CALYX, Inc. © PO Box B ® Corvallis, OR 97339-0539 

silver screen. Keesey’s fascinating cultural history is 
punctuated by excerpts of interviews with film stars 
and critics. This book is a must-buy for vampire 
lovers and movie fans who treasure images of 
women as powerful, sexual beings. $21.95 pb, 
1-57344-026-4, October. 

Also in stores for Halloween, Brothers of the 

Night: Gay Vampire Stories edited by Michael Rowe 
and Thomas Roche is the sequel to Lambda Literary 
Award Nominee Sons of Darkness: Tales of Men, Blood 
and Immortality, also edited by Rowe and Roche. 
$14.95 pb, 1-57344-025-6, October. 

User-friendly, sexy, honest and fun, The Ultimate 
Guide to Anal Sex for Women by Tristan Taormino is 
the first self-help manual specifically for women on 
anal sex. Many women are intrigued by the idea of 
exploring anal eroticism, but may be uncertain how to 
proceed or hesitant to discuss anal sex with their 
partners. This attractive, upbeat guide covers anat- 
omy, taboos and myths, fantasy, gender bending, and 
power play; latex, lube and toys; relaxation exercises 
and penetration; and anal health. Accurate how-to 
advice is combined with interesting, eye-catching 

sidebars — statistics, excerpts of erotic sto 

colorful narratives illustrating sexual techni 

all women. Bibliography, videography, 
pb, 1-57344-028-0, November. 

Cleis Press, PO Box 1484, San Francisco CA 9434) 
415-575-4700, fax 415-575-4705. Cleis Press books 
distributed to the trade by PGW and are also ayay 

from BP, Ingram, Koen, Bookazine, B&T and 0 

wholesalers. Best discounts are available from Pi 
Very important! PGW frontlist orders ship from ware. 
houses in both Hayward, CA and Lebanon, PA, 

—Cleis P 

ries, ang | 
niques: Oe 

DAMRON 

The only map guide just for gay and lesbiay 
travelers, the Damron Road Atlas, 6th Edition, fe 

tures over 150 full-color maps and 6,000 listin: 
covering 65 North American and European ci 
including Amsterdam, London, Paris and Berl 
Color-coded dots make it easy to locate lesbian 
gay bars, accommodations, restaurants, bookst 

and more. Concise city overviews provide essen 
travel information at a glance. The Damron Road | 
Atlas is the ideal guide for the urban traveler on 
schedule. $15.95, 0-929435-24-9. Damron Compan? 
PO Box 422458, San Francisco CA 94142-2458; 800- | 
462-6654, 415-255-0404. Available through PDC; 
800-464-4574. —Damron 

SVT 
DAUGHTERS OF THE MOON PUBLISHING ~ 

Daughters of the Moon Tarot Deck, by Ffiona 
Morgan. “A journey through multicultural Goddess — 
herstory. Visually a joy, she reminds us to remember 
our proud Goddess heritage and take our wisdom 
and strength from it.” —Z Budapest. “Truly captures 
the feminist spirit.” —Merlin Stone. With Goddess 
and female cross-cultural archetypes, the five-inch 
circular cards reflect a holistic approach, envisioning 
cycles of energy. A beautiful wimmon’s deck in 
vibrant color. $26.95, 1880130-04-1. 

Daughters of the Moon Tarot Interpretive Book 
by Ffiona Morgan. Frustrated with patriarchal tarot 
interpretations? Written to accompany Ffiona’s Tarot 
deck, these interpretations reflect Goddess and 
womyn-identified spirituality, including cultures 
from around the world. Envisioning a woman’s 

September/October 1997 66 
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community celebrating diversity, compassion and 

wisdom. Each suit of Ffiona’s tarot correspond to The 

Five Directions of the Wiccan Tradition, as well as the 

Astrological elements. The definitive Feminist Dianic 

Tarot interpretation. $9.95, 1880130-01-7. 

Mysteries of the Goddess by Ffiona Morgan. tence she brings us beau 

Invaluable information on Feminist Astrology prac- Paretsky. Now available 
tice and insights, with Ffiona’s personal stories 1-55861-176-2. 

concerning spiritual aspects of each sun sign; Dorothy Bryant's Miss Giardino, a subtle, lyrical 
Wimmon’s Tarot and Astrological Correspondences; | and moving novel of a teacher’s inner life, is ies 
Crystals and Healing; Chakras; Self-Healing; Releas- | by her fans and is sure to win her new eadetaalte 
ing Addictions and Dreams. “An excellent overview heroine, Anna Giardino, is a retired teacher who rane 

of astrology, tarot, rituals, [and] sacred ways of the | regain her memory after having been found lying 
year...an excellent handbook for familiarity with the | unconscious in front of the school where she taught 
crafts of witches.” —Alice Molloy, Mama Bears. $13 for 40 years. She recalls her difficult childhood as 
pb, 1880130-37-8. daughter to Italian American immigrants, her longing 

Goddess Spirituality Book by Ffiona Morgan. for escape, and her mission to become a teacher. “[A] 

Introduction to the practice of Dianic Wicce: including | fresh and engaging novel.... The author interposes 

tools of Magic, Wheel of the Year, Purification, Casting | sharply observed nuances of personality and a leav- 

the Circle, Raising the Cone of Power, Chanting, | ening pinch of irony.” —New York Times Book Review. 

Lunar Magic, and Specific Rituals (from Releasing a $11.95 pb, 1-55861-174-6; $32 cl, -180-0. 

Relationship to Birthdays and Prosperity!) “A golden Ella Price’s Journal by Dorothy Bryant. At the 

treasure chest filled with jewels of wimmin’s lore, | age of 35, Ella Price is a successful housewife and 

wisdom and Mysteries...a clearly written, precise, mother, but a discontented woman. She decides to 

families. “A Passionate, 
sin’s power asa 

. In the same sen- 
ty, humor, tragedy.”—Sara 
in paperback. $13.95 pb, 

no-nonsense ‘how-to’ book superb for both the begin- attend college for the first time, and her journey to 

ner and the seasoned witch.” —Susan Mermaid. $13 | self-discovery emerges in the journal she keeps for 

pb, 1880130-06-8. English class. The exposure to a new world of books 

Daughters of the Moon Publishing, 9164 Mill and ideas leaves her irrevocably iste and i 

Station Road, Sebastopol CA 95472; phone/fax 707- | must make painful but empowering © aon 

829-5248. Available from BP, New Leaf, Moving | authentic literary rendering of a woman's sirugs 

Pooks, Samuel Weiser —Daughters of the Moon | to give voice to her need for growth, ibe : a 

: 
extremely appealing, eloquent book. The Da 

CF \ Times-Herald says, “By the time you read the first a 

ZR 
pages, Dorothy Bryant's novel about a aes 

THE FEMINIST PRESS discovers herself Fe coke its grip. 79 PD, 

_ INA Cross and a Star: Memoirs of a Jewish Girl 1-55861-175-4; $35 ae middle-class return-to-work 

in Chile award-winning author Marjorie Agosin A pioneer iG “ld established women’s career 

en Beier a sek oe oe ee sp ed programs to help women 

f 1 RST PGE [bus ea ao Swans and professional goals oS 

Oy ince ERs voleion ti et ay 
oe one — or juggle— the demands of career an 

n cally ins i “ : f ich e ric ——— red, innovative memoir draws on th prerba /Onaber 197 
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Pe ews Feminist Bookstore N' family. Juggling: A Memoir of Work, F 

i ESS inism is both an historical ac 

take a spin with SPINIFEX die en nie movement and a dotaateine one en 
ttp: ywww.spinifexpress.com.au/~ wom achievements. Gould was one of the founders nan § 

hittp- first permanent director of the Barnard the 

ami ly, and 

Fall releases - - - . f X Center. In recounting a life which both paralleled. 

New fiction from Spinire propelled a critical struggle in the women’s me 
ment, Gould’s memoir, Juggling, documents th 

development of important ideas and social transaid 

mations. $17.95 pb, 1-55861-173-8. is 

Mulberry and Peach: Two Women of China} 
Hualing Nieh. In her first fiction to be published inthe 

U.S., the director of the University of lowa’s Interna. 
tional Writing Program presents an extraordina 
story of two women — who are really one. Mulber 

is a young Chinese American woman who has fled the 
turmoil of postwar China to settle in the U.S. Unable 
to forget the terrors she has witnessed or resolve the 

Imago 

by Francesca Rendle-Short 

A migration story filled with 

love and obsession. 

This award winning author 

_, . writes with poetic ease 

and a sensual language 

ISBN 1-875559-36-1 $13.95 paper 

. conflicts between her new and old lives, she copes by 
The Ballad of Siddy Church developing a second personality: the fearless, tough- 

CHES BAAD by Lin Van Hek talking, sexually uninhibited Peach. The narrative 
SIDDY CHURCH 

offers provocative parallels between American 
history and the tumultuous events in recent Chinese 

; history. Publishers Weekly calls it “perceptive and 
feeming with them powerful.” $12.95 pb, 1-55861-182-7; $32 cl, -183-5. 
Filled with larger-than life, 

strong, wilful & unconvent- lal: 

ional women. G; LIES 

ISBN 1-875559-61-2 $13.95 paper Defiant Muse: Dutch and Feminist Poetry from 
the Middle Ages to the Present edited and with an 

The Journey Home introduction by Maaike Meijer. This bilingual anthol- 
by Cathie Dunsford ogy of 100 poems by 50 women poets writing in Dutch 

and Flemish is the long-awaited new volume in the 
groundbreaking Defiant Muse series. Included in this 
collection are poems by Hadewych, undeniably the 

| was a child with many 

aunties. The hotel was 

.. . this wide-ranging novel 
takes readers on a 

MAMIE SRC eo re greatest Dutch poet of the 13th century, whose ie 
ical experienc’ 

- Nisa Donnelly about love are rooted in deep mystical exp 
and work by the 16th-century poet Anna hie 
first woman in Dutch literary history to wales a 
sexual desire. Contemporary poets range from de 

Dutch poet Loes Nobel, who draws upon ihe Prthe 
forms of her native Indonesia, to poetry ah el 
New Savages” leader, Elly de Waard, writer 0 

An irreverent and funny book. 
ISBN 1-875559-54-X $13.95 paper 

Look out for Women's Circus; Leaping Off the Edge 
minist Bookstore News 

in the next issue of Fe 

d the 
SPINIFEX NY Office: 1; itly lesbian poetry. The volume presents poems ae 

Tel 71 aie ee Karlsberg original language, with exquisite, new English 
Distributed in USA & cx ax 718-980-4262 lations. $17.95 pb, 1-55861-152-5. vet, NY 
Chicago Te! 800-626-4330 y LPC (Inbook) Feminist Press at CUNY, 311 East 94th street, 

m 

ax 800-334-3892 NY 10128; 212-360-5790. Distributed by Consort 
3 
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in the U.S. and Canada, and in the U.K., Europe and HERSTAR 
Scandinavia by Gazelle Book Services, Falcon House, 
Queen Square, Lancaster, LA1 1RN London. 

—Feminist Press 

[Note: Miss Giardino, Ella Price’s Journal, and Mul- 
berry and Peach are reissues of previously-loved books. ] 

Herstar Invocation One — the first feminist astro- 
logical symposium records a sacred circle cast in 
November, 1996. Members of the circle invoked 
greater professional attention to and understanding 
of the relationship between the entire feminist tradition 
and astrology. First distributed as Jupiter conjoined 
Uranus in February, 1997, at the Cycles and Symbols 

This fall we are excited to be publishing a feminist astrological conference in San Francisco, this booklet 
collection on mothering teens which provides encour- | now takes its place in the long line of feminist works 
agement and support to all who accompany teenagers classified in library collections as ephemera (Greek: 

| on their journey to adulthood. Mothering Teens: lasting for a day). As printed “recordings” of women’s 
| Understanding the Adolescent Years, edited by teen | largely oral culture, ephemera allow our juicy, grass- 

clinic pediatrician Miriam Kaufman (a contributor to | roots thoughts to hit the page. Herstar Invocation One 
Lesbian Parenting: Living with Pride and Prejudice), is an is “a lovely, heart-felt, and eye-opening book. The 

indispensable collection of 19 articles covering a wide essays are delightful. It is chock full of both: personal 

range of topics, including adolescent development, experience and astrological wisdoms — you'll find all 

sexuality and sexual orientation, body image, spiritu- kinds of revelations.” —Kim Rogers-Gallagher, 
ality, activism and mothering a teen mother. This book KOSMOS (Newletter of the International Society for 

examines factors that confront adolescents in their Astrological Research). 44 pgs, saddle-stitched. 50% 

daily lives — issues of race, class, addiction, divorce | for 5+, prepayment. $13. Herstar, PO Box cae 
and death as well as academic performance and teen | Berkeley CA 94712; 510-597-1246, email ss . 
culture. $16.96 pb, 0-921881-46-0. herstar.com). ers 

A first for gynergy books: Beginning this year Sa): 

we are publishing a women’s daybook Bee ME 
Portraits, a practical yet beautiful organizer w ic 

profiles women who make activism a part of their | LAUGH LINES secs llection, Rina’s Big Book 
daily lives. Documentary photographer Nancy Ipshen thizd cartoen a ' 4 t RinakPiccalo 
Ackerman, writer Donna Nebenzahl, and designer | of Sex Cartoons, Canadian car hy as La 

Louise Vincent have teamed up to create a daybook | tackles the topic ¥ pee a a ted. folenew 
that offers inspirational quotes, monthly calendars funniest book yet. Every ss Be on ee nay 
and week-at-a-glance spreads, moon phases, dates about fake eee Seem Gon any Dr. Ruth ona 
to remember and much more. $13.95 pb; 0-0a4g8t- ene SPATS See fon pourtelé why Blue- 
47-9. This title is available in the U.S. through GDS; era says “Rina Piccolo gives good 

sie 2083: 2023 cartoon!” Rina’s cartoons appear often in Ms., Glam- 

, PO Box G ; . ther magazines 
een De rates 902-566-5750, | our, The Funny Times 2 les ae Back, I Think I'm fax 902-566-4473 anil (gb@gynergy.com). Distrib- | and books. Her first two / 

&y 
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kstore News Feminist Boo 

Bookstore) are al 
L tober. 

$8.95, 1-889594-02-4, Octo ot rarer By nee 
: t The Joy of Soy: Vege (sa iest) collection 

ld’s first 
Lehmkuhl, the wor 

) is 

of vegetarian cartoons, pokes fun at meat-eaters a 

vegetarians alike — anyone, explains iat ee 

Lehmkuhl, who draws their ethical line : 

below where he does. Vance’s cartoons have appeare 

in the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia Daily News, 

and the Humanist, and are featured online in “The 

Cartoon Academy.” $8.95, 1-889594-03-2, October. 

Complimentary bookseller copies of new Laugh 

Lines titles are available upon request to FBN readers. 

Email your name and bookstore address to: (Roz 

Warren@aol.com) or write us at: Laugh Lines Press, 

PO Box 259, Bala Cynwyd PA19004. Available from BP. 
—Laugh Lines Press 

so available from Laugh Lines Press. 

MADWOMAN PRESS 

On My Honor: Lesbians Reflect on Their Scout- 
ing Experience is a groundbreaking book. It’s the first 
time anyone has looked at what lesbians have contrib- 
uted to the Girl Scouts, or the role that Scouting has 

played for lesbians. Madwoman Press j ; 
publish this anthology edited Bye s delighted to 
(co-editor of Lesbian Nuns). Thirty eae Ma " 

FBN‘s Carol Seajay] talk about their ex a linclug: : 
getting their first Brownie uniform to is pes from 

in the executive suites of the Gir] Scout or TE Cateerg 
It’s funny, poignant, hopeful. Forward eat ion, 

Brownworth. Index, 50 b&w Photos. $18 951 V; 

02-8. Madwoman Press, Inc., PO Box 699 N 
MA 01532; 508-393-3447, 508-393-3395 Po 
(Dbenison@compuserve.com). 

NAIAD PRESS 
Lisa Shapiro’s Sea to Shining Sea is an emotion. 

ally charged romance/mystery from the Critical] 
acclaimed author of The Color of Winter. While trying 
to outwit a ruthless killer, two strong-willed cored 
— an FBI agent unable to escape the pain of the past 
and a crime victim with no hope for the future — 
struggle to resist their raging passion for each other 
$11.95 pb, 1-56280-177-5, October. 

In a daring departure from the standard lesbian 
mystery, exciting newcomer Therese Szymanski 
explodes the genre with a brilliant crime noveloflove, 
deception and revenge. Filled with raw eroticism and 
heart-pounding suspense, When the Dancing Stops 
introduces tough, broad-shouldered anti-heroine 
Brett Higgins — lieutenant to the owner of a chainof 
strip clubs and adult bookstores — and the women 
who love her. $11.95 pb, 1-56280-186-4, October. 

Kate Calloway’s popular Cassidy James my 
tery series (First I mpressions and Second Fiddle) 

continues with a riveting Third Degree. Someoné - 
Systematically terrorizing the women of Ct 
Hills. But with the victims too frightened to help a 

i ae the how will PI. Cassidy James be able to stop _ 

I fa Uentle fiend? To complicate matters, Cassidy's aon pectives : : : ithful ex 15 back as ingly beautiful and notoriously unfaithful 
i 4 nted in two languages; in town — with only one thing on her mine — — — — __ nslish and spanish pb, 1-56280-185-6, October. ’ Laura I | wish to receive eben nls tS Have we gota treat for your X-Files fa ong 
I the new LOLA! c/o CAFRA = Adams’ contemporary sci-fi thriller Nigh and 

Ps: : Tee Pt On i begins with lesbians around the country 
eae Ss 7 US$) Ae Hrs S | nightmares. Every night. All night. Both pa meas 

Sep == = oe ltl —_ perplexing, the nightmares are always ie a as the tember/October 1997 —— | woman calling out for help only to die homey j 
70 ne 29 Numi
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Feminist Bookstore News 

er strug, ey yatauta Adams is the closely guarded pseudo- 
of a famous lesbian romance writer. $11.95 pb, 

4-56280-182-1, November. 
Naiad is proud to announce the long-awaited 

release of Chain Letter, the ninth installment in the 

bestselling mystery series featuring Australian Detec- 

tive Inspector Carol Ashton. We guarantee that in 

addition to flying off your shelves, Chain Letter will 

increase demand for Claire McNab’s other Naiad 
thrillers: Inner Circle, Lessons in Murder, Fatal Reunion, 

et al. $11.95 pb, 1-56280-181-3, November. 

Building on the success of The Erotic Naiad, The 
Romantic Naiad, The Mysterious Naiad, The First Time 

Ever and Dancing in the Dark, Lady Be Good is an 
intimate collection of erotic short stories by everyone’s 
favorite Naiad authors including Karin Kallmaker, 
Jackie Calhoun, Diana Simmonds and Barbara 

Johnson. And when it comes to writing hot lesbian 
love stories, these ladies aren't just good — they’re the 
best! $14.95 pb, 1-56280-180-5, November. 

Naiad books are available from the publisher and 
distributed by BP, LPC/InBook, Ingram, et al. The 

Naiad Press, PO Box 10543, Tallahassee FL 32302; 

850-539-5965. —Naiad Press 

NAIAD VIDEO 
___ Due to bookstore demand including, surpris- 
ingly, a great many of the women’s stores, Naiad Press 

has begun distributing gay male videos. 
Our new men’s line includes: Breaking the 

Surface, the Greg Louganis story with scenes not 

| shown in the early release of this film...including the 
Kissing scenes, ($49.95); It’s My Party, a final party in 
Brand style, ($19.95); Lie Down With Dogs, a delight- 

film set in Provincetown, ($19.95); Maurice, classic 

| ae. male film with a very low SRP and high bookstore 
| 5. ants, ($14.95); and Parting Glances, a special and 

comedy romance for gay men, ($29.95). 

| ie are also stocking Moments with Johan 

1 75), Boy ($29.95), Boy 2 ($29.95), Boy 3 ($29.95), 

rt 

Boy 4 ($29.95), Chain R 
ie ee) Summer: The First Time ($39.95), 

uy Legal ($29.95), College Boys ($29.95), Czech 
Mating ($29.95), Euros ($29.95), and aver Boys ($29.95). All are currently available or will be by late summer/early fall. Snow Balls ($29.95), Sunshine 
After the Rain ($29.95), and Vulcan: Boys of Summer 
($29.95) will be available soon. 

For women we have Born in Flames, the very 
early and still excellent lesbian fantasy film, ($29.95); 
Celluloid Closet at the lower price of $19.95, Hercu- 
les and the Amazon Women starring Lucy Lawless, 
Xena herself ($18.95 SRP + big discounts); Honey, 
Pass That Around (Comedian Georgia Ragsdale), 
the second in the highly successful queens of com- 
edy series, ($19.95); Lea Delaria the Queen of 
Comedy, also featuring Amy Boyd and Maggie 
Cassella, ($29.95, 75 minutes); Live Nude Girls, 
despite the title it’s funny ($19.95); and the three 
“Out There” comedy tapes at $12.95 each, a new low 
price. Wild Side at $19.95 is suddenly popular 
because of the sex scenes with Joyce Chen and Anne 
Heche, (Ellen’s girlfriend). Antonia’s Line has been 

previously announced and is now available ($19.95). 

Our pride and joy is Around the World the 

Lesbian Way ($29.95), street date August 12, 1997. 

This 80-minute compilation of five international films 

of excellent and very lesbian quality, features two big 

stars. In This Marching Girl Thing, Toni Collette 

(Muriel’s Wedding) stars, and in Dancing, the noted 

British actress Sylvia Sims recalls a long ago romantic 

The other three films Casting (an edgy 

, Go Girl (Swiss) and the Canadian 

Il Dyke, round out the 

eaction ($29.95), Mad About 

love affair. 

erotic German film) 

spoof, A Day in the Life of a Bu 

five quality films. om Naiad. The Naiad 
V. disc. Order direct fr 

FL 32302; 850- 
Press, PO Box 10543, Tallahassee ee i 

539-5965. 
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H ALDRIDGE 
sires IT AGAINE 

i iter, Sarah Aldridge hits us with her 

BE ea The Wilderness, now available in 

hard cover and soft cover. 

Nina in the Wilderness (Hard cover) 

ISBN: 0-9646648-4-4 ........ccescceesenseesersereee $18 

Nina in the Wilderness (Soft cover) 

ISBN: 0-9646648-3-6 ..........:ccseeerseeeereeeneees $11.95 

Amantha 

ISBN: 0-9646648-0-1 ...........cccseeeteeseeeeeeeene $10.95 

Magdalena 

ISBN: 0-9646648-1-X .......c::eeccessessceereeeeeees $9.95 

Misfortune’s Friend 

ISBN: 0-9646648-2-8 ...........ccsesccseseesesseeeeees $8.95 

Other great books by Sarah Aldridge: 
Michaela All True Lovers 
A Flight of Angels Cytherea’s Breath 
Keep To Me Stranger Tottie 
Madame Aurora The Latecomer 
The Nesting Place 

A&M Books 
P.O. Box 283, Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971 

Phone: 1-800-489-7662 

NEW VICTORIA PUBLISHERS 
Backstage Pass: Interviews of Women In Music 

by Laura Post. This collection of in-depth interviews excited us because not only does it present an intimate glimpse into the personal and political lives of 40 rock, folk and jazz musicians whose so i 
teed ngs have influenced generations of women, but some of the 

ee 
interviews include provocati i ative disc the definition and “th 

Photos. $16.95, 0-934678-84-7. 
Solitaire and Brahms b y Sarah Dreher, This ; ea of a change for Sarah —a teflectiy ie oF emerging lesbian identi 

sas closeted lesbian life was 

September/October 1997 

us how far we’ve come, both personally ang oo 
cally. Sarah started this novel 30 years Pole 
decided to publish it now because “] know and 

group of fans out there who would like to rea d a a 

thing personal and whom I can trust.” $12.90 

0-934678-85-5. 78, 
Murder in the Castro, A Lou Spencer Mystery p 

Elaine Beale. This is a dynamic mystery in whj y 

backlash of hate crimes and homophobia TEATS its 
ugly head in, of all places, San Francisco’s Castro 

district. We published it because mysteries sel] well 
the setting is popular, and it examines Power and 
politics in the lesbian/gay community. $10.95 
0-934678-87-1. ‘ 

Twist of Lime, ALynn Evans Mystery by Claudia 

McKay. We enjoyed the jungle setting (Belize) and the 
complexity of a plot full of twists and turns, drug. 

running, poisonous snakes and ancient Mayan arti. 
facts. This is the second in the Lynn Evans mystery 
series, featuring a newspaper reporter who (like us) 

likes to travel. $10.95, 0-934678-88-X. 
Barbie Unbound: The Unauthorized Guide to 

Unorthodox Play With Any Generic 11%" Doll by 
Sarah Strohmeyer is a very amusing satire —with over 
30 photos — liberating Barbie from her pink plastic 
world to assume roles that real women have endured 
for years. It places Barbie in historical settings (ie, 
Barbie Stein and Midge B. Toklas) and present-day 
roles (i.e., Hot Flash Barbie). We like it because it is 
funny and it debunks an American cultural icon. It’s 
amazing how many women have an emotional con- 
nection to Barbie! $12.95, 0-934678-89-8. 

New Victoria Publishers, PO Box 27, Norwich VI 
05055; 800-326-5297. Distributed by LPC/Login and 
can be ordered from us: 800-243-0138. Books are also 
available through BP, Koen, Ingram and Bookazine, 
but if you order from LPC/ Login, we see more of the 

money. —New Victoria Publishers 

PAPIER-MACHE PRESS 
In There’s No Place Like Home for the Holidays editor Sandra Haldeman Martz, the famed poe gist of the bestselling When I Am an Old Woman Is or 

Wear Purple, has brought together a warmly hum 

/ 

ipes us collection of family anecdotes and recip 
celebrating the annual journey home for the holiday® 
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Written by authors aged 3 to 93, this delightful collec- 

tion recalls the tenderness and exasperation of dealing 
with family members against the backdrop of long- 

standing rituals. Tie-in with grand contest for 

consumers. $9.95 pb, 1-57601-053-8, October. 

Wise Choices Beyond Midlife: Women 

Mapping the Journey Ahead by Lucy Scott, Ph.D. 

with Kerstin Joslyn Schremp, Ph.D. Betty Soldz, 

B.S.W. and Barbara Weiss, M.S.W. Based on the collec- 

tive professional and personal experiences of four 

experts (who also speak as elder women), this 

resource guide empowers the 24 million women over 
60 years old to manage health, finances, housing, and 
lifestyles. Helps answer the question: How can I, as an 
older woman, maintain a satisfying and dignified life? 
Foreword by Johnetta Marshall, President, Older 

Women’s League. Includes bibliography and index. 
“Every woman over 40 should have Wise Choices by 
her bedside.” —Carroll L. Estes, Ph.D., director, Insti- 

tute for Health and Aging, UCSF. “A pioneering work 
about what women really need to know about aging 
well.” —Barrie Robinson, M.S.S.W., University of 

California at Berkeley. $13.95 pb, 1-57601 -051-1, October. 

Living on the Spine: A Woman’s Life in the 
Sangre de Cristo Mountains by Christina Nealson. 
At age 40, Nealson abandoned possessions, forfeited 

security, and moved to the Colorado mountains to live 

alone. Wrapped in solitude and nature for five years, 
she renewed her spirituality and explored her erotic 
Self in search of mid-life identity and self-sufficiency. 
Woven through with the revival and celebration of the 

eight seasonal holy days, Nealson’s adventures whis- 

Per and holler one woman’s recovery of rituals, 
authentic rhythms, and ancestor’s voices. “Christina 

Nealson is the West’s answer to Annie Dillard, yet 
ealson’s voice is so authentically her own.” —Julia 

Cameron (The Artist's Way). “If you dare to nourish 
yourself with a woman’s truth, the colors of solitude, 
and Nature’s randy humor — grab this book.” 

—Susun Weed (Menopausal Years the Wise Woman 

Way). $12.95 pb, 1-57601-003-1. 

Feminist Bookstore News 

i Gerontologist Dr. Ann Gerike’s down-to-earth ook, Old Is Not a Four Letter Word: A Midlife Guide, humorously demolishes negativ 
about aging, emyibs instead describing enriching changes 
and opportunities. Liberally accompanied by 120 
cartoons by Peter Kohlsaat, L.A. Times syndicated 
cartoonist, this book is powerful enough to change 
attitudes about aging for a lifetime. “Dr. Ann Gerike 
and Peter Kohlsaat’s delightful book about aging is 
whimsical and wise. When I finished reading it, I 
immediately resolved to send copies to my sisters 
and mother.” —Deborah Tannen (You Just Don’t 
Understand). “The doctor is in— the groove. The next 
time someone laments getting ‘older’...give her or 
him a copy of this serious fun book by psychologist 
Gerike.” —Helen Rippier Wheeler (Women and 
Aging: A Guide to the Literature). 120 b&w cartoons 
$10.95 pb, 1-57601-002-3. 

Flying Horses, Secret Souls by Randeane Tetu. 
With humor and pathos, Tetu’s latest collection pulls 
you deep into the imperceptible moments that under- 

lie our everyday experiences and yet change our lives. 

Set in small New England towns, the young and old 

share a sense of magic and recapture the way we saw 

things in childhood that helps us as grownups. 

“Spare, impressionistic and finely crafted stories.” 

—Wally Lamb (She's Come Undone). “Tetu breathes life 

into all the people in these stories, especially the 

young girls caught in that aching time between child- 

hood and adolescence.” —Robert Cornier (The 

Chocolate War). $10.95 pb, 1-57601-020-1. 

An abridged petite-size version of When! Aman 

Old Woman I Shall Wear Purple, the 1.5 million copy 

bestseller by award-winning wee
 ae 

i ilable in October. 
Ideman Martz, will be aval 

_—e famous title poem that started the pape 

craze, 27 other excerpts, and 8 duotone photographs. 

$6.95 cl, 1-57601-052-X, 
October. 
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Papier-Mache Press , 627 Walker Str ee CA 95076; 800-927-5913, eee 
ookmen, Ingram, B&T, Koen, and i om BP, 

—Papier-Mache Press 

PLAIN VIEW PRESS 
For-Giving: A Feminist Criticism of E feesasteap cee aie Se by RobiitMense a 

rture fro iti inky Genevieve Vaughan eet See Se a 33 evs, which is based on mothering, and onan ie = is based on masculine socialization ri Se gm that has brought the planet to the brink of ex nction. She proposes that it be replaced b paradigm based on mothering. A stimulatin { 4 Provocative work. Advertised in the Feminist Bookstore ee Fall Catalog. $17.50 pb, 0-911051-94-5, 50% for 
+. Plain View Press, PO Box 33311, Austin TX 78764: 800-878-3605, phone/fax 512-441-2452, email 

(sbpvp@eden.com), Web (http://wwweden.com/~sbpvp). Available from B&T. —Plain View Press 

Sex Spoken Here 
Good Vibrations 
Erotic Reading Circle 
Selections 

Carol Queen & Jack Davis, 

editors 

Coed Selected to cross gender 
Potic Resdiig Cre y 

Ss liane boundaries and sexual 
Screclions 

2 

= 6. orientations, over 40 

ESE Oi oinal short stories anda 

sprinkling of verse offer a startling look at 

the range of erotic fantasy. This hot, sexy 

collection will open your eyes to the diver- 

sity of written — and spoken — sexuality. 

$14.50, Trade paper, 176 pages, 514" x 842" 

ISBN 0-940208-19-9 

Down There Press 

i CA 94103 
38 Howard St., #101, San Francisco 

g ) 974-8985 x 105 * Fax: (415) 974-8989 
(415 

7 
ensource, Alamo Square, 

shoal oes ee Se Nena (Canada) and others. 

Bookazine , Koen, 

Storm Cloud sO 
Problems for the II]- = 
1S nostalgia with a tw 
nation of retro imag, 
primers from the 30s 
on lessons in “good : a) 
against The Rules...this book's mt lose ie bel b : for you! 00k with 30 full-color illustrations, $14 i. /Cs gift 

* 919-29/C$18.95 » 
€r available. 

but her life on : 
Prozac Highwa ‘ aN et 1s one unpredictable ride, 
Novels Meee ew, Cyberculture Lesbian 

ovel is a breathtaking, cyberlit journey with Jamand | 
her far-flung family that is both as real and as virtial | 
as it gets! $14.95 /C$18.95, 0-88974-078-X. | 

In a world of “experts” and “professionals,” it’s | 
not often that we hear directly from poor, working- 
class women activists. With her feisty sensitivity, 
anti-poverty activist Sheila Baxter, in her fourth book | 
Stull Raising Hell, covers an expansive terrain of 
poverty issues and grassroots activism. The resultisa | 
comprehensive examination of some of the most 
pressing problems facing poor communities today, as 
well as a personal portrait of this inspiring and dedi- 
cated activist in her 60s who just can’t — and won't | 
— stop Raising Hell! $14.95/C$18.95, 0-88974-076-3. 

New in paperback this Fall — with a new cover 

— Sunnybrook: A True Story with Lies by Persim- 

mon Blackbridge. A 1996 finalist for a Lambda 

Literary Award, Sunnybrook also has been 

announced as a finalist for the 1996 Publishing 

Triangle/Ferro-Grumley Prizes for Lesbian and Gay 

Fiction. “Post-modern storytelling at its best... The 

reader goes on a journey that is both poignant and 

otent, real and imagined. Who could ask for more? 

—-Lambda Book Report. At the very affordable price of 

$15.95/C$18.95 pb! (96 pages, full-color illustrated 

novel). 0-88974-060-7. 

Press Gang Publishers, 101-225 

C, Canada V5V 1A6. Availa 
Avenue, Vancouver BC, Ca and aa 

C Group and Koen in from LP P om Irwin in Canada. Wi 
General and (select titles) fr o pesey CHR ublishers | 

es 
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passionate, angry and joyous, 
ar mama know? edited by Lisa C. Moore 

$ ae complexity of emotions that accompany a | a pian’s coming out. These 49 short stories, 
Black ations and essays — fiction and nonfiction 
ik eup a powerful collection of original and new 

writing by 41 women. does your mama know? is ready 
} totakeits placein the halls of literary African American 

lesbian voices. Contributors include Cheryl Clarke, 
| Jewelle Gomez, Terri Jewell, Makeda Silvera and Shay : | Youngblood. Advertised in the Feminist Bookstore 

| Network Fall Catalog. [A fantastic and inspiring read. 
| A must carry! —Jenn/FBN.] $19.95 pb, 096566590-9. 

ie | 40% discount. RedBone Press, PO Box 861, Decatur GA P } 30031; 404-815-8391. —RedBone Press 

| Another Wilderness: Notes from the New 
Outdoorswoman edited by Susan Fox Rodgers. You'll 

| et pulled from your armchair, propelled up moun- 
| ‘ins, carried deep under the sea and led down 

adventurous paths in this lively collection. First released 
| 1994, this new edition has a snappy new cover anda 

| Rew introduction by the editor. The writers embrace the 
| challenges, fears and joys of exploring new terrain — 
i Physical and emotional. $16 pb, 1-878067-30-3. 

| re. d’Adventure: Travel Tales from Inner 
| Writ ma to Outer Mongolia by Jessica Maxwell. 
| ae | athe extraordinaire Jessica Maxwell 
Baca og » wild ride around the globe in this collec- 
“insistent hg that will transform even the most 
tales of pe monies into globetrotter-wannabes. Her 

| Whales Ae whitewater rapids, trailing rare 
Peeing = traveling to Ireland, Mongolia, and 

| Cious pur Part a sense of place and reveal her tena- 
i" Suit of wonder. $14 pb, 1-878067-98-2. 
| Violence oe Like You: The Face of Domestic 

s ¥ Yera Anderson. Domestic violence is a 

| doe 

Feminist Bookstore News 

“store display 
tee photos is available. A 

accompanied by perso 
found the courage to lea 
pb, 1-878067-07-9. 

The Lesbian Health Book: Caring for Ourselves 
edited by Jocelyn White, M.D., and Marissa C. 
Martinez. This, the only comprehensive health book 
for lesbians, will help women navigate the confusin 
and sometimes unwelcoming maze of the health care 
system and provide a forward-thinking blueprint for 
living well. Whether writing on breast cancer or child- 
birth, AIDS or menopause, the history or future of the 
lesbian health movement, these women offer support 
to lesbians seeking physical and emotional health. 
$18.95 pb, 1-878067-31-1. 

Film Fatales: Independent Women Directors by 
Judith M. Redding and Victoria A. Brownworth is an 
inside look at the most influential women in inde- 
pendent filmmaking. In-depth interviews feature 
pioneering directors, producers and distributors who 
have changed the face of contemporary film by deliv- 
ering new and distinctly female images and 
sensibilities to the screen: Susan Seidelman, Mira Nair, 
Jane Campion, Allison Anders, Julie Dash and Lizzie 
Borden, among others. $16.95 pb, 1-878067-97-4. 

Nowle’s Passing: A Novel by Edith Forbes. With 

a third of Vermont's farms squeezed out of business, 
the enigmatic, hard-working Vernon Nowle is found 

shot dead. The police assume the wound was self- 

inflicted — the result of depression due to SEIS 

difficulties — but unanswered questions nets the 

death. With its subtle rendering of family = Pie 
ships and passions, Nowle’s Passing in : en 

meditative novel,” says The New York Time 

Review. = P es ee csatieReal Handbook an Be : : 

for cape Women by Ginny NiCarthy andeSye 
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oa xo multiple es oO — 
sexualoves 

RD 

Nominated by the American 
J\ Library Association for the 

( gay non-fiction of the year, 

Lo Lambda Literary Award et Ai p= nominee for the year’s bes¢ 
y\\ small press title. 

Lesbian Polyfidelity: How To Keep 
Nonmonogamy Safe, Sane, Honest & 

Ww (21 Laughing, You Rogue! by Celeste West 

50% trade discount on all prepaid orders: Booklegger Publishing 
PO, Box 460654VY, San Francisco CA 94146. 4| 5/642-7569. 

Distributors; Bookpeople, Koen, Alamo Square, Baker & Taylor-and 
Marginal in Canada. 
ISBN 0-912932-15-5 $15 paper, ISBN 0-912932-16-3 $25 cloth 

— 

bes¢ 

Davidson. A simplified version of Seal Press’s best- 
seller Getting Free, You Can Be Free is written in an 
accessible style for the woman in crisis. It covers a 
range of topics designed to help women leave an 
abusive relationship, from where to go for emergency 
shelter to building a new network of relationships. 
This edition includes a new introduction and updated resources. $10.95 pb, 1-878067-06-0. 

Seal Press, 3131 Western Avenue #410, Seattle WA 98121; 206-283-7844, fax 206-285-9410. Distributed by PGW and available from BP. —Seal Press 

SECOND STORY PRESS 

variety of cultures, some well-known, others made 
invisible over time. Among the 75 women featured 
are Native American and Black artists including 
Helen Hardin and Bessie Harvey and more familiar 
artists including Georgia O'Keefe, Judy Chicago, Lee 
Krasner, Frida Kahlo and Mary Cassatt. It is a steal at 
$24.95 pb, 0-929005-99-6, October. 

There is nothing available like Sweet pi: 
Stories of Menstruation by Kathleen O'Grady es 
Paula Wansbrough. The first book that adie 

emotional side of this rite of passage, it ail 
perceptive short stories with clear factual infor a 
for adolescent women about menstruation Re bodily changes they are experiencing. mane at ine how many parents will be buying this 
$9.95, 0-929005-33-3? aie 

In Fault Line: Sexuality, Incest aie fe 
Family Culture by Tish Langlois a Ce ithi takes a controversial look at sexual hae Catholic family and the religious ideology , 
the unequal power relationships that lea 
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and abuse. Drawing on personal stories from inter- 
views with survivors, the author clearly lays the 
foundation for a better understanding of why sexual 

abuse occurs and how women can reconstruct their 
identities and empower themselves. $16.95 pb, 
0-929005-98-8. 

Belfry Bat and Scaredy Cat by Gayle McGuire 
Tremblay is already a book club selection that is 
impossible to resist. This hilariously funny, full-color 
picture book is about a timid bat who becomes the 
navigator for Mildred, a wild and wonderful witch, in 
a race against Thunder Monster, the fastest roller- 
coaster in the world. For children under eight. $5.95 
pb, 0-929005-93-7; $12.95 cl, -95-3. 

By internationally acclaimed author Rachna 
Gilmore, whose books have been translated into 14 

languages, Wild Rilla introduces a new fantastic 
female character. A full-color picture book about a 
seemingly ordinary girl who can turn herself into 
Wild Rilla, a feisty supergirl who helps teachers and 
even the principal during the time when she is 
supposed to be sitting quietly. An empowering story 
for children under eight. $5.95 pb, 0-929005-92-9; 

$12.95 cl, -94-5. 
And don’t forget the most popular edition of The 

Women’s Daybook. Due to great demand, the 1998 
edition features photographs on the theme 
“Women/Gardening/The Earth.” Besides the origi- 
nal photographs and accompanying text, this 
192-page, spiral-bound, desk calendar features a prac- 
tical format that is universally acclaimed by working 
women. A gorgeous package and only $12.95, 
0-929005-96-1. 

Second Story Press, 720 Bathurst Street #301, 

Toronto ONT, M5S 2R4, Canada; 416-537-7850, fax 

416-537-0588. All Second Story Press titles are avail- 
able through LPC Group. —Second Story Press 

SIBYL PUBLICATIONS 
In her new book, Oh Boy, Oh Boy, Oh Boy! Con- 

fronting Motherhood, Womanhood and Selfhood 

in a Household of Boys, Karin Kasdin expresses what 
every feminist mother of sons desires: boys who grow 
up to be sensitive men. Through foibles recounted and 
lessons learned, she crawls into the souls and minds of 

her sons and beseeches them to see life from her female 
perspective. Outrageously candid and funny, Kasdin 
sheds a new light on mothering men-to-be. A gift to all 
mothers. $14.95 pb, 0-9638327-9-4. 

Spirited Threads: A Fabric Artist’s Passion For 
Life: The Art and Writings of Patricia Roberts Cline 
by Cynthia Grant Tucker is the compelling memoir of 
an artist whose passion for her art enabled her to 
transcend her disability. “It is also a larger story — 
about the struggle of women everywhere (especially 
women artists) to overcome marginalization, to dis- 

cover who we truly are, and to remain connected to 
our vision despite pain and isolation. Spirited 
Threads is a testament to the enduring bonds of 
women across time and distance, and a reminder that 

our own lives are the stories that we must weave as 
the legacy for the next generation.” — Audrey May, 
Owner, Meristem Bookstore, Memphis. Features 46 

b&w photos and sketches, 24 vivid colorful quilt 

images. $19.95 pb, 0-9638327-8-6. 
Sibyl Publications, 1007 SW Westwood Drive, 

Portland OR 97201; 503-293-8391, fax 503-293-8941, 
orders 800-240-8566, email (sibylpub@imagina.com). 
Distributed by APG, Ingram, B&T, and BP. 

—Sibyl Publications 

SPINSTERS INK 
Spinsters Ink proudly announces the publication 

of two “must-read” debut novels this Fall! 

Our September release, A Gift of the Emperor by 

Therese Park, a native of Korea, is the fictional account 

of real-life atrocities inflicted upon approximately 

200,000 Asian women during World War II. This story, 

inspired by the recent revelations in the international 

media that have rocked Japanese society and rever- 
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FABULOUS
 FALL BOOKS 

from New Victoria Publishers 

BACKSTAGE PASS 
Interviews with Women in Music 

st 
by Laura Po ific collection of 

1 r any music lover —a fern 

nee behind-the-scenes chats with nays 

most talented women singers, songwriters 

icians. —Roz Warren ’ 

Alix. Dobkin, Marianne Faithfull, folly a 

_ Ani DiFranco, Ferron, to na 

ae nee ave influenced and rment h w-whose songs of empowe 

ated generations of women. A resource of contemporary 

n's culture. 
Ne nee photos + $16.95 paperback * ISBN 0-934678-84-7 

SOLITAIRE AND BRAHMS 
by Sarah Dreher 

In her first novelistic foray out of Stoner territory, Dreher creates a 
vivid, funny, touching and Ss look at pre-Stonewall lesbian 
life... Dreher's characters are vibrantly alive and frighteningly 
real. You will never forget them. -Deborah Peifer 

ISBN 0-934678-85-5 + $12.95 paperback 

MURDER IN THE CASTRO 
by Elaine Beale 

This exciting mystery introduces Lou Spencer, an ex-Brit with a past 
she wants to forget, now making a new life in San Francisco's Castro 
district as manager of an agency advocating for victims of hate 
crimes and gay bashing. 

ISBN 0-934678-87-1 + $10.95 paperback 

TWIST OF LIME 
A Lynn Evans Mystery by Claudia McKay Lynn goes to coastal Belize to help on a Mayan archeological dig. The death of fellow volunteer Ann arouses Lynn's Suspicions. A plot full of twists and tums, as Lynn’s penchan i ; t for askin questions brings her to the brink of dleeste ebm ISBN 0-934678-88-x . $ 10.95 paperback 

BARBIE 
A Parody of tt ; =a : SOF the Barbie Obsession* 

ae h Strohmeyer * eSsion 

New Victoria Pubji shers 1800-326.5297 0% 27 Norwich, vr 05085 
NEWViC@aol.com 

September/October 1997 

berated throughout the world isnarratedyy go 
a Korean schoolgirl kidnapped YSOon.s1 
and shipped to a “house oie ee . ae SO died 
Pacific. Here, she is forced into Prostitution the South, 
fort woman.” This searing account of sea me 

endurance of the callous brutality with ie Woman's. 

beings can treat one another provi se Ich hip ae 

testimony to the strength of the human en: 
power of love over hate, and the ultimate ae | 
hope over despair. The Kansas City Star hae Phot 
declared “at long last, with [Park’s] help, th y | 
about her former countrywomen has stant oe 1 | 
face, and the world is listening.” $10 o5 

1-883523-21-4. 9 ty 
Our October release, Living at N; ? 

Mariana Romo-Carmona, cortices eed a 

ries by Latinas. Living at Night draws us intl a 
world of Erica Garcia, a young, working-class 

Puerto Rican lesbian living in Connecticut andi 
searching for her own niche in the world, despite the | 
pressures of satisfying family, friends and lovers. 

Erica’s unresolved anguish over her own mother's | 
illness prompts her to drop out of college and work | 

as a nurse’s aide at an institution for developmen- 
tally disabled persons. Romo-Carmona shows | 
Erica’s personal struggles with the role she plays in | 
stripping patients of their dignity, her attempts tobe 
their advocate, and the lessons she learns from those 
whom no one expects to be teachers — chronicling 
her personal journey from night into morning, 
adolescence into adulthood, confusion into clarity. | | 
$10.95 pb, 1-883523-22-2, October. | 

Spinsters Ink, 32 East First Street #330, Duluth 
MN 55802; 800-301-6860, (spinsters@aol.com), Web 
(http: / / www.lesbian.org /spinsters-ink/). Distrib- 
uted by LPC/InBook, and also available from BF, 

Ingram, B&T, and other wholesalers. —Spinsters 

THIRD SIDE PRESS and 
Hardcover lesbian literary fiction! Mew well-crafted, The Mayor of Heaven reveals : ire life of four people whose link to one another onths Morganstern, who died from breast cancer ae. . 7 

before the opening of the novel. Special z 3 | 
8rieving /surviving partners and friends, ™" 7 | 
ral, deaf, cancer activists, lovers of lesbian A 

COmpe| 3 
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1 fiction, fans of Lynn Kanter’s first novel, On Lill Street. 

| A meaningful gift book. $22.95 cl, 1-879427-29-x, 
October. Third Side Press, 2250 W. Farragut, Chicago 

| 1 60605-1802; 773-271-3029, fax 773-271-0459, email 
‘,dSide@aol.com). Discounts (via Consortium): 

| 1-4, 20%; 5-24, 42%; 25-99, 43%; 100-249, 44%; 250-499, 

} 45%; 500-750, 46%, 750+, 47%. Our titles are available 

} from all major wholesalers, but much more of the 

| money comes back to us if you buy from Consortium. 

| Titles from all Consortium publishers combine for 

discount. —Third Side Press 

| WOLFE VIDEO 
| Teasers is coming this summer. The latest addition 

| toour Lesbian Erotica series is a tantalizing collection of 

| short films hand selected from the best lesbian film 

| makers in the festival circuit today. Four inspired (and 

inspiring) short erotic films have been brought together 

with two exquisite music videos — all six are provoking 

‘and passionate. 120 minutes, $29.95, #5172. 

The Castro. “Must see viewing.” —The Advocate. 

| Now known internationally as the world’s first “gay 

| hometown,” San Francisco’s Castro district hasa rich 

history. This highly acclaimed documentary is a must 
| have for the rental and sell through sections in your 

Store. Filled with rare archival footage, the story of 

H the Castro’s transformation over the years is told by 

f those who loved it, young and old, straight and gay. 

$29.95, #11271. 
| Thieves. Catherine Deneuve is a sophisticated 

| Professor who falls in love with a young thief — and 

into her world of murder and self-destruction. 

_ Nery French... English subtitles. $99.95, #11272. 
| 4 ne the Surface. Based on the popular book 

a reg Louganis, this made-for-television movie is 

| 0W available on video. This is his story which takes 
| You from his childhood to the unforgettable perform- 
: 

| “ce at the Olympics to his sub t coming out. | $59.95, Bios. Pp s subsequen g 
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Two new feature films Starring Johan Paulik: 

Rh ereerranerrgitirer eno mr 
vacation to resolve é ling 1 ae on ha ues a failing relationship with his 
girlfriend and becomes transfixed by Pavel’s (Johan 
Paulik) beauty. ($39.95, #11269.) Sunshine After the 
Rain. Seven friends share a villa on the beach 
together for the last days of summer. They have been 
friends and lovers and will shortly be going their 
separate ways off to college. What more can we 
Say...seven gorgeous men together for the last 
summer of their youth...things definitely heat up. 
($29.95, #11270.) 

Stonewall special — your cost only $50. Over $1 

million at the box office! Three snaps up for one of our 

favorites with a great soundtrack including Patti La 

Belle, The Shangri-Las and The Shirelles! Nigel Finch 

brings us this fabulous love story set in the Stonewall 

Bar in 1969. A must have for your rental section! Plus, 

Wolfe Video will guarantee price protection on every 

copy you buy for sell through to your customers. 

Regularly $94.95, #11244. 

$19.95 Price Reductions: I Shot Andy Warhol. 

Valerie Solanas, lesbian separatist and founder of the 

Society for Cutting Up Men (SCUM), has one mission 

— to spread the word of female superiority. Lili Taylor 

gives an incredible performance. Set in the 60s during 

the cultural whirlwind of events surrounding the 

shooting of Andy Warhol. (#10006.) Celluloid Closet. 

What That’s Entertainment did for movie musicals, 

The Celluloid Closet does for Hollywood homosexu- 

ality, as this exuberant, eye-opening movie or. up 

a dazzling hundred-year history of the role o Bay 

men and lesbians on the silver screen. Narrated by 

Lily Tomlin. (#10007.) 

Wolfe Video, PO Bo 

95042; 408-268-6782, f 

(www.wolfevideo.com). 

x 64, New Almaden CA 

ax 408-268-9449, Web 

—Wolfe Video 
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by Janice Lee Liddell, 
ther’s Herstory Jr, is a wonderful 

i Lindsey Jor don, 
. ”" wn expe- 

“writes” from her fe) 

book that grandmother trated book is intended to 
f : illus 

riences. This delicately } Pi uble gift, one for grand- 

i i the 
h randchild. First, 

Ae TE /his grandmother. 

letes her story by filling in 

Then grand gories —events 

the spaces of 

of her birth, 

years; her courtship, Mm 

riences; her middle age an is 

The presentation of the completed “her” story book to 

the grandchild concludes this phase of the gift-giving 

cycle. The completed book promises also to become a 

family treasure to be passed from generation to gen- 

eration. Designed for grandmothers and 

grandchildren of African heritage, wisdom quotes 

from women sages of African descent frame each 

page. This “her-storical” document belongs in every 

African, African American, Afro-Caribbean and Afro- 

European home. 50% for 5+. $9.99, no ISBN. A 

Woman’s Place, PO Box 10678, Atlanta GA 30310; 

404-752-9413, fax 404-371-1023. _. —A Woman’s Place 

WOMEN IN TRANSLATION 
Ask the Sun by He Dong, translated from the 

Norwegian by Katherine Hanson. A book with an 
interesting genesis. He Dong is a Chinese poet who 

now lives in Norway. Her six aa 

108ra stories of growing up during the Cultural pe Phica 
were first published in Norwegian Re °Volutio, 

been translated into English with her h i © noy 

never been published in Chinese! In elp. The 

heartbreak, the girl in these stories HS ee Of the 

Very fresh, unsentimental and Powerful w tough kj d 

lator Hanson is the editor of Ay = Or Tang 

Norwegian Women’s Fiction. $12.95 pb, 1.8700, Story. 

Women in Translation, 523 N. 84th Street, Se 79-109 

98103; 206-781-9612. Available from Bp _ attle Wa 

—Women in Trans] 

WOMEN’S PRESS-Canada 
This fall, Women’s Press celebrates 25 years feminist publishing! Aft reple p §: After a rough year, we're pleased 

to announce five new releases for the Fall, 
Everywoman’s Almanac 1998: Women and 

Food features twelve interviews with women on the 
significance of food in our lives. Contributors 
address the politics of malnutrition and starvation, 
cultural expectations of female emaciation and ifs 
consequences — poor body image and self-esteen— 
bulimia, anorexia, vegetarianism, and gender role 
expectations dictating that all women be responsible 
for the preparation of family meals to women. Asone 
woman says, “Good food is like good sex. It satisfies 
you, enhances your spirit and puts you tosleep.” The 

Ation 

a 

New Expanded Edition! [| O Hi - Ee a ci et aes ae of. Sexism is essential reading for any- pe. : 
a8 atool to beet al : erstanding of how homophobia functions hobia: 

transpender—from 5 i Just those lesbian, gay, bisexual and P A 
individuals and or caching their full potential. Used by countless care panizations and taught in coll Weapon 3 , this book Provides a Powerful tool f ee eee ae vA P zing. $12.00 ISB 1-890759.01.5 or both education and orga- O 

14 toro Women’s Project Sex ism 

Phone 501-372-5] ta * Little Rock, AR e 72206 
s&h $2.004 59 Bx 372-0009 « Wproject@ bg also available thro “ cach add'l « yisa & m ik iL phart PE 8 Koen Book Dr Sue Saabs pg 00k Distributors 

80 a 
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| Everywoman’s Almanac is a fascinating and varied 
| collection of thoughts on a topic that touches all of 
our lives. $8.95 sewn bound, 0-88961-222-6; $9.95 
spiral, -223-4. 

| Spirit Alive: A Woman's Healing from Cult 
i) | Ritual Abuse by Jadelinn. A clear and moving record 

of one woman’s healing from cult and ritual abuse. 
Releasing the pain and fear locked inside for years and 

.) | learning to trust her ability to heal, Jadelinn remem- 
|| bers, copes, accepts, denies, rages, learns, feels, 

challenges, mourns. She reaches beyond survival, 
| beyond a crowded internal prison of many voices. 

| Through courage, honesty and trust, she finds joy and 
‘compassion, and she declares her spirit alive. $14.95, 

| 0-88961-221-8. 
| Bolero: A Novel by Assar-Mary Santana, trans- 
| lated by Louise Hinton in collaboration with Suzanne 
| Grenier. Bolero is a story of love and fascination for 

_ the mother, an enchanting depiction of bonds between 
| women. Tari’s mother, known only to the reader as la 

| magnifica, takes her on a trip to her mother’s native 
| village, a village where traditional African spirituality 
| is practiced, a village of magic and mystery. Tari meets 
| Rosaura and begins to explore her own sexuality. This 
} is a beautiful story about solitude, tenderness and 

passion. $10.95, 0-88961-217-X. 
_ The New Midwifery: Reflections on Renais- 

" sance and Regulation edited by Farah M. Shroff. 
| Midwives and social scientists from a variety of cul- 
yl identities, political perspectives, geographical 

t 
! 

locations, and educational backgrounds reflect, in 

| clear and accessible language, on the legislative proc- 
| esses involved in the regulation of midwifery. 
| Parents-to-be, policy makers, health care workers, 

| educators and the general public will find The New 
_ Midwifery invaluable in learning more about this 

| Te-emerging profession. $16.95 pb, 0-88961-224-2. 
| The Summer Cat Caper by Anita Utas is about 
us 

the most amazing adventure that happened to 
14-year-old animal rights activist Ingrid Lundstrom 
and her best friends Geeta Benning and Larry Feeney. 
The day after school ends for the summer, Ingrid 
notices a neighbour carrying home what looked from 
a distance like a tiny furry animal. That same after- 
noon, Ingrid’s younger brother Eric finds a skinny, 
dirty black-and-white cat eating the stale bread their 
mom had thrown into the backyard for the birds. So 
begins a summer quest to rescue the rest of aneglected 
litter of kittens from a neighbour’s locked garage. 
$8.95, 0-88961-225-0. 

Women’s Press—Canada, 517 College Street #302, 
Toronto ON, Canada M6G 4A2; 416-921-2425, fax 416- 
921-4428, email (wompress@web.net). 

—Women's Press—Canada 

Small Press Distributors 

Alamo Square Distributors 
PO Box 14543, San Francisco CA 94114 
415-863-7410, fax 415-863-7456 

Bookpeople (BP) 

7900 Edgewater Drive, Oakland CA 94621 
800-999-4650, fax 510-632-1281 

Consortium 

1045 Westgate Drive, St. Paul MN 55114 
800-283-3572, fax 612-221-0124 

Koen/Inland (Koen) 
10 Twosome Drive, Moorestown NJ 08057 

800-257-8481, fax 609-727-6914 

LPC Group (InBook/Login Trade/Womensoutce) 

1436 West Randolph Street, Chicago IL 60607 

800-243-0138, fax 800-334-3892 

Publishers Group West (PGW) 

Box 8843, Emeryville CA 94662 

800-788-3123, fax 510-658-1834 

, 
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" A Stranger at My Table 

i dite 
ring Adolescents e 

herd Sof 
hilarious, sometimes 

very MOV 

riting by mothers of adolescents. 

eo = of cullen youngsters and untidy 

larious accounts of oe ree 

Icohol abuse, 

te mee Penile poems of adolescent 

Salant need of a bit of support. It has Deer highly 

acclaimed in Britain: “Genuinely moving. —The 

‘mes. $17.95, 0-7043-4472-6. 
, 

nate Women Write about Food edited by Laurie 

Critchley and Helen Windrath. Spicy, steamy and 

scrumptious stories by women in celebration of food 

from Maya Angelou, Val McDermid and many others. 

$13.95, 0-7043-4500-5. 

Love and Friendship (sic) and Other Early 

Works by Jane Austen. Jane Austen’s writings as a 

young woman showed her developing devastating 

social criticism and sharp wit combined with a youth- 

ful exuberance. They are collected here in an 

anthology for feminists, lovers of Austen, students, 

- Women Write about 

d by Helen Braid is a 

owe 

From common 

bedrooms to hi 

POWERFUL 
A strong feminist volce that’s 

reasoned, literate, highly 

readable, and tackles topics of 
concern to women. Here Is 
top-notch PROVO CATIVE 
Journalism 

with 

eye-opening reports and a keen analysis of what's 
really going on in America and throughout the world, 

PROGRESSIVE 

and teachers. This is often a set 
studies and literature courses. $9 9 

A Kindness to the Children by J 
is the latest novel by the renowned ©an Riley Thi 
Unbelonging, one of the landmark p oe of 
and a bestseller on both sides Of the ce 

primarily the story of three women ae tlantig, Itiy | 

travelled to Jamaica for the first time ton Whohagl 

of her husband’s childhood and to cone os the Plage 

his death; Jean, who comes to see her eaitate With 

with her a legacy of pain and torment: aid y Carrying 

has stayed in Jamaica all her life and is age Carl, Who 

to find her own sense of independence. io 

tant novel explores the contemporary oli IMpor. 

Caribbean and the situation of the worries a Of the | 

emerged from it. $13.95, 0-7043-4319-3. Ohaye 

Also now available is Joan Riley’s Romance, 
featuring defiantly fat Verona, who imagines herself 
the blonde, blue-eyed heroine of the latest Milla and 
Boons romance, and her sister, Desiree, who is 
frustrated in her role as wife and mother, Tha 
Desiree’s husband's grandparents, Granny Ruby and 
Grandpa Clifford, arrive from the Caribbean and 
everything starts to look up. The novel celebrates 
Caribbean life and earned Joan Riley considerable 
acclaim. “One of the most original and uncompromis- 
ing Caribbean writers.” —Times Literary Supplement. 

$13.95, 0-7043-4508-0. | 
The Knot of Time: Astrology and Female 

Experience by Lindsay River and Sally Gillepsie is 

feminist analysis of astrology, which transforms 
ditional interpretations of the horoscope and 
encourages us to use feminist astrology to explorethe 

range of choices open to us in our lives. “Thisis@ 
which invites to join the author on an adver you to j 
ture...the book flows from situation to ep 
spinning patterns and symbols, houses, planels 
aspects.” —FAA Journal. $15.95, 0-7043-3912- f-Help 

In Our Own Hands: A Book of i, js 2 
Therapy by Sheila Ernst and Lucy On apf fot 
groundbreaking book on do-it-yourse us sues tt 
women, which embodies feminist be ork © 
describes all kinds of therapy from bone table 
psychoanalytically-based therapies a have bee 
for novices to therapy and those aan 

PY 4 <a) 

Ww 
5, 0-7043.3g5n' | 

f 

NOVale 

js sul 
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| involved with therapy for many years. It is particu- 

| larly helpful for those who want to make an 

informed choice between the many varieties of indi- 

Bye sidual therapy, led groups or self-help groups, who 

YT) want to do some therapy on their own or with a 

| friend or who want to set up, run and sustain a 

| self-help therapy group. $17.95, 0-7043-3841-6. 

| 

| 

SY PA 
The Women’s Press will also be making available 

in the U.S. three titles by Mary Daly: Pure Lust: 
Elemental Feminist Philosophy, Websters’ First 
New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English 

| Language (conjured by Mary Daly in cahoots with 
Jane Caputi) and Outercourse: The Be-dazzling Voy- 

age. Pure Lust is Mary Daly’s classic text which 
| exposes the reality of patriarchy and exhorts us to the 

| courage to sin against it. (0-7043-3935-8.) Webster’s 

| First New Intergalactic Wickedary of the English 

| ' Language is her feminist Web-Work of words, which 

| frees the English language from its patriarchal and 

} ‘confining patterns by Weaving a feminist linguistic 

_ revolution. (0-7043-4114-X.) And Outercourse is Mary 

Daly’s autobiography, combined with her developing 

| visionary feminist philosophy (0-7043-4372-X). 
i Finally, there are two brilliant new books from the 

_ Livewire series for young women. A Different Life by 

| , Lois Keith is a superb novel about 15-year-old Libby 
i Starling, who becomes disabled after swimming in the 

| Sea ona school trip. It is a great read — very vibrant, 
| funny and entertaining — and one of the very few 
| books for teenagers on the experience of disability with 

¥ ood feminist and disability politics. The author, Lois 
’ Keith, is the author of the acclaimed Mustn’t Grumble: 

| Writing by Disabled Women, which won the MIND Book 
| of the Year Award. A Different Life reflects and sup- 
| ports the experience of young disabled women and 
| Provides an excellent perspective on disability for all 
| young readers. It is the ideal book for feminist parents 
| ) give to their kids. $11.95, 0-7043-4946-9. 

Telling It Like It Is: Young Asian Women Talk 
edited by Nadya Kassam is a dynamic anthology of 
young Asian women writing about their lives. Often 
caught between two cultures, some writers yearn for 
more freedom to go out on dates and wear different 
kinds of clothes, others fiercely stick up for their 

cultural values and practices. The book caused some 
controversy in Britain and was very widely 

acclaimed. It was featured in The Times and in the 
leading teenage magazine, Sugar, as well as through- 
out the broadsheet and educational press and on radio 
and TV. “Some of the contributions will make you 
chuckle, some will make you fume, others will amaze 

you whether you are Asian, or not. Everything that 
matters is covered.” —The Times. $9.95, 0 7043-4941-8. 

The Women’s Press Ltd., 34 Great Sutton Street, 

London England EC1V ODxX. Distributed in the U.S. 
by Trafalgar Square; 800-423-4525. 

—Women’s Press-U.K. O 

Raves, continued from page 35. 
their owners and their children were used as hostages 
to keep their mothers in line to the government 
sponsored “family planning” programs designed to 
coerce thousands of Black women into being sterilized, 
Black women have been used and abused. (Between 

1929 and 1941 70,000 Black women were involuntarily 
sterilized; in 1970, 200,000 Black women were steril- 

ized, and in 1980, 700,000 Black women were sterilized. 

Does this mean 1.5 million Black women were 
sterilized in 1990?) In the 1990s Black women are fight- 
ing court-ordered Norplant implants and Depo- 
Provera injections, both of which deny women control 
over their own bodies and reproduction and cause 
serious side effects. Black women crack users who are 
pregnant are jailed and separated from their kids at 
astounding rates. What are we going to do? Read this 
book, inform yourself and take some action. Isn’t it 
time? Advertised in the Feminist Bookstore Network 
Fall Catalog. $26 cl, 0-679-44226-X, Pantheon. —JT 
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ragon Ladies oa 

ree American Feminists 

Breathe Fire | 

Edited by Sonia Shah 

Dragon Ladies: Asian American 

paminets Breathe Fire, prominent 

Asian American women writers, 

artists, and activists seize the power 

of their unique political perspectives 

and cultural background to articu- 

late an Asian American feminist pol- 

itics and to transform the landscape 

of race, class, and gender in the 

United States. 

$17.00 paper ° 0-89608-575-9 

$40.00 cloth » 0-89608-576-7 

950 pages * 5 3/8 x 8 + 10 b/w photos 

TSAR Publications 

Her Mother’s Ashes 2 
More Stories by South Asian 

» Women in the United States 
y) and Canada 

© 45), Edited by Nurjehan Aziz 

| These precisely crafted and sensi- 
tively told short stories—about 
romance, marriage, racism, and spir- 
itual quest oxpjore the wonderfully 
complex and manifold world of South 
Asian women living in the United 
States and Canada. 

$14.95 paper 
0-9206 Teo 

208 Pages *5%x 8% 

_——_——— 

The Balla 
Church d of Siddy 
by Lin Van Hek 

THI BALLAD OF 

SIDDY CHURCH 
we 

The Ballad of Sig 
the story of Eadie wrath tells 
He Through Eadie's eye SOing 

e microcosm of the mide 

1960's Australia, lesb 194054) 7 j 
Melbourne's Jewish mes 
wees lives. simply aes ‘ 

aa sett Pee: beautifully rela | 
Small 9 N0 read. uy am 

$13.95 paper 
1-875559-61-2 
261 pages*5x7% | 

Turnstone Publications 

What Birds Can Only 
Whisper 
A Novel About Recovered 
Memory and Surviving 
Sexual Abuse 
by Julie Brickman 

An engrossing novel about an 

accomplished young musicians : 

journey through the voices of eatly 

memory and childhood sexua! 

trauma. 

$14.95 paper 
0-88801-214-4 
320 pages °5 2x8 % ) 

ph Street, Chi = 
hone orders 1-800-626. linois, 60607 

_ FAX orders 1-800-334- eee or 1-800-243-0138 
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| 
| Where Race and Gender Meet: Racism, 
Hate Crimes, and Pornography,” from 

| 

| 
me 

By Jenn Tust with Dorothy Holland 

GLAS: New Russian Writing has the best contem- 

porary Russian writing in English translation, with 

photographs and author’s notes. GLAS, edited by 

Natasha Perova and Arch Tait, is published several 

times each year in trade paperback format. The theme 

of Issue 14 is Beyond the Looking Glass: Russian 

Grotesque Revisited. As Russian society passes 

through a stage of wrenching transformation, the 

| vision of its writers has veered toward the absurd. 

| Even those who work in a realist style enrich their 

stories with fantasy and a sense of the impossible. 

Fabulous! ($14.95, 5-7172-0029-3.) Also of interest: 

GLAS 3: Women’s View, Russian woman bloodied but 

unbowed, and GLAS 13: A Will and a Way, new 

women’s writing. Worth extra effort to stock! 20%, 

short discount. Distributed in the U.S. by 
Ivan R. Dee, Inc., 1332 North Halsted 

Street, Chicago IL 60622; 312-787-6262, 800- 

634-0226, fax 312-787-6269. 

Reconstructing Gender: A Multi- 
cultural Anthology edited by Estelle Disch 
collects an awesome combination of essays. 

Including everything from Pat Parker’s 
For the White Person Who Wants to Know 

How to be My Friend” to John Stolten- 

berg’s “How Men Have (a) Sex,” from 
Paula Gunn Allen’s “Angry Women Are 
Building: Issues and Struggles Facing 
American Women Today” to Helen Zia’s 

Ruth Sidel’s “Conflict within the Ivory 
Tower” to Laura Hershey’s “Choosing “The Cauldron of Soll 

Feminist Bookstore News 

wy, GI 
XZ 

Also includes Ben Fong-Torres “Why Are There No 
Male Asian Anchormen on TV?” Nathan McCall's 
“Danny,” about the first white friend he lets into his 
life and heart, and Mab Segrest’s “Fear to Joy: Fighting 
the Klan.” A must read and a must carry! 570 pages, 
$29.95 pb, 1-55934-579-9. 

Courage of Conviction: Women’s Words, 
Women’s Wisdom by Linda A. M. Perry and Patricia 
Geist is about personal and public silencing — and 
more importantly, about breaking those silences. 
Includes 20 original essays in which women break 
the silence that has robbed them of a history and 
denied them posterity. These essays interweave the 
past and the present, the personal and the political, 
the excitement and the devastation, and the strug- 
gles and victories of women’s experiences. $24.95 
pb, 1-55934-716-3. 

dwen” by Monica $jd6, in Earthwalking 

ky Dancers (Frog, Ltd.) 

Disability,” this is a wonderful collection! 
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20% for 5+- Mayfield P 

Villa Street, Mountain 
View 

‘no: Short Stories, Essays, & 

A coke edited by Diane 

poery ew Truesdale 42 writers go beyond a 

eae ee of diversity to explore what it means z 

a in two worlds.” These writings examine a 

- the worlds we walk in and the worlds that wal 

iy __ and define a new order of migration, in 

ne going is the journey itself, rather than arrival 

it the destination.” Individuality within the group is 

another theme as is experimentation within writing 

enres and the making of new ones. Looks good. $17.95 

pb, 0-89823-149-3. New Rivers Press, 420 North 5th 

Street #910, Minneapolis MN 55401; 612-339-7114. 

Distributed by Consortium, also available through BP. 

ublishing Company,
 1280 

CA 94041; 800-433-1279. 

Two Worlds Wal 

" iters of Mixe 

Sweet Words So Brave: The Story of African 

American Literature by Barbara K. Curry and James 

Michael Brodie, illustrations by Jerry Butler, is a gor- 
geous book chronicling African American Literature 

for kids. The photos and vibrant illustrations draw 
readers into the world of African American Literature 
from the earliest slave narrative to the present. Sweet 
Words So Brave is divided chronologically into five 
time periods: slavery, the Harlem Renaissance, the 
post-World War Two era, the civil rights era, and the 
present; each chapter focuses on a few of the most 
important writers of the time, and ends with excerpts 

from one of the period’s key wei, 

1-55933-179-8.) Watch for the compani..._. $24 95 

The Contrary Kid, What's Up With Younes to 7: 4 

a rhyming book featuring a multicul ‘ TP taRy 

Matt Cibula. ($16.95, 1-55933-212-3,) 509 Foe by 

Children’s Books, PO Box 52, Madison wy so? 
Tes 

836-6660. Also available from B&T. nWI153719, 60g. 

Xi Xi’s Marvels of a Floating City elo uent| ntlolt 
conveys the mood of Hong Kong durin g the 1980, ; 

period of Chinese and British §Overnmental ne * 
tions surrounding Hong Kong’s fate. These, a 

stories weave together the old and the new, the real 

and the fantastic, Western culture and local Perce 
tion to create narratives of the hopes, angers and fears | 
which gripped the people of Hong Kong during this 
crucial period of their history. Especially pertinent 
since the July 1 passing of control to China. $14.95 pb, 
962-7255-18-1. I loved Xi Xi’s A Girl Like Me and Other 
Stories. (See 20#1, page 99 for review.) Renditions | 
Paperbacks, Research Centre for Translation, Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, Shatin, NT, Hong Kong, 
China. Distributed by Cheng & Tsui Co., 25 West 
Street, Boston MA 02111; 617-426-6074. 

The eight wonderful stories in The Shooting 
Gallery by Yuko Tsushima, translated by Geraldine 

Ahilarious story of the pursuit 
Of lesbian love in the late '90s 
available from 

aly 
“Three generations of contemporary 

lesbians are gently but firmly skewe 

in this delightful Manhattan romp: 
f 

—Barbara Wilson, a 

if You Had a Family and Blue Win 
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ay urt, are based in women’s realities that are rec- 
| Harco ae the world over. A young single mother on 
ognize to the seaside comes face to face with her 

| an Be tons and her resentment of her children; 
| ‘own an waits up for her teenage daughter, refusing 
pa St to herself that her child has run away; and 

| ether woman tries desperately to hold onto a pri- 
te life in the face of her controlling male relatives. 

oF sushima is a subtle, surprising, elegant writer who 

| courageously tells unexpected truths about an unfa- 
| miliar, yet recognizable world.” —Margaret Drabble. 

95 pb, 0-8112-1356-0. New Directions, 80 Eighth 
| Avenue, New York NY 10011. Available from BP. 

' 
lie 

| ‘ 

i) 4 

The 14 stories in The Stars, The Earth, The River 

by Le Minh Khue, translated by Bac Hoai Tran and 

| Dana Sachs, edited by Wayne Karlin, give the reader a 
| view of life in Vietnam before, during and after the war 

with the U.S. Khue explores love and war, the tangles of 

family relationships, and the complexities of post-war 

} life, “[Khue’s] stories convey witha rare combination of 

| compassion and objectivity the dual nature of a griev- 

‘ously damaged country and its people’s stoic 

“tesilience.” —Kirkus Reviews. A valuable collection of 
stories. A must carry! $12.95 pb, 1-880684-47-0. Curb- 

stone Press, 321 Jackson Street, Willimantic CT 06226, 

_ 203-423-5110. Distributed by Consortium. 
Tha 

__ InMy Lucky Face by May-Lee Chai, Lin Jun has 

| ‘verything a woman in China could hope for, but her 
| Marriage isn’t working, her son is at a state boarding 

| School, and her impressive TV set does not satisfy her. 
ae she begins interpreting for an American 
4 ae Lin J un suddenly opens her eyes to other 

| a ilities. “Call it a ‘second-coming-of-age’ story, in 

es ch a settled married woman reassesses and then 
ee ctues a previously unexamined life, finding lib- 

| euand then self-fulfillment as she leaves behind her 
| no, 2 Constraints.” —Library Journal. $23 cl, 1-56947- 
- soho Press, 853 Broadway New York NY 10003 
aie 971. Available from BP, B&T, Ingram, 

__-“zine, Bookmen, Booksource. 

Feminist Bookstore News 

In Urban Oracles stories b 7 
Febres, translated from the Sane ee “oe 
and Lydia Platon Lazaro, Santos-Febres draws the 
reader into a world pulsing with desires, We glance 
longingly at Kety’s Beauty Parlor along with the girl 
in “Broken Strand,” imagining it to be the crown of 
creation, the highest goal to which one could aspire, 
and we breathe her daydreams of attending the Sky 
Academy of Looks and Beauty in Miami; we share 
terrible impatience of the woman in “Abnel, Sweet 
Nightmare” as she desperately tries to get home in 
time to watch her neighbor undress for his afternoon 
shower. Santos-Febres presents a rich vital world, a 
world which refuses to be limited to the realm of the 
socially acceptable. Advertised in the Feminist Book- 
store Network Fall Catalog. $15.95 pb, 1-57129-034-6. 
Lumen Editions, Brookline Books, PO Box 1047, 

Cambridge MA 02238. Distributed by Consortium. 

Two Badges: The Lives of Mona Ruiz by Mona 

Ruiz with Geoff Boucher is a tale of one woman’s 

private war to find her own identity and escape the 

pull of the street gangs that have carved her barrio 

into turfs where one misstep can lead to violence. This 

account traces the crests and dips in the path of Ruiz’ 

life — a life that forced her to assume contradicting 

roles: gang chola, high school drop-out, battered wife, 

welfare mother, student, disowned daughter, and 

olicewoman. The end? A success story: $22.95 cl, 

1-55885-202-6. i 

A celebration of the female spirit connects the 

seven stories about Hispanic women In A Matter of 

Pride and Other Stories by Nicholasa Mohr. hit 

bride on her honeymoon weighs the price a mus 

pay to honor her marriage VOWS; a ise ae 

who has been rejected by her long-time a x, : 

enters the supernatural to seek ener and aL a 

while on holiday in a remote village in eke ane iF 

Republic, finds herself at a drag queen show 
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- 
efine the joy of being female. 

vs a 
ew York City So ea Fie. 

ue A ional and gender 
enerationa 

peat fendi at embrece honor, a a 

we b, 1-55885-177-1. 
; death. $11.95 pb, . 

coy ts a Press, University of Houston, Hous 

ton 1X 77204; 713-743-2841. Available from BP. 
0 7 

Writers of English and Their Works 

d Bloom has four titles. Each 

ials from differing ideo- 
features a wide-range of materials Staccato 

logical viewpoints on the author 

biographical information, a wide selection of excerpts 

and complete bibliographies. They all look good. ' 

Caribbean Women Writers includes Phyllis 

Shand Allfrey, Erna Brodber, Michelle Cliff, Merle 

llenged tor ed 
ts, set in N 

The Women 

series edited by Harol 

C> Circlet Press 1997 
Distributed to the trade by InBook/LPC Group 

Order toll-free (800) 626-4330 

Cherished Blood 
Cecilia Tan, editor 

$12.95 Trade Paper ISBN 1-885865-18-X 

This is the third anthology of erotic 
vampire stories in our top-selling 
series. Lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgendered, and kinky, these 
vampires learn not only how to live 
among us, but how to love. They 
struggle for freedom and passion in 
a benighted world. 

Fetish Fantastic 
Cecilia Tan, editor 

$12.95 Trade Paper ISBN 1-885865-13-9 
Tales of power and lust from futur- [jl |) istic to surreal, this collection brings BALA together such well-known S/M fic- tion writers as Gary Bowen, Renee : Charles, and Jason Rubis with # | newly discovered talents. This is if : 
the leading edge of both scie d/| rh : nce fic- I aster 

Hl Iay tion and sexual fiction, 

Collins, Edwidge Danticat, Zee Edgell, p : , Ber ) Merle Hodge, Jamaica Kincaid, yl Gj 
Rhys, and Olive Senior. Gis - Marshall 
$29.95 cl, -4476-9.) Lesbian and Bee mn 
Writers includes Dorothy Allison, p; ual Fiction 
Rita Mae Brown, Willa Cather, Rada atnes 
Patricia Highsmith, Sarah Orne Jewenne ; 

McCullers, Gertrude Stein, Sylvia 7 C 

Warner, Jeanette Winterson and Virgina 

($14.95 pb, 0-7910-4494-7; $29.95 «1, gig 2 Wool 
American Women Writers includes 
Edith Maude Eaton and Winnefred 
Tarahata Hagedorn, Maxine Hong Kingsto 
Kogawa, Bharati Mukherjee, Amy Tan a 
Ty-Casper, Jade Snow Wong, Hisaye Yamamoig ail 

Wakako Yamauchi. ($16.95 pb, 0-7910-4491.9. one 
cl, -4475-0.) American Women Fiction Writers 
1900-1960 includes Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins, Zora 
Neale Hurston, Shirley Jackson, Nella Larsen, Mary 
McCarthy, Carson McCullers, Margaret Mitchel] 
Anais Nin, Flannery O’Connor, Dorothy Parker 
and Ann Petry. ($14.95 pb, 0-7910-4497-1, $79.95 dl, 
-4481-5.) 

40% returnable; 50% nonreturnable. Chelsea 
House Publishers, 1974 Sproul Road #400, PO Box 
914, Broomall PA 19008; 610-353-5166. Available 
through B&T, Ingram. 

F : Sian 
Diana Chan | 

&, 
Eaton, Jessica 

Distant Sisters: The Women I Left Behind by 
Judith Rotem, translated by Shira Atik, with a fore: 
word by Nessa Rapoport. Ten years after the author |” 
left the ultra-Orthodox community in Israel she grew 

up in, Rotem returned to try to understand her fo 
life, in which women are expected both to ie 

houseful of children and to support their ere 
while the men study Torah. Rotem interviewed 

ens of Orthodox women (often wither | 

husbands’ approval) about such topics ee 
and divorce, children, “superwomanisny ie gap 
and daughters, menopause, mikvah a oks, 4 
between men and women, the rejection oF 634.95 dl 
new attitudes regarding materialistic mee 

0-8276-0583-8. The Jewish Publication eer 
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia PA 19103; 8 
Available through BP, Bookazine. September /October 1997 
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a Rights Watch is developing books on human 

Be cate in the U.S. The first is Modern 

ital of Human Rights? Abuses in the State of 

4 +4. Itincludes chapters on police abuse, the death 

ty, race and drug law enforcement, treatment of 

ners, sexual abuse of women prisoners, children 

confinement, lesbian and gay rights (from laws and 

Jation to hate crimes and employment discrimina- 

a), and attacks on freedom of expression. As always 

sir books are solid and disturbing but, oh, so impor- 

it $15 pb, 1-56432-169-X. Human Rights Watch, 485 
Avenue, New York NY 10017; 212-986-1980. Avail- 

e direct only: 10% for 1-4; 30% for 5-49; returnable. 
+ 
ha 

Two Spirit People: American Indian Lesbian 

en and Gay Men edited by Lester B. Brown, 

. contains social science research exploration into 

lives of American Indian lesbians and gay men. 

chapters emphasize American Indian spirituality, 

tnew perspectives, and provide readers with a 

ing understanding of the place of lesbian, gay, 

d bisexual Indians within American Indian culture 

American society. $12.95 pb, 1-56023-089-4; $29.95 

el, 0-7890-0003-2. 
_ In Experiencing Abortion: A Weaving of 

Women’s Words author Eve Kushner “compassion- 
and insightfully orchestrates a rich chorus of 

men’s voices in a groundbreaking experiential 
idy of abortion. She takes us beyond political and 

ical judgments into the raw realities of this com- 

x life event...[and] shows us the healing and 

powering that can come from women facing their 

perience, understanding it, and sharing it with oth- 
- A wonderful resource book for women 

eriencing abortion, for the people who love them, 
or the professionals and paraprofessionals work- 

th them.” —Carol S. Becker, Ph.D. Professor of 
an Development, California State University. 

5 pb, 1-56023-921-2; $49.95 cl, -902-6. 
Activism and Marginalization in the AIDS 

S edited by Michael A. Hallett, Ph.D. addresses 

Ways in which the institutionally governed social 

Feminist Bookstore News 

construction of HIV/AIDS affect policy and public perception of AIDS more strongly than activist Biot $19.95 pb, 1-56023-090-8; $34.95 cl, 0-7890-0004-0, 
Nobody’s Children: Orphans of the HIV 

Epidemic by Steven F. Dansky, CSW, shows how 
caregivers and the community can meet the ever-in- 
creasing social and economic needs of these children 
and their new families. $14.95 pb, 1-56023-923-9; 
$39.95 cl, -885-0. 

Harrington Park Press, an imprint of The 
Haworth Press, Inc., 10 Alice Street, Binghamton NY 
13904. Available from BP. 

Orphan Girl: The Memoir of a Chicago Bag 
Lady as told to Jane Hertenstein. This is the story of a 
depression-era farm girl’s journey as an abused child, 
as a battered wife, and later as a mental patient in a 

state hospital. Towards the end of her life Marie recov- 
ers a repressed memory and makes a startling 
discovery about her past. Disturbing, valuable. $12.95 
pb, 0-940895-39-0. Cornerstone Press Chicago, 939 

West Wilson Avenue, Chicago IL 60640. Available 

from Ingram, B&T, Spring Arbor, Riverside, and in 

Canada through Beacon Distributing. 

Message to the Nurse of Dreams collects short 

fiction by Lisa Sandlin about growing up in the late 

60s ina Texas oil town soaked with Gulf winds, where 

every kid was one generation removed from the coun- 

try — a time when Black and white kids were mixed 

half-grown, half children, trying to decide if 

different as they’d been led to believe all 

938317-27-X. Cinco Puntos 

TX 79930; 800-566-9072. 

together, 
they were as 

their lives. $11.95 pb, 0- 

Press, 2709 Louisville, El Paso 

Distributed by Consortium. 

& Other Stories by Mary Helen 

western neighborhoods. 

| Spun from the stuff of 

Self Storage 

Stefaniak brings to mind Mid 

“What a joy these stories are 
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NEW DIRECTIONS 

Fall ‘(97 Winter ‘98 

URIEL SPARK : 

Open to the ae New & Collected Stories. 

a7 of Dame Muriel’s (The Prime of Miss Jean 

su marvelous stories — 10 of ae eee 

been published before in the Unite e S. ae 

t gifted and innovative British nove ist O 

ie ee — The New York Times Book Review. 

ci $24.95 cl., 0-8112-1 367-6. Sept. ‘97 

DENISE LEVERTOV 

Sands of the Well. First published by ND cloth- 

bound in 1996, this collection of new work shows 

the poet at the height of her considerable POWERS: 

“Here she relocates her quiet ecstatic meditation of 

blessing and burden, gift and given, to a Pacific 

Northwest coast and range landscape of magisterial, 

consoling beauty.’ — The SF Examiner-Chronicle. 

$9.95 pbk., 0-8112-1361-7. Feb. *98 

& New Directions is dist. by W. W. Norton 

everyday life, they are carefully constructed, lovingly 

sewn, and touched here and there by the miraculous. 

Mary Helen Stefaniak knows her craft, and she is a 

wonderfully human writer.” —Sharon Oard Warner 
(Learning to Dance and Other Stories). $14.95 pb, 
0-89823-183-3. New Rivers Press, 420 North 5th Street 

#910, Minneapolis MN 55401; 612-339-7114. Distrib- 
uted by Consortium, also available through BP. 

In Rainy Lake Mary Francois Rockcastle invites 
the reader to savor the sights, sounds, and smells of 
Summer at her parents’ lopsided lakefront cabin dur- 
ing the 1960s. Danielle Fillian paints a sensitive and wise family portrait of summers filled with fly-fishing swimming, water-skiing, new friendships, and a dee E ening first love. But with the intrusion of the Victiatn war and the rumblings of the civil rights movement §rowing steadily nearer, this sheltered vacation com- munity is forced — smart, funny, e 

the ee olan edge the harsh realities of all-black and eh ats her own computer =e cal 
and bold, Mary Ramee emesis oats! tender | consulting business at a live-work Wee | 
a y Make catches the | Francisco's multimedia gulch. Ullman takes" 

heart.” —Louise Erdrich. $22.50, 1-555 

wolf Press, 2402 University Avenue #2 

55114; 612-641-0077. Distributed byC 

97-2187 ~ | . Cau 
03, St. Pau} wa | 

Outstanding Lives: Profiles of Lesbians 
Men celebrates 70 contemporary indiy; duals aan y 

lives and accomplishments both embeal Whos 

scend the labels imposed by society. The ho Tan. 

demonstrate the difference between the Pe, PrOfileg 

approach to biography — in which the private iad ‘ 

vital as the public — and the traditiona] apni ig as 

which the proper method of writing biography n 

simply to relate the facts of public life. Our ee Was 

Seajay is profiled as well as Nancy Bereano, Robe ol 

Achtenberg, Paula Gunn Allen, Dorothy Allison Pa 
Califia, Debra Chasnoff, k.d. lang, Phyllis Lyon 

Del Martin, Pratibha Parmar, Adrienne Rich, Marlon 

Riggs, Barbara Smith, Kitty Tsui, Urvashi Vaid and 

lots of others. Foreword by Jewelle L. Gomez; Michael 
Bronski, consulting editor; Christa Brelin and Michag| 
J. Tyrkus, editors. $24.95 cl, 1-57859-008-6. 47%. Visible 
Ink Press, 835 Penobscot Bldg., 645 Griswold Street 
Detroit MI 48226; 800-776-6265. Available from Bét, 
BP, Ingram. a 

In Out With It: Gay and Straight Teens Write 

about Homosexuality by Youth Communication, 

edited by Philip Kay, Andrea Estepa, and Al Desetta, 
teens explore what it is to be gay, what it’s like to be: 
gay, having gay friends and family members, coming | 
out, homophobia, gender benders, and more. | 

Includes notes and a list of resources for teachers. Very 

honest, diverse. A great magazine-type booklet — | 

worth going to the extra effort to stock. It won’t bring 
in sales and make a lot of money and it will probably 

sit around, but when the lucky kid finds it you'll feel 

great! 40%. $8 pb, saddle-stitched. Youth Communl” 
cation, 144 W. 27th St. 8R, New York NY — 
212-242-3270. Available from Alamo Square. |, 

| 
ul 

1h 

I 

|| 

| 
i 

Close to the Machine: Technophilia and 

Discontents is a humorous memoir by Ellen 7 

a computer programmer who defies the stereotyP” 
of dull and nerdy engineers. She is 

bisexual — who prefer 

90 



tty romp through the intersecting worlds of 

“cypherpunks, Sexy anarchocapitalists, old commies, 

Bh ghosts of Wall Street. $10.95 pb, 0-87286-332-8; 

21.95 dl, -337-9. City Lights Publishers, 261 Colum- 

bus Avenue, San Francisco CA 94133; 415-362-1901. 

by BP and available from Koen. 

| ona wi 

} 
| 

| 
| | pistributed 

if 
The near-future narrator of Jacqueline Harpman’s 

| [Who Have Never Known Men is a nameless female 

“whose memories begin with her imprisonment in a 

“cage, the youngest of 39 other women, surrounded by 

| uniformed men. Eventually the captives escape and 
I spend the rest of their lives wandering across an un- 

| known land. “Every incident in this riveting narrative 

| is significant... Carefully crafted, this novel is both 
} unusual and thought-provoking.” —Library Journal. 
$22 cl, 1-888363-43-6. Seven Stories Press, 632 Broad- 
Way, Seventh Floor, New York NY 10012; 212-995-0908. 

| Distributed by PGW. 

_ Iwo fun gift books for yourself, friends, and loved 
“ones are Annie Sprinkle’s XXXOOO: Love and Kisses 
from Annie Sprinkle Volume 1 and Volume 2, edited 
by Katharine Gates and Camille Adams. Each book 

| Contains 30 “post-porn” postcards that are perforated 
| you can send Sprinkle’s sex positive images to any- 
| one. “in my 20+ years in the sex industry I’ve been in 
'00 many films, pin-up photos and videos to mention. 

| a thinking about how many women and men may 

. a looking at a picture of me. Whether I'm 
Fe ssin “les in front of the camera I really enjoy 

Boind 1, : oe world of sexuality.” —Annie 
a Foss . these will be hot sellers! Volume 1: $11.95 
Bee o5 * 00-7; Volume 2: $11.95 pb, -01-5. Gates of 

d xington Avenue #118, New York NY 10021; ) 21; . 12879-5016, Available through BP. 
g 

Ne ag Sager’s collection of poetry, prose, jour- 

flenstrual Ma art about menstruation, Lunacy: 

able thr usings and Dark Moon Dreams, is avail- 

Sugh the author. The words and images 
Onicle her journey toward self acceptance as a 
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work will be toward 
bleeding, and helpin 
feminist, I am comp 
themselves from social taboos that enforce a negative 

City CA 94061; 415-368-3553. 

Featuring wholesome ingredients such as fresh 
herbs, root vegetables, nuts, and fish, and inspired by 

NEW FROM CITY LIGHTS BOOKS 

Debut from Sara Chin. 
Asia, America, and 
the movies come 
together in this wry 
collection of stories. 

$9.95 ISBN: 0-87286-331-X 

Journeys to Four Continents 

By Janine Pommy Vega. 

True-life adventures of AMLUNG KING 

THE a woman traveling 

in search of knowledge 

SERPENT and sites where 

female power 

was worshipped. 

$12.95 ISBN: 0-87286-327-1 

‘Available from wholesalers and our primary distributor, 

Subterranean Co
mpany at 800-274-7826 

= 
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ews 

Feminist Bookstore N Feminist Booksts 
the recipes in Cathy 

i isine < 

a variety of ethnic CH” ebook are delicious as 

& 

we 

Yam Cilantro Soup, 
d Capers, Smoky 

oe cabbage ‘salad, Spicy Pecan Halibut pie 

es 
more. $16.95 pb, 0-8118-1540-4. 

d 

. 

ae aan ee 85 Second Street, Sixth Floor, = 

nee CA 94105; 415-537-3730. Available from BP, 

B&T, Ingram. 

In Homeopathy for Menopause Beth MacEoin 

explains the basics of homeopathy for beginners, a 

lining step-by-step the process of considering the 

overall symptom picture and selecting the proper 

Feminist Perspectives 

The Redemption of the 

Feminine Erotic Soul 
“Dr. Rachel Hillel brings women’s private sexu- 

al experiences and fantasies into the area of pub- 

lic discourse, impelling women to question tra- 

ditional, in-grained taboos and to claim the 
desires of their bodies.” —Dr. Betty De Shong 
Meador, Uncursing the Dark (Paper $16.95) 
Due out in November oe 

Sophia: Aspects of the Divine 
Feminine, Past and Present 

Dr. Susanne Schaup explores how Sophia — _ 
© aspect of God—has been lost 
‘Aristian tradition. She searches 

the Old Testament and 
: lan history, as well as j Eastern religions. (Paper $16.95) : 

ut in September 

September / October 1997 

remedy and dosage. She shows Sa 
: trea 

discomforts that may arise before, durin oon 

menopause, including menstrual irregulariti T afte, 

flashes, night sweats, and aching joints. i es 

person is treated, not just isolated s m 

pb, 0-89281-648-1. Healing Arts Press 
Inner Traditions International, One Par kSt 
ester VT 05767; 802-767-3174. Distriby Teet, R 

A Woman’s Guide to Tantra Yoga by Vint 

McClure is a solid practical guide offering stepby. 
step instructions and clear illustrations to explain Ee 

philosophy and practice of tantra yoga — adapted to 

the specific physical, emotional, and spiritual cop. 

cerns of women. Includes methods of meditation and 

mantras, breathing and relaxation, yoga positions, 
and visualization and affirmations. Looks like a great | 
introduction to tantra yoga. $14 pb, 1-57731-017-9, 
New World Library, 14 Pamaron Way, Novato CA | 
94949; 800-97-BOOKS. Distributed by PGW. 

In Departure, by Janet Stevenson, it is 1851 and 

Amanda Bright sets sail around the world with her 
husband, the captain of a merchant ship filled with 

trade goods. Warned that it was no place fora woman, 
she instead finds a challenging new world, one she 
discovers she has a talent for. “In its wisdom, its 

understanding of the past and the human heart, it 

becomes an urgently contemporary novel of sub- 

stance.” —Tillie Olsen. “An unusual and compelling 

novel, a beautifully crafted tale of adventure and the 

psychological drama of self-discovery. Highly ae 
mended.” —Library Journal. $14.95 pb, 0-936085-3/ i 
Blue Heron Publishing, 24450 NW Hansen PS 
Hillsboro OR 97124; 503-621-3911. Distribute y 

Consortium. 

stille 
Woodswoman III by Anne ci 

(Woodswoman, Beyond Black Bear Lake nef 

Anne’s third decade in the wilderness: she ie : 

dogs) encounter a perilous tornado, addres of 

environmental controversies, experience 

guiding, and the challenge of bein 

woodswoman. ($15 pb, 0-9632846-1- Be. 

graphed copies of her earlier books Woo 
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S aeyond Black Bear Lake, The Wilderness World of Anne 
| 3 astille, Mama Poc, and Women and Wilderness are 

i now available through West of the Wind Publica- 
Bons, Inc., RD 2, Westport NY 12993; 518-962-8295. 

"40% discount. | 

| In Tricia Bauer’s first novel Boondocking, 

| Sylvia and Clayton Vaeth, nearing retirement age, 

bandon life in the working-class Maryland sub- 

‘urbs and take to the road in a travel trailer to hide 

and protect their granddaughter, Rita, from her 

er. Melvin, Rita’s father, in a drug-induced acci- 

nt, was responsible for the death of Rita’s mother. 

scene after scene, Bauer captures the resilience 

and gutsy determination of the Vaeths as they 

sscross the country’s backroads and camp- 

‘grounds, with Melvin not far behind. $21.95 cl, 

| 1-882593-19-7. Bridge Works, Box 1798, Bridge- 

hampton NY 11932. Available from Ingram, B&T, 

National Book Network; 800-462-6420. 

The USS. hardcover corporate edition of Perfec- 

tion of the Morning: A Woman’s Awakening in 

Nature by Sharon Butala got lost in corporate shuf- 

fling, was never promoted and went out of print 

within a year of publication. But, in Canada, it was a 
bestseller in both hardcover and paper. Hungry Mind 

S is reissuing this memoir of midlife change 

ped by the Western landscape. In her late 30s 

| Putala left a promising academic career in the city to 

Marry a man who lives on a remote cattle ranch on the 
eat Plains. Perfection articulates the author’s emo- 

and spiritual struggle to adapt to this new rural 

tyle, as well as her rebirth as both a woman and 

hi ter, guided by the prairie landscape and Nature’s 

_aMng Power. $14 pb, 1-886913-16-1. 

you want more adventures in the north try 

n Spirit: Sojourn Among Cree and Ojibway by 
ette Jiles. “North Spirit is an absolutely delicious 

ey. Readers quickly become honorary citizens of 

far north along with Jiles. Her compassionate 

AT. ress 
NG 
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elegant writing. I did not, did no : ge dc ; t, want this book to 
end. —Naomi Shihab Nye. $16 pb, 1-886913-09-9. 

Hungry Mind Press, 1648 Grand Avenue, St. Paul 
MN 55105; 612-699-7038. Distributed by Consortium. 

Listening for Cactus poems by Mary McGinnis. 
“To be a true poet one must acquire the skill of listen- 
ing beyond the sound spectrum assigned to humans. 
These poems reveal an adept listener, one who has 
been listening to time move through cactus, the sky, 
lovers, and all manner of tender and funny human 
behavior. I have been listening to the poems of Mary 
McGinnis for many years. They continue to move me 
to listen.” —Joy Harjo. $14 pb, 0-9644196-4-5; audio 
cassette of author reading this work in its entirety 

$5.95, 0-9644196-8-8. Sherman Asher Publishing, PO 

Box 2853, Santa Fe NM 87504; 888-984-2686. Available 

from B&T, Ingram. é 

Well Well Reality is a poetry collaboration 

between Rosmarie and Keith Waldrop (publishers, 

Burning Deck Press). It is comprised of seven poems 

spanning the period from 1968 to the present. Well 

Well Reality is a conversation between poets whose 

humorous and ardent language is embedded in their 

personal and combined histories. Jacques Roubaud 

writes, “...when Rosmarie and Keith write poems 

together, whose poems are those poems? They are 

the poems of a third poet, whose name and gender 

and origin and language we do not know. poh = 

indeed intriguing poems/ poets, and itisa - meine 

share their combined vision. $13 pb, 0-942996-9U-9, 

October. 

The Book o : 

Icome addition to Post- 

eos previously featuring Ambar Past and Claude 
ee et ee t beau- 

Gizzi writes, “These taut bea 
Royet-Journoud. Peter vsonance that trav pllike 

f Tendons by Eleni Sikelianos is a 

Apollo’s mini volumes of 

ght, humor, wisdom and care permeate her 
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BOOKPEOPLE 

00 OKPEOPLE Serving Booksellers 
Employee-Owned & Operated 

| 

Bookpeople is happy to help support local independent 

booksellers as we did at Books by the Bay and we are 

happy to help support your day-to-day bookselling 

efforts as well. 

We offer a wealth of services and benefits to bookstore 

professionals like yourself. Here are a few we would like 
to highlight. 

For details call customer service to speak to a 
knowledgeable Bookperson, not a machine. 

An Independent Bookseller 

Customer service/Orders 800-999-4650 7900 Edgewater 

Our FBN checklist makes it easy eee 2 TeOrder maximize sales from the EBN Cataly der ang 
Oo >: 

Co-op reports provided free of charge upon 

Open warehouse for customer pulling year r ~ og 1Oun 

Winter Holiday warehouse pulling for extra discouy : 

Tired of listening to machines? 
Talk to people at Bookpeople! 

Bookpeople Wire! 
This includes: 

Weekly Hot List of new titles sent to your store, 
Focus fax lists of titles for specialized markets, 
Bookpeople Recommends lists of special t 

the body of this work like streams flowing mysteriously 
through words or rivers ‘slipping between atoms.’ In 
the process the ungovernable darkness of language 
pours through.” $7, 0-942996-29-1, October. 

40% for 5+. Post-Apollo Press, 35 Marie Street, 
Sausalito CA 94965; 415-332-1458, fax 415-332-8045. Available from SPD. 

“Inspired stories told 
universal lan 

1-883319-33.4 Fro “Frog, Ltd.’ Pp CA 94712. 510-559-8977. p ap _—_—... 
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The Feminine Mystic: Readings from Early 
Spiritual Writers edited by Lynne M. Deming brings 
together writings by 13 women mystics — including 
Teresa of Avila, Hildegard of Bingen, Julian of Norwich 
and Catherine of Siena — arranged by themes such as 

prayer, God, justice, vocation, and visions. Ashort pi raphy of each mystic sheds light on the influences tt 
shaped her life and work. $14.95 pb, 0-8298-1167-2 fot 

In Awake, Arise, & Act: A Womanist or 
Black Liberation Marcia Y. Riggs analyses the hs) 
and future of the African American oF 
explaining how social stratification has ee a 
operation among Blacks and also has Yee e 
dysfunctional class competition. Riggs Peel as 
19th-century Black women’s club “a Oe Americ 
model for approaching the crisis In Oe etter 
striving for communal liberation and 
$12.95 pb, 0-8298-1009-9. 

Pilgrim Press, 700 Prospect Avenue 
land OH 44115. Available from Ingram. 

gon: The a 
telling 

East, Cleve 

Lucy’s Eyes and Margaret's Dra 

of Virgin Saints by Giselle Potter is 

94 
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Hives of 13 saints — young girls who chose purity 
| Pe t oppression and earned their halos the hard 

| way, proving no obstacle is too great for those with 
i fai inthemselves and their beliefs. This is a beautiful 
pook with a lot of gorgeous and entertaining illustra- 

“tions. $17.95 cl, 0-8118-1515-3. 
-_ InLoving Wanda Beaver Alison Baker has created 

‘original characters in wacky situations. By juggling 
“quirky compassion, delicate observations, and surpris- 

truths, Baker helps her characters find their way 
| back to equilibrium. $11.95 pb, 0-8118-1788-1. 
| Chronicle Books, 85 Second Street, Sixth Floor, 

Francisco CA 94105; 415-537-3730. Available from 

| 

| The third in Sue Patton Thoele’s series of medita- 
tion books for women, The Woman’s Book of Spirit: 
“Meditations for the Thirsty Soul can help the reader 
become connected to the divine spirit within them- 
Selves. Includes affirmations, insights, and practical 
‘advice. “A gentle, much-needed tool for finding the 

dom within ourselves. Many thanks to Sue for 
| ing us get back in touch with the valuable lessons 
Via hich our hearts, intuitions and spirits have to offer.” 

| Tamara Traeder (Girlfriends; Invisible Bonds, Endur- 
| 18 Ties). $9.95 pb, 1-57324-056-7. 
_,._ Hell's Belles: A Tribute to the Spitfires, Bad 

» and Steel Magnolias of the New and Old 

ie: a edited by Seale Ballenger is a tribute which 
s am profiles of 200 strong women who do not 

simply to stereotypes of Southern women as being 

Mine u well-bred and mild-mannered. Chapters 

Man © 300k Belles (Maya Angelou, Dorothy Allison, 

Feminist Bookstore News 

Conari Press, 2550 
< 

94710; 510-649-2940, D inth Street #101, Berkeley CA 
istributed by PGW. 

Marry Your Muse: Making a Lasti i 
ment to Your Creativity by Jan Phillips. Dee 
with the artist within and help your creative spirit 
soar! Working and would-be writers, photographers 
painters, musicians and creative folk in every field 
will find inspiration in this joyous book based on 
Phillips’ workshops for women. Affirmations, exer- 
cises and the heartfelt stories of working artists help 
readers find and celebrate their own unique form of 
self-expression.” Advertised in the Feminist Book- 
store Network Fall Catalog. $18 pb, 0-8356-0759-3. 
Quest Books, 306 W. Geneva Road, PO Box 270, Whea- 

ton IL 60189. National Book Network; 800-462-6420. 

Success Redefined: Notes toa Working Woman by 
Lori Giovannoni, illustrated by Sara Steele. A beautiful 

gift for women struggling with the difference between 

making a living and creating one. A business consultant, 

Lori Giovannoni offers 60 “success principles,” with 

thoughts for contemplation on facing pages. She empha- 

sizes the importance of friends, family, leisure and 

spirituality in measuring success. An inspirational book 

that empowers women to define success on their own 

terms. Advertised in the Feminist Bookstore Network 

Fall Catalog. $10.95 pb, 1-880913-26-7. 

Also from Innisfree come two modern parables. 

In The Woman Who Lost Her Heart: A Tale of 

Reawakening by Susan O’Halloran and Susan ae 

tre the futuristic heroine leads the reader ona peri lous 

: terfalls, crawling into 
journey — tumbling over wa cH 

dank caves navigating her way through ae 

storms — to discover the aoe ee 

. In this tale, - 

self-knowledge and nurturance Lepeg P 

hink about her 

-27-5.) In The Woman Who tagonist learns to t 

($12.95 pb, 1-880913 

For Small Press Distributor information, 

please see page 81. 
September/ October 1997 
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re News 

le of Transfo 

ah Delattre the es 

i world differently: 

invited to think about a a ido 

king against me? 

($12.95 pb, 

‘nist Booksto 
Feninist oo rming also by 

Found Her Voice: A 

heroine iS 
Her questions 

[relate to peop! 
How do I spea 

4-880913-18-6.) 136 Roumfort Road, Philadelphia 

isfree Press, 

PA ie) 215-247-4085. Distributed by Consortium. 

ewho seem to be wor 

k up for what I believe? 

Who Will Hold Their Hands is the first in a 

series of special issues on women and peacemaking 

published by the Journal of Sacred Feminine Wisdom. 

It focuses on how women survive war, peacemak- 

ing, and the problems of global militarization. It also 

includes stories by women in Russia who tried to 

stop the war in Chechnya, stories by women of 

Sarajevo and their vision of peace, an article about 

the organized rape camps in Bosnia, articles about 

landmines in Cambodia, the Mothers of Liberia who 

are fighting for disarmament, the backlash of 
women’s rights and affirmative action in the U.S., 

playing Afrikan drums in the schools, and lots more. 
Striking visual presentation — and it comes with a 
CD featuring 20 songs and stories on the same 
theme. All in all, quite a package! 254 pages, 814" x 

1", perfect bound. $15 wholesale. Journal of Sacred 
Feminine Wisdom, 990 Enota Ave. #P-3, Gainesville 
GA 30501; 909-626-2333. 

Yes: A Journal of Positive Futures Spring , 
includes an article on Womanshare, A issue 

system in which 100 women offer exch aH chang 

skills. Based in New York City, a city Las Over 2p 

isolation, the members of Womanshare} Wn fo, i 

nity while sharing their time and talents oco™my 

end each creates new wealth. A etat. ANd in the 

quarterly magazine aimed at Participation hope 

possibilities happen by promoting and “aa! ; 

self-organizing, inclusiveness, evolution a ag 
dictability. Just the thing for days when you cg UNpre. 

with any more bad news. $6 each, ISSN: ee 

Yes, PO Box 10818, Bainbridge Island WA 9 sie 

842-0216. Distributed by BP, Desert Moon, Don ae 

Armadillo, Fine Print, New Leaf, Serendipity a 

Changes and Ubiquity in the U.S. and by Daas 

in Canada. Use 

Biopiracy: The Plunder of Nature and Knowl 
edge by Vandana Shiva. “With her characteristic 
blend of analysis and passion, Vandana Shiva traces 
the continuity from the European colonization of 
“native” peoples...to the present appropriation of the 
natural resources they need for their physical and 
cultural survival. An important book that should be 

read by anyone wanting to understand the global 
threat posed by the technological transformations of 
organisms, cells, and molecules and by their exploita- 

tion for profit.” —Ruth Hubbard, Professor Emerita 

of Biology, Harvard University. $13 pb, 0-89608-5554 
South End Press, 116 Saint Botolph Street, Boston MA 

02115; 800-533-8478. Available from BP. © 

Books | Happened Upon at BEA 

a 

By Dorothy Holland iver 
$12.95 tp, 1-57749-049-5. Fairview etn me 

Brave N. + los : side Avenue S, Minneapolis MN 55454; oUuoe*" 

Be Gain fdenistteaitng ae ie to Help Girls | Distributed by Nanna Book Network and availabe 

ee ee on, Se talking miioe oes “ SNS tle gg aS 
€ probl . : 

What's on oftls cee te map: Discusses The Girl-Son by Anne E. Neuberge= since 

mage, Money management ve relationships, body 20th-century Korean schools did not 2a f as 
“mPowering them to take the ee harassment Induk Pahk received her early schooling dis 
for themselves, I wanted to get ative and stand u a boy. Her education required enormous sacl wav 

iKee ae filling out the alee my pen, and start but she became an educator and a lecture? ee in 

—_>*Ytecommend this for a ae eled widely and advanced the cause . ae el 
September/October 1997 6 adultsection. | Korea. This novel, based on her life, 6" mo 
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multicultur 5 1.57505-077-3. 
Gals: Women of the Old West by 

Maria Miller. Includes biographical refer- 
| and index. Lots of really interesting pictures. 
| aoa jot about how women in the West had (and 

dom and more rights than else- 
more free 

.. the U.S. Late elementary to adult. $8.95, 

; a 

ag really like this book. I’ve passed it around 

to friends and family, with positive raves from all. 

| ¢sa fictional account of a real adventure. Hermine 

Jahns rides across the country with the first woman 

| to complete a coast-to-coast drive across the US. 

Includes wonderful details and information, maps 

and such. I wanna go back in herstory and meet 

| these women — awesome! Upper elementary to 

adult. $7.95, 1-57505-074-9 
Lerner, 241 First Ave. N, Minneapolis MN 

55401; 800-328-4929. Available from B&T, Ingram. 

QC 
(g/ j= 

_ Women Breaking Through: Overcoming the 

Final 10 Obstacles at Work by Deborah Swiss. This 

book documents the stories of more than 300 women 

who have taken control of their careers and created 

" Success for themselves and for their organizations — 

_with strategies that benefit women, men, and the 

bottom line. If your business section sells hardback, 

"take a gander at this one. $29.95, 1-56079-535-2. 

. My Turn: Women’s Search for Self After the 
Children Leave by Patricia Gottlieb Shapiro. 

| petty the “empty nest” syndrome hits most 

4 phe whether they work outside the home or not. 

Se understanding, support, and strategies for 

“stow 8 the opportunity for personal discovery and 

oe well as for pursuing their dreams. Once 

$19.95 Sa hardback, but still worth consideration. 

95, 1-56079-632-4, 
Pen aS 2423; Princeton NJ 08543; 609- 

Ingram, J 3282. Available from Koen, B&T, 

a ee Alphabet: Grandma Can Be 

ist on nt? Z by Eve Shaw. A delightful 

7 

[ 

ng humble pie over this 
ABA, I found these mar- 
in our kids and young 

one! Wandering around BEA / 
velous books that need to be 

acu sections. Help! An absolutely indispensabl 
guide to life for girls! by Na H Beene 
1-56247-230-5, Ple Aree lpi ee 

; , Pleasant Co.) Really is wonderful — 
written in a sort of Dear Abby form — covering topics 
from tough teachers, feelings, bullies...thoughtful 
answers that really make sense to kids. My ten-year- 
old niece loves this book. Non-racist, non-sexist, not 
centered on boys at all. Advertised in the Feminist 
Bookstore Network Fall Catalog. More Help! Another 
absolutely indispensable guide to life for girls! by 
Nancy Holyoke. ($4.95, 1-56247-481-2, Pleasant Co.) 
Ditto the above, a second helping. Thoughtful advice 

on picky parents and uninvited guests, blabbermouths 

and best friends, sleepovers, stepfamilies and more. 

The Care & Keeping of Friends, American Girl 

Library. ($7.95, 1-56247-482-0, Pleasant Co.) How do 

you plant the seed of friendship and make sure it 

grows? Advice for making friends and being a friend, 

with crafts, quizzes, and creative ways to celebrate 

friendships. Avery positive, engaging book, with help- 

ful suggestions and ideas. 

Then, since I was impressed with these, I let Pleasant 

Co. talk me into reading the newest in the American Girl 

series — Meet Josefina: An American Girl by Valerie 

Tripp. ($5.95, 1562475150.) Full Circle is now re, the 

American Girl series of books. Elli from Full Circle says, 

; re Id girl, I can tell you that this 

“As a parent of an 8-year-old gitl, } & newith the 

. ; i trements, 1S very 1S “G 

series, along with its accon Ms ices a new American 
7-11-year-old set. Each book ans ee aptitude. F ull of 

girl. The girls are unique in ra 
adventure and fun non-sexist story lines, these books are 

Jatest addition to 
our young girls. The 

at choices for y’ heen BS Pec 
ause it is about Jose- 

other than New Mexico! The 

eton WI 53562; 800- 

B&I, Bookazine. 
O1 
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THE 
FORGETFUL OF THEIR SEX THE Story I i Sau OF Evg 

Female Sanctity and Society, TELL MYSELF neh gg and Sperm and Preformatio 
ca. 500-1100 A Venture in Existentialist Clara Pinto-Correia ‘ 
nits aatteay Schulenbairg Autobiography Cloth $29.95 

Cloth $34.95 Hazel E. Barnes 

Cloth $29.95 LIBIDINAL CURRENTS 

WoMEN OF THE Sexuality and the 
TWELFTH CENTURY WoMEN, GENDER, Shaping of Modernism 

Volume 1: Eleanor of AND SCIENCE: Joseph Allen Boone 

Aquitaine and Six Others New DIRECTIONS Paper $19.95 
Georges Duby Edited by Sally Gregory Kohlstedt 

Paper $15.95 a Helen Longino IN THE SHADOW 

‘aper $25.00 a: OF MARRIAGE 
WoMEN’s WorpDs Osiris, Volume 12 Condi eae 

Essay on French Singularity nae ee ie eae g ) African Community 

ieeees Anne M. O. Griffiths 

Paper $18.95 

OF THEIR SEX | 

THE U 
BUiSiurenn Annie ne HICAGO PRESS 

lis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637 Visit us at hit 

Ee 

p:/vww.press.uchica 

—— - 
g0.edu ifs Ss 
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f Mev Miller 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 
Now available in paperback: New Maladies of 

the Soul by Julia Kristeva. ($16.50, 0-231-09983-5, 

November.) Families We Choose: Lesbians, Gays, 

Kinship. Revised Edition by Kath Weston. ($17.50, 

0-231-11093-6, November.) 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY PRESS 

One of the things university presses like to do 

with their journals is to turn theme issues into books. 

Such is the case with Feminism Meets Queer Theory 

edited by Elizabeth Weed and Naomi Schor. The 

articles in this collection were previously published in 

differences. (As an aside, it’s easy to miss new issues of 

differences. As a bookseller, my one main gripe with the 

publication is that it’s always the same color! It’s hard 
foryouand your customers to know whenanew issue 

; has — or has not — arrived.) Anyway, this anthology 

includes essays by Judith Butler, Gayle Rubin, Teresa 

de Lauretis and others on the ways in which feminism 

and queer theory both complement and contest each 

other. $17.95 pb, 0-253-21118-2; $39.95 cl, -33278-8. 
rE aie derived from a journal, Hypatia, Feminist 

a es Social Policy edited by Patrice DiQuinzio 

theory as . Young examines feminist moral 

immigratio 1s applied to family policy, health care, 

pendc. a and pornography. The essays critique 
Frerhile oe and biases in traditional ethical the- 

atid cone eveloping more gender-sensitive theories 

$39.95 one $17.95 pb, short discount, 0-253-21125-5; 
D Tins 296-6. 

on eas s of the Calaban: Caribbean Women 

Se: ‘Wentieth Century edited by Consuelo Lopez 

Pringfield anthologizes the work of feminist schol- 

_ Manthr : 
. opology, sociology, law, health sciences, 

lite = dite and cultural studies. They focus on issues 
. primary concern to Caribbean women: interre- 

gional immigrant female labor, the interplay of race 
and gender in the construction of national cultures 
the impact of developmental policies on women’s 
lives, and women’s roles in providing cultural com- 
munity in exile communities. $17.95 pb 
0-253-21092-5; $35 cl, -33249-4. 

(4 

| 
| 

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY PRESS 

A Woman’s Life in the Court of the Sun King: 

Letters of Liselotte von der Pfalz, Elisabeth Char- 

lotte, Duchess d’Orléans, 1652-1722, translated and 

introduced by Elborg Forster. $16.95 pb, 0-8018-5635-3. 

MCFARLAND & CO., Inc. 

Ever wonder about the librarian? Was she some- 

one who could point you to that “troublesome” section 

— the one with the books about...shhhh... homosexual- 

ity. It was okay to whisper the word. You were supposed 

to speak quietly anyway. And just why was she So 

informative? Some of the answers can be found in 

Liberating Minds: The Stories and Brofessignat we 

of Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Librarians oh e 

Advocates edited by Norman Kester. see nants 

contributors — all librarians — address gay 7. a 

issues facing the profession from Sree 
oe 

to coming out on the job, from ee, Maca
 

meeting the needs of patrons, an 
: : ay and lesbian fiction 

there’s a place in the library’ a cases, individuals 

to confronting homop hobia: . aplication for their 
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FAL | for our 

Midwifery and Childbirth in 
Judith Pence Rooks 

Foreword by Charles S. Mahan, M.D. 

$54.95 

Transgender Care 
RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES, PRACTICAL 

INFORMATION, AND PERSONAL ACCOUNTS 

Gianna E. Israel and Donald E. Tarver Il, M.D. 

Foreword by Joy Diane Shaffer, M.D. 

$39.95 December f 

The Best of THE HARVARD 
GAY & LESBIAN REVIEW 
Edited by Richard Schneider, Jf. 
Foreword by Edmund White 

$27.95 November 

i tage oe 

Searching for Safe Spaces 
AFRO-CARIBBEAN WOMEN WRITERS IN EXILE 

Myriam J. A. Chancy 

$19.95 

Ecological Politics 
ECOFEMINISTS AND THE GREENS 

Greta Gaard 

$22.95 January 

casual book purchaser as the ins oe 
1 

makes it a bit financially inaccessible. I 

don’t buy it in your store, they'll just have 3 

to the library! $42.50 cl, 0-7864-0363-2. M . 

Co., Inc., Box 611, Jefferson NC 28640; 800 

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY PREss 
The viewpoints recorded in The Geng 

of HIV/AIDS in Women: Perspectives 0 
Pandemic in the United States editeg by Ni er 
Goldstein and Jennifer Manlowe are, unfortunater 

not surprising. Research and health care programs f 
women are woefully inadequate, underfunded a 
ignored. So, too, is the case for women with 
HIV/AIDS. This books explores these issues espe. 
cially among those most often disenfranchised: the 
homeless, sex workers, youth, the elderly, intraye. 
nous drug users, transgendered people, lesbians 
bisexuals, incarcerated women, and victims of sexual 
and domestic abuse. $19.95 pb, 0-8147-3093-0, 

In high school and college I remember being 
required to read war memoirs written by men like 
Stephen Crane or Ernest Hemingway. I hated it. | 
resented it. I longed for something different. Now it's 
here — a book I hope young women are encouraged 
to read alongside these other “classics.” Beyond the 
Home Front: Women’s Autobiographical Writing of 
the Two World Wars edited by Yvonne Klein includes 
excerpts from writings by Vera Brittain, Ida B. Wells 

Barnett, Mary Meigs, Gertrude Stein, Joy Kogawa, 
Sylvia Pankhurst, and many others. These are women 

who were WAC’s or imprisoned in concentration 
camps, or on the homefront offering various kinds of 

support. They talk about themselves and their family 

members as we learn of their complex and heroic 

er Politics 

NEW IN PAPERBACK : Abort cece aeakh lives, often silenced, by the tales of men’s battles m 
rtion wartime. $17.95 pb, 0-8147-4702-7. 

BETWEEN FREEDOM AND NECESSITY 

Janet Hadley SUNY I 

Eee Paper Many women read autobiographies — pe 5 

ec ea what they can show us of the subject, and 2% 
€ Philippine Islands, what we can learn about ourselves. How a, an 

writing as the basis for feminist theoriZ en's 

tap 1-800-447-1656 women-centered education is the topic of see TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PREGS || Lives/Womenss Times: New Essays 0” 8 
PHILADELPHI Biography edited by Trev Lynn Broug ry and 

omen : a Linda Anderson. These are essays for . ° sone 
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, 

Af 
litical, and theoretical, beyond the usual generic 

| and disciplinary boundaries. $19.95 pb, 0-7914-3398-6. 

TEACHER’S COLLEGE PRESS 

Learning From Our Lives: Women, Research, 

and Autobiography in Education edited by Anna 

Neumann and Penelope Peterson considers the ways 

inwhich autobiographical accounts, especially as they 

| pertain to education and developmental knowledge, 

| can change the field of education. Diverse women’s 

| lives shape pedagogical considerations as women 

assume positions of intellectual leadership. These are 
} essays by eleven eminent educational researchers. 
| $21.95 pb, 0-8077-3593-0. 

| TEMPLE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
As a radical feminist, I often approach texts by 

‘Men writing about patriarchy and feminism (not 
| that there are so many such attempts) with some 

| ‘Caution. After a look at The Gender Knot: Unravel- 
ing Our Patriarchal Legacy by Allan G. Johnson, | 
‘tan say that this book is a worthy addition to the 
‘Small group of serious writing by men who under- 

| ‘Stand the oppression of women, who can clearly and 

Without defensiveness define a system of patriarchy, 

md who can voice the participation of both men and 

We” in patriarchy without blaming the victim. 
mitten in clear and accessible language — without 
#eademic boorishness or political rhetoric — this is 
. itroduction for women as well as men — but 

|, “portantly, it is from a man who can clearly 

ao what's happening and what they can 

D55g5.g705 * $19.95 pb, 1-56639-519-4; $59.95 cl 

UNIVER 
~ _ ERSITY OF ARIZONA PRESS 
a au Say you can’t judge a book by its cover. Well, 

“orses Rush In by Luci Tapahonso has a stun- 

fe beautiful and vibrant cover which invites you 

this collection of poems and stories. You will not 

with Navajo langua 
memory, friends, pr. 
family ritual dogs barkin 

i 4 / and th . 

life. These poetic ref] 8 e ordinar 

life of a Navajo poet, mother, da , daughter, and = 
mother. $12.95 pb, 0-8165-1728-2, . A 

8, Voices, personal insights, ayer feathers and sacred song 
y stuff of 

ections offer a rare look into the 

es 
| 

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS 
Here’s one we might not consider feminist but 

one that we should know exists. Women’s Aglow is an 
international, interdenominational group of “spirit- 
filled” women who meet outside the formal church 
structure for healing prayer, worship and testimony. 
(For some reason, this women’s group is not as well- 
known as its male counterpart, The Promise Keepers.) 
God's Daughters: Evangelical Women and the Power 
of Submission by R. Marie Griffith challenges the 

simple generalizations often made about charismatic 

or “spirit-filled” Christian women and uncovers 

important connections between Women’s Aglow 

members and the feminists to whom they so often 

seem opposed. (Sorry, I can’t help but ask, is this a 

reversal of A. Dworkin’s remarkable book, Right-Wing 

Women?) $24.95 cl, 0-520-20764-5. 

Reprint celebrates the Twentieth Anniversary 

since original publication! Loose Change: Three 

Women of the Sixties by Sara Davidson sire ct 

welcome re-publication for those nostalgic for t tL 

or just wanting to explain it from women Tr 
2) 

to current generations. Too bad, thoug : 9 ena 

exception of slim biographical notes =o es: 

Davidson, we don’t know what these wo ve 

doing today and how those ne gee ne 

aren ie Seer 
Bi interested 

ilable in : 

i art ne ee
 and wanting Ler 

os d eek and Celtic mythologies, aaa 

ening new edition, Hindu Goddesses: V1s10 

re __~4PPointed once you enter into these stories rich September /October 1997
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: - +76 in the Hindu Religious 

of the Divine Feminine "$14.95 pb, 0-520-06339-2. 
ve David Kinsley. aie 

ie ee | Nearest Sister of Wisdom: St. Hilde 

ini bara Feminine by Bar 
's Theology of the 

ae 514 95 ob, 0-520-21162-6, October. 
e . $14. 

UNIVERSITY OF Silene fous aor = 

‘nterest to those with deve opi 

if rd Gender and the Politics of wee 

b dtohme Mothers’ Pensions in Chicago, 1911-1929 by 

Joanne Goodwin. $17.95 pb, 0-226-30393-4. 

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS PRESS 

The Lesbian Menace: Ideology, Identity, and the 

Representation of Lesbian Life by Sherrie Inness 

examines how lesbianism has been 
Tr 

American popular culture in the 20th eee in 

how conflicting ideologies have shaped lesbian 

riences and identity. The sources fo, her the 
derive predominately from literature _ 1, te 

which is written by lesbians as wel] as that wnt 
about lesbians. $14.95 pb, 1-55849-091-4. $40 ¢] 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA PRESS 
Representing the Woman: Cinema and Psycho, 

analysis by Elizabeth Cowrie is not intend 
popular moviegoer who likes to read about 
is for serious students who look to cinema aS a Way of 
understanding the complexities of life and to psycho. 
logical theory — in this case specifically of Freud and 

ed for the 
film. This 

-C 
Dwelling Peasant Maids— 
in Possibility City Women 
Women Poets From the European 
and Critics on Poetry Countryside to 
ROTED RY Urban America 
YOPIE PRINS anp CHRISTIANE 
MAEERA SHREIBER HARZIG €7 AL. 
0-8014-3199-9 $49.95 cloth Edited by Christiane Harzig 
0-8014-8294-1 $19.95 paper 0-8014-8395-6 $16.95 paper 4 b&w illus. November 15 b&w photos July 

NOW IN PAPER! 
Sexuality, State, Sex and 
and Civil Society Conquest 
in Germany, Gendered Violence, 1700-1815 Political Order, and ISABEL V. HULL the European Conquest = 

of the Americas Winner of the 1996 
Leo Gershoy Award given 
by the American Historical 
Association and winner of 
the 1996 Berkshire Prize 
0-8014-8253-4 ¢] 
Now Available 

RICHARD C, TREXLER oo ERALER 
Winner of the John Boswell 
Prize awarded by the 
Committee on Lesbian 
and Gay History 
0-8014-8487-9 $16.95 Paper 11 b&w photos October 

8.95 Paper 

4850 PRESS SAGE HOUSE © 512 EAST STATE STREET © ITHACA, NY] 
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Masculinity Finding Time 
and Morality How Corporations, 
LARRY MAY Individuals, and Families 

Can Benefit from 
Larry May argues against New Work Dratices 

CORNELL _ 

standard accounts of 

traditional male behavior, 

discussing male anger, 
paternity, pornography, 
rape, sexual harassment, 

the exclusion of women, 

and what he terms the 
myth of uncontrollable 

male sexuality. 
0-8014-3418-1 $39.95 cloth 
0-8014-8442-1 $15.95 paper 

LESLIE A. PERLOW 

Do today’s employees have 

to work long hours on the 

job to succeed? Leslie A. 

Perlow shows how employ- 

ees can spend more time at 

home while also improving 

the company’s productivity: 

AN ILR Press Book 

0-8014-3425-4 $37.50 cloth 

January 0-8014-8445-6 $13.95 pape! 
September 

The Cultural 1 Racal 
Politics of Fur The - 
JULIA V. EMBERLEY Contra 

CHARLES W. MILLS 

0-8014-3454-8 $19.95 

September 

0-8014-3368-1 $42.50 cloth 
0-8014-8404-9 $17.95 paper 
41 b&w illus. December 

TO ORDER CALL (800) 
OR FAX (800) 68 

—
—



it all. Cowrie presents a discussion 
i _ to dissect : 

can hat shows the interrelationship of 
; tic desire t , hy. a 

of cinema activity, voyeurism, fetishism, and identi- 
| fan ; Yi, sub} making of feminine and masculine film 

fication $18.95 pb, 0-8166-2913-7. 
| Beco of interest: Cultural Conceptions: On 

| Pacctive Technologies + The Remaking of Life 
$16.95 pb, 0-8166-2623-5. 

“py valerie Hartouno. 

| wivERSITY OF MISSOURI PRESS 
Of local interest: Hardship and Hope: Missouri 

‘omen Writing About Their Lives, 1820-1920 edited 
an introduction by Carla Waal and Barbara 

r ith : 

# $19.95 pb, short discount, 0-8262-1120-8. 
Oliver Korner. 

| UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA PRESS 
A Lost Lady by Willa Cather. Scholarly Edition 

| includes an historical essay by Susan Rosowski with 

‘Kari Ronning and explanatory notes also by Kari 

Ronning. $55 cl, 0-8032-1427-8. 

_ The adventure continues with Covered Wagon 

“Women: Diaries & Letters from the Western Trails, 

1852, Vol. 5, The Oregon Trail edited and compiled 

| by Kenneth Homes and David Duniway. $14 pb, 

| 0-8032-7294-4. 

I 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO PRESS 
_ Spider Woman: A Story of Navajo Weavers and 

Cnanters written by anthropologist Gladys Reichard 

3 “who went to live with a Navajo family — was first 

Published in 1934. Reichard’s motivation was to learn 

fo weave. What emerges is an historical, yet 

Personal, account of daily Navajo life in the early 

ANS. $16.95 pb, 0-8263-1793-6. 

IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA PRESS 
Ifyou love baskets and want to know more about 

eye made and some of the women who make 

Weaving New Worlds: Southeastern Cherokee 

men and Their Basketry by Sara Hill will be quite 

7 ting. This is history — covering three centuries 

kee craft — but also, it’s a recognition of 

Ecology, social conditions, economic circum- 

‘ ce soon. And, of course, there are interviews 

Feminist Bookstore News 
basketry — women const 
from old tradition, $ antly weaving new worlds 22.50 pb, 0-8078-4650-3. 

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA PRESS 
Writing the Range: Race, Class, 

Women s West edited by Elizabeth Jameson and Susan Armitage includes 29 essays in a hefty volume that present women of all races as actors in their own lives and in the history of the American West. These are voices 
of women who have long been silenced — Spanish 
Mexican settlers, American Indians, Chinese, Basque 
Japanese, Korean, Irish immigrants, Navajos, Afciean 
Americans who moved West during WWII, activist 
Mothers of East Los Angeles fighting ecological disas- 
ters, and others. $21.95 pb, 0-8061-2952-2; $45 cl, -2929-8. 

and Culture in the 

UNIVERSITY PRESS OF VIRGINIA 

Aging — we all do it and it’s one of the hottest 
topics for women at the end of this century. Declining 
to Decline: Cultural Combat and the Politics of 
Midlife by Margaret Morganroth Gullette explores 

the societal /commercial perception that middle age is 

the start of a long decline and the cultural imperative 

that we “find” our identities before it’s too late. Part 

cultural commentary and political theory, the view- 

point is largely autobiographical and humorous. 

$23.95 cl, 0-8169-1721-2. 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO PRESS 

University of Toronto has a warehouse in Buffalo, 

New York, making bookstore access in the States much 

easier, Orders: 716-683-4547, fax 716-685-6895. 

I’ve only recently been introduced to the work of 

Marilyn Waring — and now I'ma fan. For those frus- 

trated that If Women Counted is out-of-print from Harper 

and that the Canadian version, Counting for Nothing is 

not-for-sale in the States, you'll be happy to learn that 

itles is avai Masquer- 
's titles is available to us. Three A 

see 
Work and Human Rights is 

own words: “In a world 

where half the population is likely to be excluded from 

uma 
id 

international 
human rights guarantees, ee 

ae 

work is given no econo i where p 

i world ‘truths 

process denies wo
men a voice ~ insucha 

ies.” 
0-8020-8076-6. 

de as lies.” $19.95 pb, 

es at interest: Unshielded: 
The Human Cost 

ins. $17.95 

of the Dalkon Shield IUD by Mary Hawkins. $1 Z 

pb, 0-8020-7861-3; 
$45 cl, -0876-3. 

Weavers themselves and their knowledge of 
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FEMINISM AND THE POLITICS 

OF READING 

Lynne Pearce 

Pearce fully cipal 

eal scenarios In favor Of U 

ai and anxiety, of what it really means 

nist. 

October 1997 * 320 pp. 

ISBN 0-340-61415-7 $19.95 pb. ¢ Amold 

the text-reader relationship, resisting 

f the chaos and confusion, the plea- 

to read as a femi- 

YEATS AND WOMEN 

Edited by Deirdre Toomey 

This revised and enlarged edition of Yeats and Women col- 

lects eight essays on Yeats’s relationships with women—as 

friends, lovers, muses, collaborators. Also included are col- 

lections of letters to Yeats from Olivia 

Shakespear and Florence Farr. 

September 1997 ¢ 420 pp. 

ISBN 0-512-17409-8 * $19.95 pb. 

LAY BY YOUR NEEDLES 
LADIES, TAKE THE PEN 
Writing Women in England 
1500-1700 

Edited by Suzanne Trill, 
Kate Chedgzoy, and Melanie Osborne 
This anthology contains long extracts from fifty early modern texts, including witchcraft i Pamphlets, letters, prophecies petitions, fiction, and autobiography. The aortings repieen, _ 9 fange of social, religiou S, and political views. September 1997 « 384 pp ISBN 0-340-61450-] e $2 4.95 pb. * Arnold 

WOMEN IN IT 
Gender, Represe 

Paola Tinagli 

ALIAN RENAISS ANCE 
ntation, and Identity ee, 

p. 
-4054- 

Manchester Un aie $1 ‘ 9.95 versity Prese 
SS 

Senin 

artin’s Fress 
Scholarly 

Reference 
Division 

SEX, NATION, AND DISSENT 
IN IRISH WRITING 
Edited by Eibhear Walshe 

This pioneering collection of essays sets 
out to examine the relationship between 
nationalism and sexual identity, arguing 

that literary expressions of sexual dissi- 

dence in Ireland cannot be abstracted 
from the country’s experience of colo- 

nization. 

1997 e 501 pp. 
ISBN 0-312-17447-0 ¢ $19.95 pb. 

“TO BE YOUNG WAS VERY HEAVEN? 

Women in New York Before the First World War 

Sandra Adickes 

Adickes captures the women who played integral roles during 
this fervent period, evoking the now-lost paradise that New 
York offered to women at the turn of the century. 

October 1997 © 256 pp. 
ISBN 0-512-16249-9 « $55.00 dl. 

A CONCISE GLOSSARY 
OF FEMINIST THEORY 
Terry Lovell, Carol Wolowitz, and Sonya Andermahr 

This glossary brings together key words from a wide ae : 
fields and cultures, creating a resource of the mos 

encountered terms, 

1997 © 224 pp. 
ISBN 0-340-59663-5 * $18.95 pb. ¢ Amold 

BETWEEN JIHAD 
AND SALAAM 
Profiles in Islam 

Joyce M. Davis 

Adopting traditional dress to gain 
access to a range of Islamic leaders 
normally off-limits to Westerners, 
the author sheds new light on our 
view of the Islamic world. 

1997 © 368 pp. 
ISBN 0-312-16587-0 e $29.95 cl. 
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Compiled by Jenn Tust 
i 
| BANTAM 

| § Ball Chicks: A Year in the Violent World of 
a Girl Gangsters by Gini Sikes. ($23.95 cl, 0-385-47431-8, 
| Anchor.) Sikes is a veteran journalist who spent a year 

| | in the ghettos following girl gangs. She captures the 

unique differences that distinguish girl gangs — abor- 

tion, teen pregnancy, beatings, and forced sex. Quite 
graphic. 

When Work Doesn’t Work Anymore: Women, 
Work and Identity by Elizabeth Perle McKenna. 

| ($23.95 cl, 0-385-31795-6, Delacorte.) This is Dela- 
| corte’s lead Fall title! McKenna takes a hard look at the 

‘balancing act we as working women play — and has 
| some ideas towards helping us combine work and 

career in a balanced, fulfilling life. (What, you mean 

there's life outside being a feminist bookseller?) 
Talk to Me: Stories & A Novella by Carol Dines. 

($15.95, 0-385-32271-2, Delacorte.) A rich variety of 
Stories exploring love and romance, morality, mortal- 

ity, first jobs, gay parents and more. Skillfully 

addresses topics important to today’s teens. 
__Please Please Please by Renee Swindle. ($22.95 
0-385-31863-4, Dial.) Brash, sassy, remarkable, wise 

bout a young Black woman who always gets 
she wants, until the tables of love are turned 

er. Ask publisher if there is lesbian content — it’s 

the Forest by Jean Hegland. ($21.95 cl, 

78-8, October, Bantam.) An FCB Guaran- 

— wonderful, wonderful, and wonderful. 

‘0 young sisters struggling to make sense 

TB orld when near future society collapses- 

ed and isolated, they find that simple sur- 

— food, water, shelter, medical supplies — 

be cherished. Even more dramatically, they 

must find ways to Sustain their emotional life dual Sources of inspiration. How does titer express herself with nO paper? determined dancer find balance in a world with no music? Throughout, it is the relation- ship between these sisters that transfixes, as they go deeper into the forest to find what it means to be 
human, female, and alive in this new world. [Origi- 
nally published by Calyx.] 

Rita Will: An Autobiography by Rita Mae 
Brown. ($23.95 cl, 0-553-09973-6, November, Bantam.) 
Author of the landmark gay novel, Rubyfruit Jungle, 
tells her own remarkable story —a larger than life tale 
as colorful as her fiction. Includes an eight-page black- 
and-white photo insert. 

Ali 
Living Color: A Writer Paints Her World by 

Natalie Goldberg. ($16.95 tp, 0-553-35489-2, October, 

Bantam.) Goldberg’s acclaimed books on gone 

have set hundreds of thousands of eos, . . 

explore their own creativity. Now - oe ca
e 

her own secret sources, the wildly ries : sae mS 

that are her ERC she oe re For 

nonsense, Hh ie i pee whatever their se 

ca eh n artist choose some subjects - a 

Sr does a painter draw nourishmen ooh 

others? How es Fg When is it time to mo vei 4 

As a anetodes 60 color pea 

sactuehgeyn re ‘ovous paintings: 
Natalie’s ees es Decline an ae by 

Now in G6 99, 0553573985.) This is 0 

Oo 

————— 
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[SEVENTH IN THE 

Responding to a domestic violence call, 
Chicago cop, Shelly Daniello finds her sister's 
husband attacking her sister with a knife, forc- 
ing Shelley to shoot to kill. The dead man is a 
fellow police officer. Reporter Cat Marsala 
enters the case when her friend, Chief of 
Detectives Harold McCoo comes under 
Vicious attack in the press following the shoot- 
ing. Just as Cat begins to probe the discrep- 
ancies in the case reports, a bomb explodes 
in McCoo’s office with deadly results, 

“Cat is emerging as a strong feminist heroine,” 
KIRKUS REVIEW 

ad Cat Marsala titles: 
tard Tack “Stunningly i lous." Dood Review Hard Luck “Definitely airs number.” : Hard Women “A real heart-stopper.” LA, Times Hard Case "A fiveting read,” Bookist 

Hardball “A Snap-crackle-pop story,’ 

September /October 1997 

CAT MARSALA SERIES 
the year 2000 and a world n tum Wag 
group of well-networked women CaN save the OW a 

World! 
Dorothy Hollang 

BEACON 

In Making More Waves: New Writing By an 
American Women edited by Elaine . Kim fae 

Villanueva, and Asian Women United 6 f Ci ay, 

(editors of Making Waves), with a foreword By ae 
Hagedorn, the contributors not only chal SSica 
overthrow stereotypes of Asian womenb pr ; sentin poems, essays, and memoirs that might just confus 
the media, engage readers, and Prove there is no single Asian American experience. Looks Sreat! $19 pb, 0-8070-5913-7. 

In Does Your House Have Lions? Sonia Sanchez 
“joins her best poetry to her deepest feelings: Writing 
within the gorgeous difficulties of terzg rima, she con- 
jures up the voices of her family lost, and then 
redeemed, through confrontation with her brother's 
death from AIDS. She says, ‘let my journey sing a path 
they sang / oI will purchase my brother’s whisper. / 
o I will reward my brother’s tongue.’ And oh! She has 
made that purchase with great beauty!” —June 
Jordan. $16 cl, 0-8070-6830-6. 

Now in paper: Lieutenant Nun: Memoir of a 
Basque Transvestite in the New World translated by 
Michele Stepto and Gabriel Stepto, with a foreword 
by Marjorie Garber. A must carry! I loved this book. 
$11 pb, 0-8070-7073-4. = 

BERKLEY 
American Women’s Almanac: An Inspiring a 

Irreverent Women’s History by Louise Bernikow 
association with the National Women’s ae Project. ($16.95 tp, 0-425-15616-8, Berkley.) Fu : 
charmers and cranks, visionaries and lost ae amazingly heroic women. A wonderful one 0 to wander through or for serious research. traf 
photos, comments and wonderfully amazing ™ 
A must! 

t, ($21.9) Apparition Alley by Katherine Sper a 
0-425-15966-3, Berkley.) From the ¢ Liberty Award-winning, bestselling author . stery © Square, a riveting new Kate Delafield ie _ The 
corruption and murder inside the Fe was just murder investigation of an LAPD cop W 
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ao Bei pf a pl tials. 
“ | ‘The Modern Woman’s Guide to Home Repair 

Ah a gittenfield and Jeni Munn. ($14, 0-399-52336-7, 
pyoan does it tak ; ‘Porjgee.) How many men: oes it take to screw ina 

fightbulb? None! From fixing a leaky pipe to fixing a 

| roof the definitive guide to do-it-herself home repair. 
| step-by-step instructions, helpful illustrations and 
inc wit. 

| 7. American Dietetic Association Guide to 

Women’s Nutrition for Healthy Living by Susan 

Finn. ($14, 0-399-52342-1, Perigee.) A guide to eating 
right, from basic nutrition, to disease prevention, to 

lifelong health. Official book of the ADA’s nutrition 
and health campaign for women. 

| First Light: Morning Meditations for Awakening 
to the Living Planet by Amy E. Dean. ($10, 0-425- 
16000-9.) Collection of 366 passages that promote a 

"| bond to the earth by encouraging a daily reflection of 
the simple pleasures of the outdoors. 

f The Love of Friends: A Celebration of Women’s 
| Friendship by Barbara Alpert. ($11, 0-452-16058-0.) A 

treasury of quotations, letters, poems and more. 

Includes selections from historical figures, celebrities, 

and real-life women. 
| Now in paper: Passion’s Shadow by Nicole 

Conn. Lesbian romance. ($5.99, 0-425-15664-8, Berk- 
| ley.) Cloister Walk by Kathleen Norris. Another big 

| wander with Norris. ($12 tp, 1-57322-584-3, Berkley.) 

| Getting Over Getting Older by Letty Cottin 
bin. Wonderful wanderings with a lesbian femi- 
ne-woman think-tank! ($13 tp, 0-425-15947-7, 

«_€¥) Grass Dancer by Susan Power. Another all 
Cran onite: ($12, 0-425-15953-1, Berkley.) Mama’s 

Square by Katherine Forrest. Don’t 

by! ($5.99, 0425158993, Berkley.) 
Americas: Writings on the Virgin of 

d by Ana Castillo. An invigorating 
n impassioned, unorthodox cele- 

the Virgin of Guadalupe. ($14, 
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A min 
CAROL PUBLISHING GROUP 

Jodie Foster: 

a must! $19.95 cl, 1-55972-348-3 Birch Lane Press " Gloria Steinem: Her Passions, Politics and ystique by Sydney Ladensohn Stern is the result of 50 hours the author spent interviewing Steinem in addition to the author’s interviews with Steinem’s friends, lovers, and associates both past and present. Gloria Steinem the book examines this prominent 
woman and feminist leader in all her many and varied 
roles, while providing insightful and lively history of 
the women’s movement. $24.95 cl, 1-55972-409-9 
Birch Lane Press. —] T 

| 

Appetite for Life: The Biography of Julia Child, 
Noel Riley Fitch. ($24.95, 038548335X, October.) 

Describes her high-spirited youth and her marriage of 

equals, as well as her impact on the way we eat and 

think about food. 

Speaking Truth to Power, Anita Hill. ($24.95, 

0385476256, October.) Autobiography tells how she 

got from rural Oklahoma to Washington DC and how 

her life has changed since the Senate hearings in 

which she brought sexual harassment to the forefront 

of national discussion. 
fr 

In Search of Islamic Feminism: One Woman's 

Global Journey, Elizabeth Warnock Fernea. van 

0385475187, November.) Author discovers Mus ci 

women all over the world defining their own near 

solving their own problens A tela 

‘as of their own viable femunish- 

emt Revolutionaries: Working Women and 

‘on of American Life, Sally Helgesen. 
the Transformation 

ST Gt couchthe voles 

0385480253, January.) “Told throug 
aes i women...” the blurb says, 

and experiences of ordinary 
erhead.) —Dorothy Holland 
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The Body Project 

An Intimate History 

of American Girls 

Joan Jacobs Brumberg 

MERICAN GIRLS 

Random House 0-679-40297-7, 

[ACOBS \ $24.00 hardcover 
BERG 32 page black-and-white photo insert; 

Le photographs throughout; index. 

Girls today are in crisis — maturing earlier while 

traditional social supports for them as they 

develop have disappeared. 

Drawing on intimate diaries and photographs 

that evoke memories of the past, Joan Brumberg 

chronicles how growing up in a female body has 

changed in the past hundred years. She shows 
how American girls have come to define 
themselves more and more through their bodies, 
so that today the body has become a girl’s 
primary project, leading to social and emotional 
problems identified by Mary Pipher (Reviving 
Ophelia ) and Carol Gilligan (In a Different Voice), 

which is always interesting and frequently powerful. But if all we really learn is that “Working women do not live the kind of cookie-cutter lives chronicled in The Organization Man’ (William Whyte, 1957 
will say, “Well, duh!” yte, 1957) most readers 

daughter’s Point of view, 
Bitch: In Pr. 

Wurtzel. ($23.95, 0385484003, Janu 

HARCOURT BRACE =<. oe 
The Witch of Exmoor by Margaret Drabh 

cl, 0151003637.) Though I do not gener e ($23 

Drabble, this one looks like a fascinating a ly sayy 
independent older woman whose family i Of an 
quite know what to do with her, €S not 

The Magician’s Assistant by Ann Patchett 

cl, 0151002630, October.) Again, | don'tiset - ($23 
Patchett, but this one looks like a wonderful oe 

a woman finding herself — and finding some ae 
own magic within instead of being defined bya esi 

Snow by Betsy Howie. ($21 cl, 0151002735 
February.) A first novel, which is often chancy — this 
one is of a young woman reinventing herself after a 
divorce. Alone with her cats in the winter, her Survival 
depends on her ability to recognize herself. 

Mrs. Dalloway by Virginia Woolf. ($11 pb, 
0156005557.) (Movie tie-in.) I don’t really sell lots of 
books based on movie tie-ins, but I did sell more of 
Orlando there for a while and this is Woolf, so hope- 
fully it will sell! 

The Book of Mercy by Kathleen Cambor. ($12 
pb, 0156005190, October.) I did not have this in cloth, 
but the paper looks interesting enough — a novel 
about mother-ties that includes the father, a son, a 
daughter, each searching out that original belonging 
in her or his own way. 

Light on Aging and Dying by Helen Nearing. 
($10 pb, 0156004968, January.) Co-author of Living the 
Good Life, Helen Nearing died in her early 90s. This is 
her collection of thoughts of living a good old age, 
which she did beautifully. 

Al: 
Pushing the Bear by Diane Glancy. ($12 Py 

0156005441, January.) We carried this in cloth ands0! 
only a couple, but I think it will sell in paper It'8* 
novel of the Trail of Tears and just ae customer was telling me how compelling it's: a 
Says it is hard to face, but feels so deep and true 
she can’t put it down. Head 

Beating the Adoption Odds: Using oo Dru and Your Heart to Adopt by Cynthia Martin ts out Marin Groves. ($15 pb, 0156005220, J anuary.) Is ¥ 
Store filled with folks who have adopted OF = te) to adopt? Mine is. This book is by an adop Hae 

Number” 
Volume 20



dopted daughter, who also work profession- 
and h the field of adoption. They explore agency 
ally in n, private adoption, etc. This is not the book 
a0op sanihie s, 1 don’t think, as it does not seem to 
ith them except in looking into the rights of the 

: —Linda B 
ean? . yrant 

pirth famuy- Charis Books & More/Atlanta 

HARPERCOLLIN S 

Volume Two of Doris Lessing’s autobiography, 

Walking in the Shade: The Growing Point, will be 

available in October ($27.50 cl, 0-06-018295-4). The 

sequel to Under My Skin, Walking in the Shade details 

Lessing’s “bohemian” life in postwar London, her 

involvement with the Communist party, her work in 

the theatre, her life as a single parent and, perhaps of 
most interest to feminist booksellers, describes the 
writing of The Golden Notebook (available in a 35th 

anniversary edition, 0-06-097590-3). 

Also out this summer is Erica Jong’s Inventing 

Memory: A Novel of Mothers and Daughters ($25 cl, 
0-06-017943-0). Told through the narrative of Sara, 

Inventing Memory probes the adventurous lives of 
Sara's immigrant great-grandmother, her iconoclast 

grandmother and folksinger mother and the lessons 
Which their lives have for the present generation of 

Women. Jong’s Fear of Fifty: A Midlife Memoir (writ- 
ten about the generation of women “raised to be Doris 

a but growing to womanhood yearning to be 
ona Steinem”) is now available in paperback 

($13.50, 0-06-098432-5), 
Diz: new novel of note is Rebecca Brown's The 

88: A Modern Bestiary ($20 cl, 0-06-017441-2, 

_“ovember). Set in the medieval form of a bestiary, 

another mystery 
0187646-8). Legal Tender by the same 

109412-9) and on Serve ea ibs aca 
($18, 0-694-51737 2) Pobiter he oo : ore rk Tr feminist writer Va ng nw cot nee ata ut in paperback ($6.5 
0-06-101175-4, November). Straitse Brew een 
0-06-017542-7, October) is another Callahan Garrity 
mystery by Kathy Hogan Trocheck, this one set in the 
Candler Park section of Atlanta. Lyn Hightower’s 
mystery Eyeshot is coming out in paperback ($6.50, 
0-06-109609-1, November). Hightower has been com- 
pared to Patricia Cornwell in style. 

A natural sequel to Motherless Daughters is The 
Mother Loss Workbook ($14 pb, 0-06-095222-9) by 
Diane Hambrook and Gail Eisenberg, co-founders of 

Motherless Daughters, Inc. Another useful work- 

book is Carol Lloyd’s Creating a Life Worth Living 
($14 pb, 0-06-095243-1). The ad copy says, “Carol 
Lloyd motivates the person searching for two things: 

the creative life and a life of sanity, happiness and 

financial solvency. Creating a Life Worth Living is 

for the hundreds of thousands of people who 
bought... The Artist’s Way, but who are looking ai 

more down-to-earth solutions and concrete tasks 

for achieving their goals.” 

Alt 
t each chapter has ™ - 3 d anion M hese ao d arts a ‘ bly a good comp 
i] : Intual lesson, The fea ees aie and A fun gift ch io “he vais Bookstore 

er horde ofDebar, we book to the coo . Waters’ Fanny at Chez 
| [Note g,.... --onmans. Sounds odd but intriquing. k Fall Catalog) is Alice +h 46 
te te: Harper cancelled this book along with 100 others.] olga A Child’s Restaurant cane i aa 

| on Andrews’ new book, Love and Power ($23 cl, | Panissé: b, 0-06-092868-9, Octo ‘ 

| %6-018646-1, November). Citi cdaslaace Recipes ($14 P ‘as of Fanny, the geven-yearo 

| . 'ween the need f ] “te desire for power. through the ie Berkeley chef Alice Waters, tne 
J es for love and the desire for powe daughter of fame 1097 

a __ “an Pie ($13 pb, 0-06-098433-3) is the latest in September /Oct 
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from the garden 
‘bes “the path food travels 

ae as the buble” and includes del ae 

= i “nes such as banana milkshakes an gre 

aa ate ike a fun read and great gift. 
le sherbet. Sounds like a fun a 

*e Velma Wallis’ Bad Girl and the Man 

Followed the Sun ($12 pb, 0-06-097728-0, October) is 

Gctell ts of an Athabaskan folk tale about two 

Eanes who break the taboos of their sie ane 

and set out on dangerous quests for freedom an 

knowledge.” Wallis is the author of the award- 

inning Two Old Women. 

salad! A Latina’s Guide to Total Health — 

Body, Mind, and Spirit, by Dr. Jane Delgado with the 

io i ‘s Health Collective, will National Hispanic Women’s ’ 
be published simultaneously in both Spanish and 

English ($20 pb, 0-06-095187-7, English edition; 

0-06-095261-X, Spanish edition, Ont, ae 
include problems faced by Latinas Wee Oicg 
appropriate health care, diseases anq disoee 
which Latinas are especially vulnerable a - to 

basic wellness issues. Sounds like a really = ag 
resource. efyl 

Harper is also releasing Ruth Harriet Jacoby 
classic, Be an Outrageous Older Woman 12 : 
0-06-095253-9, October), previously Published . 

K.LT. Inasea of books “celebrating age,” this was One 
of the first and feistiest. The Harper edition is also 
available on audiotape ($18, 0-694-51897-2), 

New in paperback is Martha Manning’s Chasing 
Grace: Reflections of a Catholic Girl, Grown Up 
($12, 0-06-251312-5). This book is advertised in the 
Feminist Bookstore Network Fall Catalog. Divorced 

Terminal Velocity 
Blanche McCrary Boyd 

underground in the days of rage. 

Psyche absorb such profound reinvention? 

eee 

In this mesmerizing new novel from the author of the 
widely acclaimed The Revolution of Little Girls, Boyd 
drives deep into the heart of the revolution itself, from 
the unique vantage point of the radical feminist 

Ellen Burns is a young, happily married editor for a 
small Boston press who seemingly by accident and nearly overnight finds herself in communal California, where she discovers a new name, Rain, to match her newfound preferences and politics. Yet how can the 

Combining Boyd's trademark wisdom, heart an misadventure into the dark night of the soul. Knopf 0-679-43008-3, $23.00 hardcover 

The Redneck Way of Knowledge; 0-679-75767-8; S 
The Revolution of Little Girls; 0-679-73812-6, $1: 

ic, aperback: 
Available in Vintage p 510.00 

00 
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sail. - veut. 

ustice: The Abuse of Women by Divorce 

From A and Judges by Karen Winner is also available 

| | Lane rack ($13, 0-06-098720-0, October). 
in pape lity section, shelve The Pagan Book inthespirituality s na gan Boo 

¢ Living and Dying: Practical Rituals, Prayers, 

plessings, and Meditations on Crossing Over by 

starhawk, M. Macha Nightmare and the Reclaiming 

Collective ($16, 0-06-251516-0, October) and Altars 

Made Easy: A Complete Guide to Creating and 

Using Your Own Personal Altars ($16 pb, 0-06- 

951490-3, October). 

Also scheduled for release in October (Breast 

Cancer Awareness Month) is Breast Cancer? Let Me 

Check My Schedule: Ten Remarkable Women Meet 

the Challenge of Fitting Breast Cancer into Their 

Very Busy Lives ($12.50 pb, 0-465-00763-5). 

Harper imprint Westview also has a number of 

good titles including Faces of Feminism: An Activ- 

ist’s Reflections on the Women’s Movement ($24 cl, 

| 0-8133-2842-X). Best known for her groundbreaking 

_| studies of women and math/science (Overcoming 

| Math Anxiety), Tobias has written a broad yet specific 

overview of the contemporary American women’s 

| movement from her position as both academic and 
activist. Also from Westview is James T. Sears’ From 

‘Lonely Hunters to Lonely Hearts: An Oral History 

er and Gay Southern Life ($24 cl, 0-8133- 
aa October). Focusing on accounts of coming out 

i} ft end of World War II to Stonewall, Sears 

cere the Teal stories of gay men and lesbians who 

a a in the social hierarchy of the South and 

Ni of aie their coming of age when the status quo 

i reat uy 08 ey, as a whole was on the cusp of 

Up ane Sears is also the author of Growing 

far ie e South (0-918393-79-5). Another title is 

| Feminist a Norma Broude’s Impressionism: A 

Ika ee The Gendering of Art, Science, 
| 430032.6) ia the Nineteenth Century ($20 pb, 0-06- 

| Feminist ‘ would be good to shelve next to the 

omen ee sicre Network Fall Catalog book on 
pe Sts. —Audrey if May 

Meristem Bookstore/Memphis 

Feminist Bookstore News 

HEINEMANN 
It Begins with Ti (Wendl tadanvis ears by Opal Palmer Adisa 

‘0 Women) part of the Carib . . 
‘ 

b 
iin Series, is a story of love, jealousy, aoe meee ery, vigilante justice, and the healing power of 
Womans friendships. In this first novel by Adisa, each 
woman's story is told in sequence and then quickly 
linked together, resulting in dramatic and surprising 
developments. $13.95 pb, 0-435-98946-4. 

In The Festival of San Joaquin by Zee Edgell, 
part of the Caribbean Writers Series, Luz Marina, 
cleared of a murder charge for taking the life of her 
brutal husband, is released from prison on a three- 

year probation. Determined to rebuild her life and 
gain custody of her children, she is sustained by 
mother love and faith as she fights against the poverty, 
guilt, vanity and vengeance which threaten to over- 
whelm her. $13.95 pb, 0-435-989-480. 

The Valley Nearby by Kang Sok-kyong, trans- 

lated by Choi Kyong-do, part of the Asian Writers 

series, is a tale of a South Korean woman, Yun-hee, 

who’s trying to reconcile cultural tradition with her 

need for individuality and freedom. She is a woman 

engaged in a solitary struggle between the life of a 

housewife and the life of an advocate of equality. 

Yun-hee must balance what is and what could be. 

$14.95 pb, 0-435-08146-2. IT 

i ; t Female Fear of 

Venus in Spurs: The Secre 

Commitment, or Why You Head for the eee 

Love Comes to Town by Sheila Gillooly. ($14.7 

0-8050-5355-7,) 
Shows that pe yon cee 

lationship anxiety. omb! 

ed and tongue-in-cheek 
social commentary 

with thought-provo
king psychological 

observations. 

Heterosexual. 
at 

Maria Ta 

Maria Tallchief 

Prima Ballerina by 

Kaplan. ($27.50, | 

ember/October 1997 
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0-8050-3302-5-
) The daughte 

e Indian and a determin 

ee 
came one of the world’s legendary 

her mother that feels, in her own words, |; 

impossible distance.” How she ultimatel; e “an 

that distance makes for a poignant a oes 
. 95) 

r of a full blooded Okla- 

ed Scots Irish 

her, Maria be a : : ; 

Oe ee before her 23rd birthday. This ee Oe 0-7868-6281-5. 
. 

. i —Dorot ollan 

tion on her life. y MACMURRAY & BECK 

HYPERION 
. In The Medusa Tree by Myléne Dressler, Mar 

Child of Mine: Writers Talk About the First single and secretly pregnant, goes to live with her a 

Year of Motherhood edited by Christina Baker Kline grandmothers while she decides what to do, A a 

did narratives in which moth- made the grandmothers newly frail, and pre es as 
n 

isacollection of 28 can 

ers from all walks of life tell about how they 

struggled, survived, and thrived during their first 

year of motherhood. Original essays from Susan 

Cheever, Mona Simpson, Naomi Wolf, Helen 

Winternitz, Meg Wolitzer, Sarah Bird, Valerie Sayers, 

Allegra Goodman, and others are included. $21.95 

cl, 0-7868-6233-5. 

In Unravelling, a novel by Elizabeth Graver, 

Aimee Slater has always dreamed of a life beyond the NORTON 

small New Hampshire farm her family owns. When, Dreams of the Centaur by Montserrat Fontes 

against her mother’s wishes, she goes off at the age of brings to light, for the first time in ficti 5 7 ction, the tragi 

15 to work in the City of Spindles —the factory town | enslavement of the Yaqui Indians by Porfirio Dir’ 

of Lowell, MA— she opens a rift between herself and regime at the turn of the last century. Told through i 

makes Marget newly vulnerable. Set against theh 

drop of her grandmothers’ experiences durin e 

Japanese occupation of the Dutch East Indies ga 

WW IL, this is the story of an extended and oe 

family of women, who managed despite distance m8 

conflict to provide one another sanctuary. $18.50 4 

1-878448-75-7. Ir 

Eroticism and Enlightenment in 

Eighteenth-Century France 

edited by Michel Feher 

Libertinism Started as a movement of philosophical 
skepticism in the 17th century but is most closely 

ene Daaree associated with its later incarnation as the ruling 
Choderios de Laclos, Spirit. of the underemployed upper classes of 18th 
Vivant Denon, Crébillon fils century France. It l intri 2 Jen : : continues to intrigue b f 
Marquis de Sade, Its focus on th i j ee ae 
spe Preiicr | ee the relationship between gender and 
ne es and on the fundamental question of wh 

_ Lommentators: _. lovers really w is j oe “Catherine Cusset, wee y ant. This is an anthology of nine major 

So ie ae ibertinism by six authors, each introduced 

March Henaff, Jean Sgard, y a contemporary scholar. 
Chantal Thomas _ o Distributed for z f Zone Books * 1,324 $ 

To order call ; He se00 pape! edu http://mitpress.miLe “ 343 (US & Canada) or (617) 625-8569. 
Pri j b nices higher outside the U.S. and subject to change without notice 

h = 

| Ti MIT Press— 
ee 
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Durcals — a Mexican family who have 

created 2 ranch out of the desert —it is also the story 

of the mystical bond between Alejo and Felipa, his 
sone willed loving mother. Grand in scope, power- 

ful in emotional detail, Dreams of the Centaur is a 

sweeping work about family, history, and our respon- 

sibility to make choices. $13 pb, 0-393-31605-X. —JT 

Let's Hear It for the Girls: 375 Great Books for 

Readers 2-14 edited by Erica Bauermeister and Holly 
Smith. A great resource. $10.95, 0-14-025732-2. 

The Heart's Progress: A Lesbian Memoir by 
Claudia Bepko. ($23, 0670859214, Viking.) A story 
about the proverbial joys and sorrows of lesbian life 
from a woman who came out in the late sixties/early 
seventies and has lived to middle age to tell about it. 

Penguin Book of Modern Fantasy by Women 

jives of the 

| edited by A. Susan Williams and Richard Glyn Jones 

eo 140243364) includes 38 short stories written 
es from 1941 to the present. It features new 
dices from four continents and writers better known 

for other fiction su ch as Joyce Carol Oates, Fa 
Weldon, and PD. James. ss 4 

oa Party by Carol Shields. ($22.95, 0-670- 
ee iking.) Shields is author of the Stone Diaries. 

follows Larry’s life, which mirrors the male 
conditi _ *hdition at the end of our century — with targeted 
Wit, unerrj : 
canlsaye. © poignancy and faultless wisdom. What 

Daughters of the 
0525-9 ~49-94109-6, October, Dutton.) Dash has put her 

Dust by Julie Dash. ($23.95, 

Feminist Bookstore News 

He aa Hl BI 

childhood and motherh 
tales and recipes, 

Prince Charmi , : 

Get Smart Aboutiina “ee Coming: How Women 

0-670-86689-X, Viking ee ewe Stanny. ($22.95, 

primer for women on how io sa ne (practice! 
ce financial life. Weaves together ce pent ee 

and anecdotes along wi : : 

steps to take right nba See bck: 

Going to Ground: Simple Life on a Georgia 
Pond by Amy Blackmarr. ($21.95, 0-670-87567-8 
Viking.) Warmth, charm and humor color a cy 
woman's Thoreauvian essays upon returning to her 

roots in the pinewoods of rural Georgia. 

When She Was Bad: Violent Women and the 

Myth of Innocence by Patricia Pearson. ($23.95, 
0-670-85925-7, October, Viking.) A look at female 

violence, thought provoking and controversial. Our 
culture, she says, is in denial of women’s innate 
capacity for aggression. Pearson wrote Backlash with 
Susan Faludi. 

A Century of Women: The History of Women in 

Britain and the United States by Sheila Rowbotham. 

($34.95, 0-670-87420-5, December, Viking.) Charts a 

century of changes and interchanges in the lives of 

women and the ways they themselves have deter- 

mined the course of history. Includes lesbian culture. 

My Mother Had a Dream: African American 

Women Share Their Mothers’ Words of Wisdom by 

Tamara Nikuradse. ($10.95, 0-452-27605-5, Plume.) 

This beautiful gift volume captures the love, hope and 

motivation that women have passed on to their 

daughters from generation to generation. 

What Women Want: A Journey to Personal and 

ici 
-452- 

iti by Patricia Ireland. ($12.95, 0 

eee sree 
d. Ireland addresses 

ood with immigrant family 

| Vision. 
| = eee loved from her film onto the page — 27249-1, Plume.) pete eee choice, domestic 

| characters at reacquaints us with her marvelous abortion, affirmative a ane ae vhat has been WON 

| More y extending their tale in greater and even violence and more, renu & 

He i mpeliin, 
d what must still be done. 

~~ Pe & Ways. and W Know About 

! 
What Every Woman Needs to : 

ditional Therapies for a 
0670-86098. Kitchen by Elizabeth Ehrlich. ($23.95, Natural & Tra 

trogen: Estrog Ithier Life by Kare 

Longer, Hea 
n Hutchinson and 
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{ 

i -452-27739-6, Plume.) What! 

et a aah Oh goodie. Authors are 
her estrogen book? Li ar 

ee iigesble about western medicine and holistic 

balance. 
i ‘ying the book a pretty good 

De sey sins Heaven’s Gate: An Anthology of 

iri ritings by Women edited by Amber 

Se diate stenchitie ($13.95, 0-452-27621-4, 

Plume.) The editors of Catholic Girls celebrate the 

ower and diversity of women’s spirituality in this 

collection of more than 60 works by such writers as 

Kathleen Norris, Mary Karr, and Linda Hogan. Focus 

of the anthology is contemporary, multicultural and 

cross-denominational. 

Ultimate Stress Handbook for Women by 

Ursula Markham. ($10.95, 1-85230-857-5, Element.) A 

guide to stress management for women of all ages. 

ON OUR OVWN 
Unmarried Motherhood in America 
Melissa Ludke 

In 1950, 

4 percent of 

American babies 

were born to 

unwed mothers 

who often gave 

their children Up 

for adoption. 
Today the figure is 

up to one third, 
and their mothers 
now, usually raise 

these children on 
— 

their-own. 
faving together mothers’ experiences with research on children and families, Melissa Ludtke focuses on two disparate groups of mothers — adolescents and women over the age of 35 — illuminating their Vastly different circumstan b also locating areas of common concern cg 

Random House 
0-679-424] 4-8, $25.95 hardcover 

September /October 1997 

Sound advice and practical techniques ¢ 
women find realistic solutions to the a hel 

problems that threaten their well being. Telateg 
The White Blackbird: A Life of the Ee 

Margarett Sargent by Her Grandday shter ae 

Moore. ($14.95, 0-14-024920-6.) Moore has cea o™ 
portrait of her grandmother that teaches ated a 

woman who has artistic ambitions their aka 

makes a case for their nurturing and slirvival | and 

Women’s Wheel of Life: Thirteen Arc 
Woman at Her Fullest Power by Elizabeth 

Carol Leonard. ($11.95, 0-14-019505-x.) A 
of a woman’s lifetime that focuses on her 

erful years. 

Al: in 
NOW IN PAPER: 

Loverboys: Stories by Ana Castillo. ($11.95, 
0-452-27773-6, Plume.) A collection of short stories 
which display Castillo’s unique perspective on the 
joys and sorrows of love, in its many configurations, 
including lesbian. 

How Stella Got Her Groove Back by Terry 
McMillan. ($6.99, 0-451-19200-1, Signet.) Bold, sassy 
tale of a successful woman’s dramatic change of life 
and ideas when she begins a relationship with a 
younger man. 

Penguin Book of Erotic Stories by Women 
edited by Richard Jones and Susan Williams. ($12.95, 
0-14-024531-6.) Collection of women’s writing that 
celebrates eroticism in all its forms. 

Rosie by Anne Lamott. ($11.95, 0-14-026479-5, 
Penguin.) From the bestselling author of Bird by Bird 
and Operating Instructions, a reprint of this witty and 
wise novel about growing pains, coming-of-age 
and coping with distracted parents. 

My First White Friend: Confessions on Race, 
Love, and Forgiveness by Patricia Raybon. ($11.9, 
0-14-024436-0.) Powerful tale of racial healing from@ 
commentator on National Public Radio’s “Weekend 
Edition.” —Dorothy Holland 

hetypes of 
Davis ang 
NeW vision 
™MOst pow- 

PUTNAM 

: Last Time I Wore a Dress: A Memoir of cae Girl and the Madness of Gender Identity pet by Daphne Scholinski and Jane Adams. ($237 © 

ENN 
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779 Riverhead.) Scholinski was a 14-year-old 

sao got into some minor trouble as a teen- 

hoplifting, etc., and landed in a mental 

f ‘th a case of “Gender Identity Disorder” 
pospital me ‘ | female). The treatment «ae to identify as a sexua 
(failure scribed was to “become more obsessive 

PD aplessing boys, to learn about makeup....” 

oe as released at the age of 18 when insurance 

ed to pay any more over the one million dollars 

that had been spent on her treatment! Each year 

approximately 50,000 teenagers are committed to 

mental hospitals with a Gender Identity Disorder 

diagnosis. Scholinski’s ultimate survival and thriv- 

ing is an unforgettable story. Advertised in the 

Feminist Bookstore Network Fall Catalog. 

Initiation: A Woman’s Spiritual Adventure in 
the Heart of the Andes by Elizabeth B. Jenkins. 
($22.95, 0-399-1436-2.) A spiritual adventure tapping 

into the natural sacred energies of the earth with Juan, 

an initiated priest of the Andean Path as her guide. 

Here on Earth by Alice Hoffman. ($23.95, 0-399- 

14313-0.) After 20 years of living in California, March 

returns to the small Massachusetts town where she 

srew up — and finds the town much more complex 
than she ever realized. 

No Hiding Place by Valerie Wilson Wesley. 

1573220 
pomboy 

rt ee ae S 

(621.95, 0-399-14318-1.) To honor a debt from the past, 
Pivate eye Tamara Hayle reluctantly takes on a case 
farmore complex than it first seems that challenges 
pet assumptions about class, crime and community. 

*€y is one of the hottest names on the female crime 
‘Wniting scene. I love her writing. 

Straight, No Chaser: How I Became a Grown-Up 
oman by Jill Nelson. ($23.95, 0-399-14262-2.) A 

Petson. look at the challenges Black women face 
‘| Stugglin 

f 
* 

8 for identity in a hostile culture. 

Feminist Bookstore News 

Another empowering book from Cameron lendi encouragement to tap into the crea Salen tive spirit. 
—Dorothy Holland Watch out for Patricia Cornwell's Unnatural 

ery ter sees. Chovk ea ee YS Ties. eck in with Lucy, Scarpetta’s 
gorgeous lesbian computer-whiz niece, Marino, 
Scarpetta’s crusty homicide-detective friend and 
Benton, FBI profiler and Scarpetta’s love interest, as 
Scarpetta finds herself being stalked by a killer. 
$25.95 cl, 0-399-142851. 

And if you haven’t heard of Necessary Madness 
by Jenn Crowell, a 19 year-old who grew up in Penn- 
sylvania, and who sold her first book for six figures at 
the age of 19, you should check it out. The tale of a 
30-year-old American woman and mother coping 
with the death of her husband living in England. 
$21.95 cl, 0-399-14525. —JT 

Al: 
RANDOM HOUSE 

On Our Own: Unmarried Motherhood in 

America, Melissa Ludtke. Blends real life and re- 

search, looks at both adolescent and over-35 mothers. 

$25.95 cl, 0679424148. 

Even the Stars Look Lonesome, Maya Angelou. 

Here Angelou writes about Africa, aging, Oprah, 

sexuality, rage, violence, sensuality, and more 4 

imparting her lessons of a lifetime. A must carry! $ 

-375-50031-6. 

sat ole Language of Eating Bonga 

tionary New Approach to Understanding and Curing 

Anorexia and Bulimia, Peggy Claude-Pierre. Oprah 
, ati t ie ‘ncide with publication. Folks a 

follow-up visit to coincide Ws book. $25, 0812928423. 
© FarEuphrates by Aryeh Ley Stollman. ($21.95, | FBN are very excited about ea nuenta Guide | Ee e2075-2) The me. Reni — ea s of a Living Beyond Breast oie a eect 

S bi Whose small world is touched by an unlikely for When Treatment “ethos Ys d Ellen Weiss. Answers 
"© Of people, as he grows up to become a gay man. | Begins, Marisa sed a from relationships to 

| tive oe Steps: Prayers & Declarations for aCrea- | the ame Anat $05.95 0812926897, October: 
—_* °Y Julia Cameron. ($9.95, 0-87477-899-9:) | alternative therapies. eae Oa 
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I’m Too Young to Get Old: Health Care for 

Women After Forty, Judith Reichman, M.D. Regular 

columnist for American Health magazine and an 

OB/GYN writes about heart attacks, osteoporosis, 

cancer and bladder problems with clarity, passion and 

humor. $16, 0812924258, January. 

A Girl Needs Cash: How to Dump the White 

Knight Myth and Take Charge of Your Financial 

Future, Joan A. Perry with Dolores A. Barclay. Former 

investment banker gives guidance for long-term 

financial security whether you are young or old. $23, 

0812928407. 

Al: E 
RH-Crown 

Room of Her Own: Women’s Personal Spaces, 

Chris Casson Madden. Photography and descrip- 
tion of 35 private spaces created as retreats by 
women. Easy to adapt ideas both inspiring and 

practical. $30, 0517599392. 

On Women Turning 60: Embracing the Age of 

Fulfillment, Cathleen Rountree. Interviews and 
of women working against stereotypes anq read; 

beyond common assumptions about 60 year olds cH 

0517707578, October. 924 

Why People Don’t Heal and How They ¢ 

Caroline Myss. No-nonsense discussion of how Peon 

use illness to give meaning to their lives, Myss’ Anais e 

of the Spirit set out her ideas on the mind-body-health 

connection and is due out in paperback from 
Rivers Press in August. $25, 0609600907, November, 

Law of Love, Laura Esquivel. The Story of 
Azucena, an astroanalyst, and her struggle to find her 

twin soul, Rodrigo, with whom she was able to share 
only one night of passion — before he disappeareq| 
This book is about reincarnation, soul mates, and fate, 
$16, 0609801279, October. 

Let’s Talk About Sex: A Guide to Sex and Sexu- 

ality for the Whole Family, Planned Parenthood. $19 
0609801465, October. 

Moosewood Restaurant Book of Desserts, 
Moosewood Collective. Advertised in the Feminist 
Bookstore Network Fall Catalog. $22 pb, 0517884933; 
$35 cl, -702096, October. 

Photog 
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Confronting 
Rape and 
Sexual Assault 
Edited by Mary E. Odem 
and Jody Clay-Warner CONFRONT

IN 
x A “Tam the only dead thing here, 

without a mouth 

to pray, without hands to clasp or 
implore, without 

the eyes that mutely screamed, and 
were ignored,” 

Pp 

a 

Bw be Stase Che und nds ae Barer 

Confronting Rape and Sexual Assault 
painful issue of sexual violence. It includes the most recent information, with contributors from a variety of fields including 
sociology, psychology, criminology, la : women’s studies 8Y, law, public health and 

examines the complex and 

292 pp. with suggested readings and films 
Paper ISBN 0-8420-2599-5 $16.95 

kneeling here beside the water's edge 

SR books can be ordered from your favo 
SR Books ¢ 104 Greenhill Ave, e Wilmington, DE 19805 

NEW FROM SR BOOKS 

—“This really happened,” 
a Rape Sonnet by Andi L. Rosenthal 

Controlling 
Reproduction 
An American History 

Edited by Andrea Tone 

VAARLS. OF OMEN 

“A suggestive look at the boundaries 

that have restricted women's lives by 

the gendering of reproductive control 

and choices...” 
—Esther Katz, 

Editor, The Margaret Sanger Papers 
New York University 

Si Rite ads ae 

Comprehensive and informative, Controlling Reproduction pfo- 
vides insight and perspective on the historical path of reproduction 
control, which is viewed in the contexts of politics, law, medicine, 
Sexuality, business, and social change. 

243 pp. with Suggested readings and films 
Paper ISBN 0-8420-2575-8 $16.95 

rite wholesaler or directly from SR Books 
* 800-772-8937 © 302-654-7713 © FAX 302-654-3878 
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ow to Succeed in Business Without a Penis: 

and Strategies for the Working Woman, 

Imansohn. $12, 0609801414, October. 

H 

Secrets 

Karen Sa M
T
 

EM
 

L
S
 
F
Y
 

RH-Knopt 
Selected Letters of Marianne Moore, Bonnie 

Costello, et al. Correspondence shows the poets inter- 

est in the arts, religion, politics, psychology, domestic 

arts, fashion and sport. $35, 067943909, October. 

The New Your Baby & Child from Birth to Age 

Five, Penelope Leach. Child-care manual revised for 
first time since its 1978 publication. $20 pb, 

0375700005; $35 cl, -100079. 

Jane Austen: A Biography, Claire Tomalin. The 
author, her family and neighbors are described within 
their social setting shedding new light on the novels. 
$27.50, 0679446281, November. 

RH-Pantheon 

Killing the Black Body: Race, Reproduction, and 
the Meaning of Liberty, Dorothy Roberts. Describes 
the destructive effects of society’s attempts to control 
Black women’s bodies over the last 250 years — from 
slave holders to 90s welfare policy — and calls for a 

change. Also see Raves. Advertised in Feminist Book- 
Store Network Fall Catalog. $26, 067944226X, October. 

| My Sister Life: The Story of My Sister’s Disap- 
Pearance, Maria Flook. Memoir of a woman reunited 
With her sister after the sister had disappeared, came 
Out of child Prostitution, and time in a mental institu- 

- tion. $25, 0679442081, J anuary. h 

Cool Water: Alcoholism, Mindfulness, and 

: Native t Recovery, William Alexander. Offers alter- 

1 recove © 12-step “higher power” for addictions 
i, aes pb, 157062254X. 
Mati ©s Daughter/Death’s Bride: Inner Transfor- 

| K: <u ns Through the Goddess Demeter/ Persephone, 

Si en. Goddess Spirituality and Jungian 

‘moth. ©) @PPlied to the promise/problem of 

Feminist Bookstore News 

Hildegard: The Last Year, Barbara Lachman. Lachman imagines Hilde 
tions during her 80th 
forbidden to cele 
1570623155, October. 

Mother Mysteries, Maren Tonder Hansen. 
Unitarian Universalist minister and psychotherapist 
explores sacred dimension of motherhood by taking 
reader through morning sickness to postpartum 
depression and working outside the home and find- 
ing deepest spiritual realities along the way. $12 pb, 
1570622523, November. 

Killer Instinct by Martina Navratilova and Liz 

Nickles is the final installment of the mystery trilogy 

starring Jordan Myles. Myles discovers that the brutal 

competition of tennis is nothing compared to the dog- 

eat-dog world of product merchandising. $25 cl, 

0-679-43392-9. 

gard’s thoughts and reflec- 
year, a period in which she was 
brate divine office. $18 cl, 

RH-Vintage 
COMING IN PAPERBACK: 

Founding Mothers & Fathers: Gendered Power 

and the Forming of American Society, ie se 

Norton. Scholarly but readable exploration : oo 

can colonists’ beliefs ee 
privileg 

Shea S  eeaniod Joan nie ae 

set in 1984 on island among arms pe and ass 

‘nation. A moral thriller. $12, 06797 oll aie 

pes ular Guy, Mona Simpson. Comic ie 

ee B  ansformation of longing into belonging 

—__'“t'daughter bond. $24 cl, 087773903X. 
Olume 20 Ne | 3 
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man into a father when a ten-year-old 

an ara hter suddenly comes into his life. 
“illegitimate” ae = 

ctober. 

en ee e Invention: Women of the Slave- 

: ican Civil War, Drew 
holding South in the America hern “ladies” of 
Gilpin Faust. Social history of Southern “la ae 

Civil War era drawn from diaries and Saat : 

period. Winner of Frances Parkman Prize and Avery 

Craven Prize. $15, 0679781048, October. 

Last Night in Paradise: is me oe re 

s End, Kate Roiphe. Roiphe repor 

Sean has been affected by the fear of AIDS, 

the educators and ideologues who play on the fear, 

and what she calls a new puritanism. $12, 0375700536, 

November. 
Love Invents Us, Amy Bloom. Novel from 

acclaimed short story writer shows how profoundly 
the forces of love shape our lives. $12, 0-375-75022-3, 

January. 
Ladies’ Gallery: A Memoir of Family Secrets, 

Irene Vilar. Formerly titled Message from God in the 
Atomic Age. Three generations of Puerto Rican women 
caught in a cycle of alienation and self-destruction: 
grandmother, Lolita Lebron, martyr for Puerto Rican 
independence; mother who leapt from speeding car to 
her death; and daughter, Irene, whose days in a psy- 
chiatric hospital prompt her to try to understand all 
their stories. $13, 0679745467, January. 

Original paperback: Imagining Characters: Six 
Conversations About Women Writers: Jane Austen, 
Charlotte Bronte, George Eliot, Willa Cather, Iris 
Murdoch, and Toni Morrison, A.S. Byatt and Ignes 
Sodre. Writer Byatt and psychoanalyst Sodre critique 
six novels in free-wheeling discussion which will 
return readers to the books with renewed respect and 
wonder. $14, 0679777539, November. —Linda Mowry 

Prairie Moon/Arlington Heights IL 

Al: 
ROUTLEDGE 
SEPTEMBER TITLES 

anthology presents women from some 30 count; 

showing how women throughout history have = 
aged to resist oppression and gain power ae = 

lives. Also offers insight into questions aboyt Dowd 

that women are posing today. Advertised in the Fe e 

nist Bookstore Network Fall Catalog. $29 95 a 

0-415-91531-7; $74.95 cl, -91530-9. Pd, 

Postfeminisms: Feminism, Cultura] Theo 
and Cultural Forms, Anne Brooks. In this clear expo. 
sition of some of the major debates, theorists and 

practitioners, Brooks shows postfeminism as the 

theoretical meeting ground between feminism dnd 

anti-foundationalist movements (postmodernism 

post-structuralism, post-colonialism). Catalog claims 
this is for readers looking for guidance through 
“sometimes murky waters of contemporary feminist 
theory.” $18.95 pb, 0-415-11475-6; $69.95 cl, -11474.9 

The Menstrual Cycle, Anne Walker, lecturer at 
University of Leeds. Presents a well-researched study 
of the entire menstrual cycle and its relationship to 
women’s lives. As with most Routledge titles, this looks 
rather scholarly. $18.95 pb, 0-415-16331-5; $65 cl, -16330-7. 

OCTOBER TITLES 

The Eight Technologies of Otherness, Sue Gold- 
ing, ed. The catalog copy tests my limits. My guess is 
if you have an academic community doing textual 
analysis or cultural studies, you will want this. $19.95 
pb, 0-415-14579-1; $74.95 cl, -14580-5. 

Straight Science? Homosexuality, Evolution 
and Adaption, Jim MeNight, Chair of Psychology at 
University of Western Sydney, Australia. Explores 
homosexuality as a problem for evolutionary theory 
which claims that successful reproduction is the cause 
of evolution. Since this theory ignores the origins of 
homosexuality, it needs to be revisited. $18.95 pb, 
0-415-15773-0; $69.95 cl, -15772-2. 

Lesbians and Lesbianisms: A Post-Jungian 
Perspective, Claudette Kulkarni. Explores the lesbian 
experience from both a feminist and Jungian stand- 

point, presenting a link between theory and 
experience which is consistent with both approaches: 
Chapters of author’s narrative are interspersed with 
interviews with lesbians showing it was the pursult 
of their lesbian desire that provided significant opP ee 
tunity for individuation and growth. (In other words; 
coming out is good for you.) $21.95 pb, 0-415-15511-4) 
$69.95 cl, -15510-x. 

SS 
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Stories and Their Limits: Narrative Approaches 

Bioethics, Hilde Lindemann Nelson. Answers 

10 © san about what kind of work ethical stories can 
oo limits to thi oe and what are the imi s to this work. Offers 

reflections on the relationship between narrative and 

ethics. $18.95 pb, 0-415-91910-X; $69.95 cl, -91909-6, 

The Thin Woman: Feminism, Post-Structural- 

ism and the Social Psychology of Anorexic Women, 

Helen Malson. From London comes this research 

offering new feminist and post-structuralist insights 

into the problem of anorexia nervosa. $18.95 pb, 0-415- 

16332-3; $65 cl, -16332-3. 
Body Talk: The Material and Discursive Regu- 

lation of Sexuality, Madness and Reproduction, Jane 
Ussher, ed. Again from England, this anthology puts 
forth a new “material-discursive” approach to psy- 
chology and urges a move away from the traditional 
binary approach. $18.95 pb, 0-415-15364-6; $69.95 cl, 

-15363-8. 
Feminist Approaches to Art Therapy, Susan 

Hogan, ed. Leading international practitioners in this 
field explore the ways in which gender issues can be 
addressed in art therapy. $22.95 pb, 0-415-14840-5, 
$74.95 cl, -14839-1. —Mary Ellen Kavanaugh 

My Sisters’ Words/Syracuse NY 

L: 

Bie es in Natural Healing for Women is 
| an Vita LOM. Aromatherapy and Herbs to Massage 

the World of Therapy — Drug-Free Remedies from 

revention Mf Alternative Medicine” by the editors of 

| itthe “co fees Health Books. Catalog copy calls 

advice “sie ce guide to the newest information and 

| designed ¢ ternative therapy methods specifically 

oh, 0.87596 art he health needs of women.” $27.95 
6-364-1, Rodale Press. 

F : 
Bey Light: A Love Letter to the Seasons 

6 a Year of Cancer and Recovery by Heather 

Feminist Bookstore News 

journal as the author fig 
$20.95 cl, 0-312-16839-X, 

The Serpentine Cave by Jill Pa 
of Booker finalist Ketuledge amg 
story containing a true one: a powerfully crafted ae 
of memory and loss, birthand rebirth, and past regrets 
that still have power over the present. $20.95 cl, 0-312- 

The Tribes of Palos Verdes by Joy Nicholson. As 

Medina’s parents’ marriage disintegrates and her 

twin brother drifts away from her, Medina turns to 
surfing for solace. But no matter how much control 
she gains over the sea, her life at school and home are 

chaotic. $19.95 cl, 0-312-15677-4, October. 

Madam Secretary: A Biography of Madeleine 
Albright by Thomas Blood. From her family’s escape 
from Communists in Czechoslovakia to her rise to 

power as the first woman United States Secretary of 

State. $24.95 cl, 0-312-17180-3. 

Self and Soul: A Woman’s Guide to Enhancing 

Self-Esteem Through Spirituality, by ordained 

Methodist minister Adele Wilcox, provides her meth- 

ods of enhancing self-esteem to the reader: practicing 

forgiveness, self-control and gentleness to counter 

negative emotions, creating confidence through self- 

acceptance, and exploring how patience can result in 

rich personal rewards. $17.95 cl, 0-87596-446-X, 

Daybreak/ Rodale. 

What Are We Fighting 

the Future of Feminism by 

tion in political thinking and a source- 

= eas for anybody who wants or needs to know 

what feminism is.’—Ursula K. Le Guin. “Ruse is 88 

itti t direct and orig! 
of our smartest, wittiest, mos 

4 

i i he does nothing less than 

thinkers and writers. Here s 
th 

ive feminists back our history, and bring oe 

pack — and forward.” —Marilyn Hacker. $27.95 cl, 

0-312-15198-5. 

hts ovarian cancer and wins! 

For? Sex, Race, Class, and 

Joanna Russ is “an. educa- 

book in courage 

“moff is part medical diary and part nature 
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ithi t of global trends an 

St ect role poate, the analysis in 
house 

* ae Households: Divers ya 

este in the Developing Wo
rlds by Sylvia 

yna : Pea 

explores the reasons for the formation ane carat 

-headed households in differen P Ae 

Pecan their capacity for survival in socie 

ae male-headed households are both the eon 

a the ideal. Probably best for libraries. $69.95 cl, 

Ai ate Young Was Very Heaven” Women in 

New York Before the First World War Sandra nth 

captures on paper the women who played integra 

roles in American life and letters, from Emma Gold- 

man to Charlotte Perkins Gilman, while evoking the 

now-lost paradise that New York offered to women at 

the turn of the century. $35 cl, 0-312-16249-9. —J]T 

Al: 
SIMON & SCHUSTER 

Flaming Iguanas: An Illustrated All-Girl Road 

Novel Thing by Erika Lopez. ($18.50, 0684837226.) 
Tomato Rodriguez, a twenty-something Latina witha 
post-office fetish, hits the road to find herself — in a 
story about an irrepressible young woman going her 
own way. 

For Colored Girls Who Have Considered 
Suicide/When the Rainbow Is Enuf by Ntozake 
Shange. ($8, 0-684-84326-9, Scribner.) Reissue of an 
all-time favorite. 
= rope is Se The Breast Cancer Treat- 

ent Survival Handbook by Margit Porter. ($11, 
0-684-84218-1..) Written by and for women on are going through treatment for breast c i anc Presents practical, co ee women confront th 
Psychological, of thei 

November.) A classic, now revised, updat 
expanded. Covers the legal, financial] and at and 
realities of creating two happy and stable ho 
children in the often difficult and confus} MEs for 
math of a divorce. Ng af 

Black-Eyed Peas for the So 
Strengthen the African American Spirit andE n 
age the Heart by Donna Marie Williams ($1 
0-684-83745-5, November, Fireside.) Two chee I. 

African American traditions, cooking Up a meal 4 
nourish the body and cooking up stories to ribet 
the soul, come together in this entertaining look at the 
many ingredients that enrich our lives. 

Five Lesbian Brothers’ Guide to Life: A Collec. 
tion of Helpful Hints and Fabricated Facts for 
Today’s Gay Girl by The Five Lesbian Brothers, 
($12, 0-684-81384- X, November, Fireside.) This 
award-winning theater company, whose plays have 
proved that laughing well is the best revenge, 
present the most refreshing, most revealing and 
raunchiest reference book ever to come out of the 
closet. Hilarious. 

Lost and Found: A Woman’s Intimate Explora- 
tion of Her Journey from Girlhood to Adolescence 
by Roberta Israeloff. ($12, 0-684-83344-1, October, 
Touchstone.) Revisiting her past through old journals 
and diaries, Israeloff traces her passage from self- 
confident tomboy to a teenager trying to understand 
what it means to be female in today’s society. . 

The Best American Erotica 1997 edited by Susié 
Bright. ($12, 0-684-81823-X, October, Touchstone) 
The new collection of Susie’s favorite and most titi: 

lating pieces of erotic literature. Fe 
Getting Away with Murder: Weapons for t 4 

War Against Domestic Violence by Raoul Felder + ; 

Barbara Victor. ($12, 0-684-83333-6, October, es 

stone.) A chilling examination of the Soa fhe 
brutal crimes against women in America, Bios 

specific, practical, essential solutions these @ 
have for bringing it to an end. 

tional 

ter. 

ul: Tales to 

cour. 

NOW IN PAPER: 

Same River Twice: Honorin 

Alice Walker. ($14, 0671003771 
Mom’s House. D - Very hetero, recounts how fame, illness, betray ex 0 ’ 4 , 7 r ev' 

Guide for Parents Who ne aes Complete | Prize have impacted her life, her wor an 
or Living Apart by Isolina Bice eee Divorced lution as an artist. She talks a great cee ‘positiv® 

September/October 1997 0-684-83078-7 controversy she provoked with her 
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Color Purple of love between women, 

believe to be her negative portrayal 

en. 
of oF Git Next Door: Into the Heart of Lesbian 

5 Lindsy Van Gelder and Pamela Brandt. 

-83957-1, October, Touchstone.) Percep- 

look at how lesbian women think, feel, 

highlights the diversity and the rich- 

ness of the lesbian community. _ —Dorothy Holland 

The Love of Friends: An Anthology of Gay and 

Lesbian Letters to Lovers and Friends edited by Con- 

stance Jones collects correspondence that offers the 

reader a glimpse into the world of gay and lesbian 

letters. Comprised of missives from literary, artistic 

and political luminaries — many well-known in the 

gay community— this book constitutes the first 

definitive anthology of its kind and presents an 

intriguing series of historical snapshots. Letters from 

Mercedes De Acosta, Alexander the Great, Djuna 

Barnes, Lord Byron, Isadora Duncan, Amelia Earhart, 

Virginia Woolf, Oscar Wilde, and others are compiled 

here. $25 cl, 0-684-81409-9. 
Set 26 years into the new millennium, The 

Misconceiver by Lucy Ferriss, is the story of Phoebe, a 

young woman caught in the social and political cross- 

i fire of a world that has renounced abortion rights. In 
| thevein of The Handmaid's Tale, The Misconceiver is a 

aan look at a world that is disturbingly close to 

reality. $23 cl, 0-684-80092-6. 
| _ InWho’s Afraid of Feminism? Seeing Through 

the Backlash edited by Ann Oakl d Juliet 
Be carsinciicse casa Hecbrur pie 
D distinen,: : 0) illigan, Carolyn Heilbrun, and a 

Hl exs ae international group of feminist think- 

| thought a the diverse territories that feminist 

and the “Se si have affected over recent years, 

Process, $15 oes that have arisen during that 

— : ‘s 1-56584-385-1 ; $30 cl, -384-3. 

“know cae on’t read this if you don’t want to 

Nicole Cae Angel Wings is the new novel by 

fans... 0% ' get too excited Claire of the Moon 
| contentic, Just may be disappointed: the lesbian 

—__~ ™norand almost totally among secondary 

Feminist Bookstore News 

fi BIRT 
and tertiary characters. 
pages neice there is = ae ee oo See 
ity, wading through a fair amount of cee Rae 
stuff in the process. Finally a bit of same sex action on 
page 148! Yeah! But wait. To top it off, the relationship 
is over by page 152. And Matthew gets the girl. Oh 
you do get a glimpse of the secondary and tertiary 
characters’ lives, but not very much.) Don’t be too 

glum, though, there are angels who tell us that gay 
people are conduits facilitating pairing among 
heterosexuals. I guess I should be happy for any 
lesbian content, and the conduit thing is an original 
treat. Am I too critical? Should I just be happy thata 
lesbian writer is being published by the big guys? $22 

cl, 0-684-83205-4. IT 

Al ii 

VERSO 

Red Dirt: Growing Up Okie by Roxanne Dunbar- 

Ortiz tells of her impoverished childhood in rural 

Oklahoma. Born during the height of the Dust Bowl, 

the author as a child was nurtured on the Biblical 

arables told to her by her mother and the stories of 

political idealism of her grandfather, a Wobbly who 

was driven out of Oklahoma by the KKK. $25 cl, 

1-85984-856-7. 
—JT 

VIKING 

In Comfort Woman by Nora Okja Keller, Beccah, 

a young Korean American 
girl, uncovers her mother 'S 

secret past — she was sold into prostitution in the 

Japanese “recreation camps” of WW II for her bid 

sister’s dowry. Told in the voices of both mother an 

daughter it’s “A beautiful first novel, lovingly Lud 

and lovingly told. Comfort Woman 
speaks walle 

for everyone who 
tries to imagine a parent s past, W 

tries to piece together a history that involves as oe 

the dead as it does the living. With great ieee poe y 

and, yes, even humor, Nora Okja Keller has ney 

her ancestors and her readers with this book. Comfo 

‘olume 29 N. 5 
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Woman is not simply a story, but medicine for the 

spirit.” —Sandra Cisneros (The House on Mango S treet). 

$71.95 cl, 0-670-87269-5. a. 

Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao is a Vietnamese girl’s 

coming-of-age story in the U.S. in the aftermath of the 

Vietnam War. It is a story of divided loyalties spun 

thorough generations, how love and politics can be 

both opposed and inseparable, and how the slender 

bridge between past and future must be reinvented by 

every generation. Past and present, east and west, 

Vietnamese myth and American-style reality 

intertwine and ultimately, the legacy of long-simmer- 

ing hatreds and what occurred late one afternoon ina 

burial ground near the banks of the Mekong River is 

revealed. Carol at FBN loved this one. $23.95 cl, 

0-670-87367-5. 

Chronicling the further adventures of sexy, wise- 

cracking dame Robin Hudson, Sparkle Hayter returns 

with Revenge of the Cootie Girls. Robin’s wacky 

investigations are unique, and marked by “wicked 

humor, endless spontaneity, crazy plot, non-stop 

gab-fest, vivid action, and her unruly hair.” —Library 

Journal. When Robin's intern Kathy fails to show up 

for Girl’s Night Out our heroine sets out with her 
eclectic group of friends to locate her. “A great read, a 
love story to living in the city, and an inspiration for 
anyone who wants to unravel not only a suspense plot 

but contemporary life. “ —Regina Barreca (They Used 

to Call Me Snow White...But I Drifted). ($20.95 cl, 0-670- 

86940-6.) Also check out Nice Girls Finish Last, 
Rie a Hudson Mystery, (5.95 pb, 0-14- 

7 enguin). —JT 

| 

Knowing by Rosalyn McMilla n. ($6.50, 
peta al After years of working in a a inger decides to go back to school joi : 
ee ee ol and join the 9-to-5 

Cloud Mountain b i i y Aimee E. Lie. ee Setin California in 1906 — the year : ¥ Seas San Francisco Earthquake, Cloud Moun- = Presents the epic story of the love between an = — aes and a Chinese man and the tremen obstacles they must overco i it forbidden passion. Very well sriitien pina og 

SS 
A Kind of Grace: The Autobiography of th e 

World’s Greatest Female Athlete by Jackie Joyn 

Kersee. ($23, 0-446-52248-1, October.) This Test er- 

Olympic gold medallist tells her inspiring stor i 

triumph not only in sports, but over poverty, oni 

tragedy, and illness. Includes photos. y 

The Fortune Catcher by Susanne Pari. ($22 
0-446-52071-3, October.) Novel that offers a penetra 
ing look behind the curtain of secrecy that shrouds 

modern Iran, explores the dreams of the women there 
and tells the dramatic story of an American Iranian 

woman whose once perfect life and love fall victim to 
the battle between the old and new ways. 

Any Given Day: The Life & Times of Jessie Lee 
Brown Foveaux, a Memoir of 20th Century America 
by Jessie Lee Brown Foveaux. ($19.95, 0-446-52343-7,) 
A remarkably resilient woman, now 98. Foveaux 

started writing stories about her life when she was 80. 

Here she describes seeing horse-drawn carriages giv- 
ing way to automobiles, working through WW I and 
WW IL, and raising eight children single-handedly. 

i 

FRANKLIN WATTS 

Although Franklin Watts has an impressive back- 

list of biographies for children, the only ones I saw 
new for this season were: 

Extraordinary Women of Medicine Darlene 
Stille. ($15.95, 0516261452.) Several dozen bios of 
women throughout history who have achieved suc 
cess in medicine, both as researchers and as doctors: 

This whole series seems to be for ages 11 and up. 

Letters to Our Children: Lesbian and Gay 
Adults Speak to the New Generation Larry Dane 
Brimner. ($9.95, 0531-15843-8, October.) Not really 
letters, per se, but essays as well as missives presen 2 
ing a picture of the wide diversity of lesbian/ gay life 

The New Civil War: The Lesbian and 64 
Struggle for Civil Rights by Diane Silver presents 

both sides of the argument for lesbian and gay ae 
rights in a clear, concise language. Silver also ©%? 4s 
ines fundamental questions confronting Am a 
society on this issue. $9.95 pb, 0-531-15822-5; $227 cl, -11290-x. —Linda Bri (0) 

Charis Books & More/Atlan'a September/October 1997 
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i ‘nued from page 49. ‘ : 

igi the English word “vocal and the 

rd “kolot” meaning 
voices) weaves a oo 

tiful tapestry of harmony and poetry: Their 

es ly exquisite voices revitalize tradition, while 

eae eee to a universal vision of social 

pele e ® his is music for everyone!). Primarily 

qushee Sb Linda, but drawing from sources as 

ae as Walt Whitman and Zimbabwean folk 

a a their repertoire mixes traditional Jewish 

Bes with folk, jazz and classical idioms. Their a 

cappella selections are indescribably gorgeous! In- 

cludes “Imra Na” (“My sister”), “Lo Yisa Goy” ( Study 

war no more”). Oyster 1118. 

Sepharad / Ensemble Sarband. Subtitled “Songs 

of the Spanish Jews in the Mediterranean and the 

Ottoman Empire,” this 1996 recording explores the 

music of the Judeo-Hispanic exiles. One of the most 

authentic-sounding groups of its type, Ensemble 

Sarband is made up of Turkish, Italian, English, 

Bulgarian and German musicians who have been 

working since 1986 to uncover the links between 

European music and the Jewish and Islamic musical 

cultures. Following the tradition in which primarily 

women performed Sephardic music and, in the Dias- 

pora, passed the songs onto their daughters, all of the 

vocals are by Lebanese singer Fadia El-Hage, Turkish 

singer/ instrumentalist Mustafa Dogan Dikmen, and 
English singer /instrumentalist Belinda Sykes. Highly 

recommended! Deutche Harmonia Mundi 77372. 
Lady Drummer/Fatu (Judy Henderson). This 

Most excellent musician first became interested in tra- 

ae drumming as a child, listening to 
ae ne practice in an Omaha park on Saturdays. 

7, ee a girl, however, she was told she was 
© play the drums, and had to secretly 

tere the thythms she heard. It wasn’t until 1990 

es ee instructor who was willing to formally 
itional drumming! Now she is the lead 

drummer and musical di ee ee irector of the Harambee Afri- 
Col ers an, Drummers at the University of 

Orado in Boulder, and has released her fi Meooc sical Gites cna icdain er rst album 
Agia Dias and tra itional music from the 

= pora. Playing the djembe and djun djuns, 

traditional Mali instruments, Judy also sings both 

lead and harmony vocals in a deep, rich voice. It : 

hard to pick out highlights from this wonderful 199 

release, but I'll try: “Sisters” celebrates her African, 

Chocatah and Jicarillo heritage (“I’ve found my way 

home!”), “Norma’s Song” is a very sensual love song, 

the traditional Senegalese “Mandianai” is used at : 

young girl's initiation celebration, “Gorey Island 

remembers the “last port of exit” for Africans being 

shipped off to slavery in the Americas, and Haram- 

bee” is a playful challenge to the dancers in her 

troupe. Amazing stuff, this, and very highly recom- 

mended! Dragon Head Productions 1. 

Move Into the Villa Villakula/ Various Artists. 

Villa Villakula was that fabulous place where the cool- 

est girl ever, ol’ Pippi Longstocking, lived. This 1997 

CD would be the perfect recording to hear blasting 

out of the Villa’s basement window. Released by a 

brand-new woman-run label, it’s full of indie-rock 

divas like Sleater-Kinney, Ruby Falls, Kaia, and Azalia 

Snail, plus several, um, eclectic spoken word pieces 

from Eileen Myles. Experience a delicious, lip- 

smackin’ sampler of what some other cool girls are 

doing with their time. So go braid your hair, climb up 

onto the roof and have some fun, ok? [I, Barb Smalley, 

who didn’t write the rest of this text and am some- 

what afraid of this genre, like this collection a lot and 

recommend it to my timid sisters!] Villa Villakula 8. 

Music Announcements 

In the world in which we deal that’s not necessar- 
ily about women’s or feminist music, we finally have 
the perfect product. The San Francisco Gay Men’s 
Chorus’ ExtrABBAganza! mixes two important loves 
of gay men’s culture, choral music and the band 
ABBA, into one experience. Ah! We only long now to 
know whether the rumor of an Anonymous 4 (four 
women who perform ancient, often sacred music a 
cappella) dance remix could be true.... 

Coming in September 1997: Front Porch Music 
pings Tillery on Music for Little People. 

0 coming late this summer is the re-re 
CD of two early Alix Dobkin recordings, pee 
Jane Loves Women” and “Living With Lesbians.” The 

SoS CD’s title: Living With Lavendar Jane, of course. O 
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Index of Advertisers 
Mother Tongue Ink..................00,0.. 

A&M Books: pig sige ea ie Najiad Presse reieptern te a. f ascii sea es Alyson Publications ........+++++++eereerees 7 NSO erricnertan tak aciran ot ae B 

sept ae sae oS SA New Victoria .. 00. .2 0st sees eee esse ees, 78 
S OALELAaTR SE Ne ARE AEN New York University Press .................. 4 
Bokeh CPs ATi a mtb g ots A nee os aie : 
BOOkpeople scat teeta ean cen eas tee 94 Siateshaatly ea nag Press Hie, ee 

Repo Tatoo 10, 66 Mee SSUES I. capers aie sinensis vo Corie Pren, Sele eA alt deal 68 Papier Mache Press... esses 1 
City Lights Publishers ...............+.-e0++ 91 Pluto Press .... SO GDA Coie Ores 22 
Cornell University:Press so is «15 sie exes seco = 102 Press Gang Publishers .................., 62-63 
Down ‘There Pressisccse.wicsusm cis a. oieue a te eeie sainivie 74 Randomiblouse caro sos oe fe be oes se 108, 114 
Earth Beat Records irsds ai aca aman eeec sepsis 46 Running: Pressictieciees se = sot ee sece ose «Swat 53 
Bcodkopique Inc. 4 tarts etiam steals a 123s 20 Rutgers University: Press’. cre.6...6..c0h-. ew ateccasns 28 
hirébrand Books tries .is sca eee eee 60 StalVlartin’s Press serch ayes p- ojo. sdore ola elssareduarte 104 
Goldenrod Distribution............0........ 48 ocholarly, Resourcesrs -.-500 bis ..hs tess enrich 116 
Indiana University Press...............0.000. 8 SpInitexibress 3s ebive. i aacges se dactekon ee 68 
IsnURresserc ns. ore Pe ee ee C2 Spinsters Inet si ts,.o wets. sos) esceeae C3 
Iris Edittoris$22 2 ats Se sis et LS 38 ScHbner ef. S78. Saeko. oak lee ar ee 106 
SNODE sete Ne ete ee eee ne oe ie 110 Teen Voices... saa. sere ee ee 30 Koen Book Distributors..................... 16 Temple University Press................... 100 
LPC Group /inBook’.... cca re 84 University of California Press............... 50 Ladyshpper.. sirens mare age tea 49 University of Chicago'Press:.'ee acre 98 POETS tons eee eee ed . Sn ckn dame. aay 70 University of Illinois Press.................. 36 Madwoman Pressi. wikia saboh oc Sais ances; 64 Women’s Press-Canada.................... 1 ALUN, oR as Seen OP. See RG ere 112 Women’s Project a... ca. euaicren ee ene 4 

CLASSIFIED ADS 
Celebrate Woman! Hand-crafted porcelain jewelry with fun, inspiring designs. Bestselling “Sisterhood” pin available in six beautiful glaze colors, wholesale $6, and with colorful gemstones $8. Wonderful gifts easy to display, no minimum order for CODs Free sample with wholesale catalog. Celebrate Worn $287 SE 14th, Portland OR 97202; 503-239-7015. 

nl 

with hazelnut praline, dark, dark with roasted 
almonds, and dark mint chip. Each wrapped in foil. Q wooden display for $7.50 or order 144 and the rack : 
free. You can order direct, call 1-800-862-5814, or wuile for catalog sheet: Kemp Krafts, 288 Flynn Avenue, Burlington VT 05401-5374, 

Free Booksearch. Send us your out-of-print bape needs. We will search for you. You can send theme email at (rtkemp@aol.com) or by mail: Kemp Kraft 
288 Flynn Avenue, Burlington VT 05401-5374. Volume 20 Number 3 
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[Lesbian Origins Lesbian Origins 

| Susan Cavin on 

| 
“Cavin, a lesbian feminist 

“sociologist, advances a new 

eory of women's Sumer
 

d women’s liberation, base 

cross-cultural data. She 

Bf riginal human so- 
é Bi ere woman-centered with females greatly 

| outnumbering males; men occupied a margina 

| position. When armed men overthrew women's 

| societies they integrated themselves into society, 

" breaking women's power. 

| Janice Raymond called Lesbian Origins “one of 

| the most stimulating and original works to come 

“out of the last five years of feminist thought" 

en's Review of Books) 

Love & Politics 

Carol Anne Douglas 
Critically surveys radical and 

lesbian feminist ideas devel- 

oped from the 1960s through 

the 1980s. Douglas examines 

diverse theories on the roots 

Carol Anne Douglas _| of male domination, love and 

sexuality; lesbianism and friendship between 

women: lesbian separatism, strategy and tactics 

for women’s liberation — and more. 

“Douglas provides a lively and coherent over- 

view of radical and lesbian feminist ideas over the 

past few decades, reminding us of their creativity 

and diversity,” wrote Charlotte Bunch. 

Carol Anne Douglas has written for off our 

backs since 1973 and teaches women’s studies. 

Se 
LOVE « POLITICS 
RADICAL FEMINIST 

& LESBIAN THEORIES 

ays, and poems by radical women 
e US. — including Barbara Smith, 

Idda, Chrystos, Nellie Wong, Aurora 
s, and many more. 
ng book,” wrote the Mexican 
thly fem. “Through reading it, we 
feminist women can identify the 
ng Our societies as well, which—try 

{0 conceal it—does affect our personal 
relationships.” 

| 263 pages......ISBN 0-910383-15-4 ...... $12 | 363 pages......ISBN 0-910383-17-0 ...... $12 
| Say 

| Esta puente, [=== ee Take Back 
mi espalda ap ars Saas Your Power 

The S ees Jennifer Coburn 
; Severe sexual harassment by 

}| : her supervisor in her first job 
| sce ms emt oral RO after college drove Jennifer 
ins personal Coburn to fight back and win a legal settlement. 

She then interviewed a hundred other women 
to gather their stories of sexual harassment on a 
variety of jobs. She presents and analyzes her 
own experiences and those of the women she 
interviewed, emphasizing the psychological and 
practical dimensions of the struggle. 

“Take Back Your Power is a comprehensive and 
empowering guide to addressing sexual harass- 
ment at the work place.” —Patricia Ireland, presi- 
dent, National Organization for Women. 
141 pages......ISBN 0-910383-13-8 ....._. $10 

Box 12447- F San Francisco, CA 94112. Distributed by Bookpeople. 



Women Writing a Feminist Future! 

A Gift of the Emperor 

GIFT Therese Park Spinses 
Ink ISBN: 1-883523-18-4 $10.95 (Pub. date: September 1997) 

me BEROR The gut-wrenching fictionalized account of real-life 
atrocities inflicted upon approximately 200,000 Asian women during 
World War II. This debut novel by Therese Park was inspired by 
recent revelations in the international media that have rocked Japanese 

society and reverberated throughout the world. 

This searing account of one Korean “comfort woman's” endurance of 
the callous brutality with which human beings can treat one another 
during wartime is compelling testimony to the strength of the human 
spirit, the power of love over hate, and the ultimate triumph of hope 
over despair. 

Therese Park 
“..at long last, with [Therese Park's] help, the truth about her former 
countrywomen has started to surface, and the world is listening.” 

— Kansas City Star 
Living at Night 
Mariana Romo-Carmona 

ISBN 1-883523-22-2 $10.95 (Pub. date: October 1997) 

Erica Garcia, a young, working-class, Puerto Rican-American lesbian, LIVING AT NIGHT 

searches for a niche in the world, despite the pressures of satisfying 

the expectations of family, lovers, and friends. Unresolved anguish 

over her mother's illness causes Erica to drop out of college and 

work as a nurse's aide at an institution for the developmentally disabled. 

This is a story of hope and redemption—of how one woman's empathy 

and compassion can make a small but essential difference in the lives 

of those whom society would rather forget, and how those removed 

from the cares of the world can teach a young woman about life and 

the value of human connections. 

“ Living at Night turns on the lights on the journey of the heart 

towards self-discovery, connectedness, love for all the wounded parts 

of ourselves and others. A healing read!”” — Julia Alvarez, ; Yo! 

M. ROMO-CARMONA 
—————EE

E 

Distributed to the Trade by InBook/LPC (800) 243-0138 peice. 


